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% percent 

°C degree Celsius 

µm micrometer 
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FAK Focal adhesion kinase 

FAT focal adhesion targeting 
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HEK human embryonic kidney 
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PI3K Phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase 

PRR proline-rich regions 
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Pyk2 proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2 
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RT room temperature 
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SD standard deviation 
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SUMMARY 

Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecules (CEACAMs) belong 

to the immunoglobulin superfamily and contribute to cell-cell adhesion and sig-

nal modulation in various tissues. Several human-specific bacterial pathogens 

including Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Neisseria meningitidis, Moraxella catarrhalis, 

Haemophilus influenzae as well as some pathogenic Escherichia coli exploit 

members of the CEACAM family to colonize the mucosal surface of their host. 

In turn, with the granulocyte specific CEACAM3 the human innate immune sys-

tem is equipped with a dedicated phagocytic receptor that allows the opsonin-

independent recognition, internalization and elimination of CEACAM-binding 

bacteria. Following receptor engagement by bacterial host cell binding the im-

munoreceptor-based activation motif (ITAM)-like sequence within the cytoplas-

mic domain of CEACAM3 becomes tyrosine phosphorylated at Tyr230 and 

Tyr241 via Src family kinases. The tyrosine phosphorylated ITAM-like motif 

serves as a binding site for SH2-domain containing proteins. Biochemical ap-

proaches revealed that the SH2 domains of hematopoietic cell kinase (Hck), 

class I phosphatidylinositol 3´-kinase (PI3K) and growth factor receptor-bound 

protein 14 (Grb14) bind directly to phosphorylated Tyr230 in vitro. Furthermore, 

application of various Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based 

methods, including acceptor photobleaching, sensitized emission and fluores-

cence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) demonstrated that these interactions 

also take place in the physiological context of an intact cell and facilitated to 

pinpoint these interactions exactly to the sites of pathogen binding in infected 

host cells. PI3K activity was thought to be involved in CEACAM3-mediated up-

take similar to Fcγ receptor ITAM signaling. However, our results show that 

PI3K activity is dispensable for CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis but critical 

for the elimination of phagocytosed particles. Accordingly, pharmacological in-

hibition of PI3K kinase abolishes initiation of the oxidative burst and bacterial 

destruction. With the adaptor protein Grb14 for the first time a negative regula-

tor of CEACAM3-signaling was identified. Overexpression of Grb14 inhibited the 

internalization of CEACAM3-binding bacteria. In line with this, knockdown of 

Grb14 expression by RNAi elevated CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. Grb14 
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might help to restrict granulocyte activation to the site of pathogen uptake. Tak-

en together, the results obtained in these studies contribute to our understand-

ing of CEACAM3-mediated signaling with its short-wired connection to cellular 

factors critical for cytoskeletal reorganization and antibacterial effector functions 

in comparison to canonical ITAM-signaling.  

In a second line of investigation, small molecule inhibitors interfering with the 

subcellular localization of Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) by disrupting protein 

interactions were identified from a High Content Screening approach. FAK is an 

essential protein tyrosine kinase in multicellular organisms that orchestrates the 

dynamic build-up and remodeling of focal adhesion protein complexes at Integ-

rin-dependent cell adhesion sites, a process involved in cell migration. In this 

regard, FAK has signaling and scaffolding functions that depend on phosphory-

lation of its substrates as well as transient interactions with other key proteins 

like Paxillin. Based on two libraries with more than 17000 entries we identified 

two structurally related compounds that efficiently disrupt FAK localization. 

Within minutes Mb31 and Mb36 displace FAK from focal adhesions in a re-

versible manner, presumably, by targeting its interaction partner Paxillin while 

localization of other focal adhesion proteins like Talin or Vinculin is retained. 

3 µM Mb31 dramatically inhibit Integrin-based cell migration of mouse embryon-

ic fibroblasts (MEFs), obviously, by interfering with both focal adhesion for-

mation and disassembly. Mb31 will allow further deciphering of the molecular 

basis of focal adhesion assembly, maturation and turnover. Furthermore, Mb31 

will be an interesting candidate for targeting FAK functions in pathological situa-

tions such as tumor metastasis or vascular restenosis.             
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecules (CEACAMs) gehö-

ren zur Überfamilie der Immunglobuline und sind bei der Zell-Zell-Adhäsion und 

Signalmodulation in verschiedensten Geweben von Bedeutung. Einige human-

spezifische bakterielle Krankheitserreger wie Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Neisseria 

meningitidis, Moraxella catarrhalis, Haemophilus influenzae und manche patho-

genen Escherichia coli nutzen Mitglieder der CEACAM Familie zur Kolonisie-

rung der menschlichen Schleimhaut. Umgekehrt ist das menschliche, angebo-

rene Immunsystem mit dem Granulozyten-spezifischen CEACAM3 mit einem 

speziellen Rezeptor ausgestattet, der die Opsonin-unabhängige Erkennung, 

Aufnahme und Abtötung von CEACAM-bindenden Bakterien erlaubt. Nach Re-

zeptoraktivierung durch Baterienbindung an die Wirtszelle wird die immunore-

ceptor-based activation motif (ITAM)-ähnliche Sequenz in der zytoplasmati-

schen Domäne von CEACAM3 an den Tyrosinen 230 und 241 durch Src-

Kinasen phosphoryliert. Das Tyrosin-phosphorylierte ITAM-ähnliche Motiv fun-

giert dann als Bindungsstelle für SH2-Domänen enthaltende Proteine. Bioche-

mische Ansätze haben gezeigt, dass Hck, Klasse I PI3K und Grb14 in vitro di-

rekt an den phosphorylierten Tyrosinrest 230 binden können. Weiterhin konnte 

durch die Anwendung verschiedener Fluoreszenz Resonanz Energie Transfer 

(FRET)-Techniken, wie Akzeptor Photobleichen, sensitized emission und Fluo-

reszenz lifetime imaging Mikroskopie (FLIM) aufgeklärt werden, dass diese In-

teraktionen auch unter physiologischen Bedingungen in der intakten Zelle statt-

finden und die Interaktionen genau an der Bindungsstelle der Bakterien lokali-

siert werden. Es wurde vermutet, dass die PI3K Kinaseaktivität für die 

CEACAM3-vermittelte Aufnahme von Bedeutung ist, ähnlich wie es im Fcγ Re-

zeptor Signalweg der Fall ist. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen jedoch, dass die PI3K 

Aktivität für die CEACAM3-vermittelte Phagozytose vernachlässigbar ist, aber 

essentiell für die Elimination der aufgenommenen Partikel ist. Dementspre-

chend hemmt die pharmakologische Inhibition der PI3K Kinaseaktivität die Aus-

lösung einer oxidative burst-Antwort und die Degradation internalisierter Bakte-

rien. Mit dem Adaptorprotein Grb14 konnte erstmals ein negativer Regulator 

CEACAM3-initiierter Signalwege identifiziert werden. Die Überexpression von 
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Grb14 inhibiert die Aufnahme von CEACAM3-bindenden Bakterien. Passend 

dazu, erhöht die Herunterregulation der Grb14 Expression mittels RNAi die 

CEACAM3-vermittelte Phagozytose. Grb14 könnte daran beteiligt sein, die 

Granulozytenaktivierung exakt auf die Stellen zu beschränken, an denen die 

Aufnahme von Bakterien erfolgt. Zusammengenommen tragen die Ergebnisse 

aus diesen Studien zum Verständnis der durch CEACAM3-initierten Signalwege 

mit seiner, im Vergleich zum kanonischen ITAM-Signalweg, verkürzten Verbin-

dung zu zellulären Faktoren bei, die essentiell für die Zytoskelettumlagerung 

oder antibakteriellen Effektorfunktionen sind.  

In einem anderen Versuchsansatz wurden in einem High Content Screen nie-

dermolekulare Inhibitoren identifiziert, die durch die Zerstörung von Protein-

Protein-Interaktionen mit der subzellulären Lokalisation der Fokalen Adhesions-

kinase (FAK) interferieren. FAK ist eine, in multizellulären Organismen essenti-

elle, Proteintyrosinkinase, die den dynamischen Aufbau und Umbau (turnover) 

von Fokalen Adhäsionskomplexen an Integrin-abhängigen Zelladhäsionsstellen 

reguliert; ein Prozess der bei der Zellmigration von Bedeutung ist. In dieser Hin-

sicht besitzt FAK Signal- und Gerüstfunktionen, die sowohl von der Phosphory-

lierung seiner Substrate als auch von der vorübergehenden Bindung anderer 

Schlüsselproteine wie Paxillin abhängen. Ausgehend von zwei Bibliotheken mit 

mehr als 17000 Substanzen haben wir zwei strukturell verwandte Verbindungen 

identifiziert, die die FAK Lokalisation wirksam zerstören. Innerhalb von Minuten 

verdrängen Mb31 und Mb36 FAK reversibel von den Fokalkontakten indem sie 

vermutlich beim FAK-Interaktionspartner Paxillin ansetzen, während die Lokali-

sation anderer Fokalkontaktproteine wie Talin oder Vinculin erhalten bleibt. 

3 µM Mb31 inhibieren die Integrin-basierte Zellmigration von embryonalen 

Mausfibroblasten dramatisch, offensichtlich, indem sie sowohl mit der Fokalkon-

taktentstehung als auch dem Abbau von Fokalen Adhäsionsstellen interferieren. 

Mb31 könnte die weitere Aufklärung der molekularen Mechanismen der Fokal-

kontaktentstehung, Reifung und des Umbaus von Fokalkontakten ermöglichen. 

Darüber hinaus stellt Mb31 einen interessanten Kandidaten dar, um FAK Funk-

tionen in pathologischen Situationen wie Tumormetastasierung oder der vasku-

lären Restenose zu unterbinden.                       
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CEACAM3 

1.1.1 CEACAM family proteins as bacterial receptors 

CEACAM3 is a member of the carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion 

molecule (CEACAM) family. In humans, twelve closely related CEACAMs can 

be expressed by various tissues, but are predominantly found on cells of epithe-

lial or hematopoietic origin (Kuespert et al. 2006) (Fig. 1.1) 

 

Fig. 1.1: Overview of the human CEACAM family. Schematic representation of major isoforms 

of the different CEACAM family members is depicted. Further information with regard to alterna-

tive splice variants can be found at http://cea.klinikum.uni-muenchen.de/. Species abbrevia-

tions: c, cow; d, dog; e, elephant; h, human; m, mouse; o, opossum; r, rat (taken from (Kuespert 

et al. 2006)). 
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All CEACAMs share a characteristic amino-terminal immunoglobulin variable 

(IgV)-like domain and some members have in addition up to six immunoglobulin 

constant (IgC)-like domains in their extracellular part. Reflected in their wide tis-

sue distribution, CEACAMs modulate various cellular functions. For instance, 

epithelial CEACAMs (CEACAM1, CEA and CEACAM6) generally contribute to 

intercellular adhesion by the formation of homophilic interactions with other 

CEACAM family members and some CEACAMs bind soluble extracellular pro-

teins. Thereby, CEACAMs can initiate signaling processes that affect the prolif-

eration and differentiation of cells as well as the functional organization of tis-

sues (Nagaishi et al. 2006; Yokoyama et al. 2007; Nouvion et al. 2010; Zheng 

et al. 2011), Interestingly, several human-restricted pathogens, namely Neis-

seria gonorrhoeae, Neisseria meningitidis, Haemophilus influenzae, Moraxella 

catarrhalis, as well as some strains of pathogenic Escherichia coli, have 

evolved distinct afimbrial adhesins to engage human CEACAMs (Chen and 

Gotschlich 1996; Virji et al. 1996; Chen et al. 1997; Gray-Owen et al. 1997; Hill 

et al. 2001; Hill and Virji 2003; Barnich et al. 2007). The importance of CEA-

CAM-binding for the bacterial life cycle is underscored by the fact that certain 

bacterial species seem to have at least two independent means to engage 

members of this receptor family (Kuespert et al. 2011). Furthermore, human-

restricted bacteria selectively recognize CEACAMs in a species-specific man-

ner, as CEACAM1 orthologues from dog, cattle or mouse do not function as 

receptors for pathogenic Neisseriae or Moraxella catarrhalis (Voges et al. 

2010). Most importantly, binding to CEACAMs found on the apical surface of 

epithelial cells facilitates the bacterial colonization of the human mucosa in sev-

eral ways. In addition to promote the attachment of the bacteria to the tissue 

surface, stimulation of epithelial CEACAMs, such as CEACAM1, CEA, or CEA-

CAM6, triggers gene expression events resulting in altered extracellular matrix-

binding of the infected cells (Muenzner et al. 2005). In vivo, this interaction be-

tween bacteria and epithelial CEACAMs suppresses exfoliation of superficial 

epithelial cells from the tissue, thereby generating a stable platform for bacterial 

colonization (Muenzner et al. 2010). It is highly plausible, that the pronounced 

suppression of exfoliation in a stratified epithelium is the primary driving force 

behind the convergent evolution of CEACAM-binding adhesins in diverse bacte-

rial species. 
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In vitro, however, additional CEACAM-dependent cellular responses have been 

observed. For example, CEACAM-binding results in bacterial internalization and 

promotes transcytosis of bacteria through an intact polarized epithelial layer 

(Wang et al. 1998; McCaw et al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; 

Muenzner et al. 2008). Moreover, interaction of bacteria and CEACAM1 in vitro 

can modulate T-cell responses (Boulton and Gray-Owen 2002) and can in-

crease the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines as well as expression of 

the receptor itself by endothelial and epithelial cells (Muenzner et al. 2001; 

Muenzner et al. 2002; Griffiths et al. 2007), suggesting that CEACAM-

recognition could benefit the bacteria beyond the initial colonization step.  

In contrast to the advantage bacteria might gain from binding to epithelial CEA-

CAMs, the expression of a CEACAM-binding adhesin might also predispose 

bacteria for detection and elimination by human granulocytes. In the case of 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae, it has long been recognized that certain colony opacity 

(Opa) protein-expressing variants are readily engulfed by human granulocytes 

in the absence of opsonizing antibodies or complement factors (Naids and Rest 

1991; Belland et al. 1992; Kupsch et al. 1993) indicating the presence of specif-

ic Opa protein receptors on human granulocytes. The identification of CEA-

CAMs as receptors for neisserial Opa proteins immediately suggested a major 

role for these molecules in opsonin-independent phagocytosis of bacteria (Chen 

and Gotschlich 1996; Gray-Owen et al. 1997; Hauck et al. 1998). It is important 

to note that human granulocytes express several CEACAM family members 

including CEACAM1, CEACAM3, CEACAM4, CEACAM6, and CEACAM8. 

Clearly, each of these receptors is able to individually trigger granulocyte re-

sponses such as degranulation or increased integrin-mediated adhesion upon 

stimulation with CEACAM-specific antibodies (Skubitz et al. 1996; Skubitz and 

Skubitz 2008). Therefore, a central question was initially, which CEACAM(s) 

is/are responsible for granulocyte-dependent phagocytosis of CEACAM-binding 

bacteria? Within the last few years, several independent lines of investigation 

have pointed to CEACAM3 as the major driver behind this efficient phagocytic 

process, which is based on large lamellipodial protrusions (Fig. 1.2). 
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Fig. 1.2: CEACAM3-mediated, opsonin-independent phagocytosis by human granulocytes. Pri-

mary human granulocytes were isolated from peripheral blood and infected for 15 min with 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae expressing a CEACAM3-binding Opa protein. Upon fixation, samples 

were processed for scanning electron microscopy. Shown is a pseudocolored image of a hu-

man granulocyte (dark) in the process of opsonin-independent phagocytosis of multiple gono-

cocci (orange) via large lamellipodial protrusions (arrowheads). The boxed area is enlarged in 

the right panel and shows a detail of the phagocyte surface at the site of CEACAM3-mediated 

phagocytosis of N. gonorrhoeae (taken from (Buntru et al. 2012)). 

1.1.2 Phosphorylation of the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain and 

CEACAM3 membrane localization 

Besides the highly selective expression in human granulocytes, CEACAM3 is 

peculiar within the group of bacteria-binding CEACAMs for other reasons. On 

the one hand, the overall domain structure of this type 1 transmembrane protein 

differs from epithelial bacteria-binding CEACAMs by the lack of extracellular 

Igc-like domains (Pils et al. 2008). Furthermore, the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic 

domain encompasses an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif 

(ITAM)-like sequence, which is not present in other bacteria-binding CEACAMs. 

In this respect, the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence (YxxLx(7)YxxM) shares fea-

tures with the amino acid sequence of canonical ITAMs (YxxL/Ix(6-12)YxxL/I) 

found in immune receptors such as the well-studied T-cell receptor (TCR) ζ-

chain or the activating Fcγ receptors (FcγRs) (Reth 1989). The individual mem-

bers of the FcγR family are expressed on hematopoetic cells, with FcγRI and 

FcγRIIa present on human granulocytes (Nimmerjahn and Ravetch 2008). Upon 

crosslinking by immune complexes, such as antibody-coated microorganisms, 

FcγRs are phosphorylated on tyrosine residues within the ITAM by protein tyro-
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sine kinases (PTKs) of the Src-family (Cooney et al. 2001; Cox and Greenberg 

2001; Greenberg 2001). 

In analogy to FcγRs, the ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 was proposed to 

become tyrosine phosphorylated and to initiate a signaling cascade to promote 

phagocytosis (Chen et al. 2001; Billker et al. 2002). Indeed, bacterial engulf-

ment via large lamellipodia protrusions, which can be observed during CEA-

CAM3-mediated uptake, is highly reminiscent to that described for ITAM-

containing FcγRs (Billker et al. 2002; Schmitter et al. 2004). Correspondingly, 

previous studies have shown that the two tyrosines Tyr230 and Tyr241 within 

the ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 become phosphorylated and contribute to 

efficient uptake of the human pathogen Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Chen et al. 

2001; McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter et al. 2004). In a similar fashion to FcγR, 

CEACAM3 is tyrosine phosphorylated by Src-family PTKs (in particular the Src 

family PTKs Hck and Fgr), which are activated in granulocytes in response to 

CEACAM-binding bacteria (Hauck et al. 1998; Schmitter et al. 2007). Further-

more, phosphorylation of CEACAM3 as well as bacterial uptake by CEACAM3 

transfected cell lines or primary human granulocytes is strongly affected by Src 

kinase-specific inhibitors, in line with the notion that Src-family kinases are re-

quired for the CEACAM-mediated opsonin-independent phagocytosis of bacte-

ria (McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter et al. 2007). In contrast, bacterial internaliza-

tion via CEACAM6 is barely affected by Src PTK inhibitors (Schmitter et al. 

2007). Though CEACAM6 is more abundant than CEACAM3 on the surface of 

human granulocytes, the strong inhibitory effect of Src family PTK inhibitors on 

CEACAM-mediated uptake suggests that CEACAM6 only plays a minor role 

during CEACAM-mediated opsonin-independent phagocytosis by granulocytes. 

Furthermore, CEACAM6 is a GPI-anchored protein, which resides in cholester-

ol- and sphingolipid-rich membrane microdomains (lipid rafts) (Schmitter et al. 

2007; Muenzner et al. 2008). CEACAM6 shares this particular subcellular local-

ization with other epithelial CEACAMs, such as CEA and CEACAM1, which 

translocates into a lipid raft membrane fraction upon cross-linking (Muenzner et 

al. 2008). The lipid raft association renders CEACAM6 and CEACAM1-initiated 

bacterial internalization sensitive to cholesterol depleting agents such as me-

thyl-β-cyclodextrin (Schmitter et al. 2007; Muenzner et al. 2008). In contrast, 

CEACAM3 localizes to non-raft, phosphoglycerolipid-rich subdomains of the 
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plasma membrane and this distinct membrane distribution is determined by the 

transmembrane domain of CEACAM3 (Muenzner et al. 2008). Exchange of the 

CEACAM1 transmembrane domain for the membrane-spanning amino acid se-

quence of CEACAM3 can re-direct CEACAM1 into the non-raft membrane frac-

tion and makes CEACAM1-mediated uptake insensitive to cholesterol depletion 

(Muenzner et al. 2008). It is important to note that CEACAM-mediated, opsonin-

independent phagocytosis of bacteria by primary human granulocytes is insen-

sitive to cholesterol depletion (Schmitter et al. 2007) again ruling out a major 

contribution of CEACAM1 and CEACAM6 to this process. Consistent with the 

lipid-raft independent uptake by granulocytes, the CEACAM3-mediated bacteri-

al internalization in transfected cell lines is not affected by cholesterol depletion 

(Schmitter et al. 2007; Muenzner et al. 2008). Together with the effect of Src 

PTK inhibitors, the independence from lipid rafts provides direct evidence, that 

CEACAM3-mediated opsonin-independent phagocytosis, despite the presence 

of considerable amounts of CEACAM1 and CEACAM6, is the major route of 

uptake upon encounter of non-opsonized, CEACAM-binding bacteria and hu-

man granulocytes.  

1.1.3 CEACAM3-initiated signaling leading to actin rearrangements and 

phagocytosis 

Upon phosphorylation of the FcγR cytoplasmic domain, kinases of the Syk-

family are recruited to the dually phosphorylated ITAM, where they bind via their 

tandem SH2 domains (Kiefer et al. 1998). In the case of FcγR-mediated phago-

cytosis, Syk kinase is essential for activation of downstream events, either by 

phosphorylation and recruitment of adapter proteins such as LAT, Nck, CrkII, 

SLP-76, and Gab2 or by functioning as an adapter itself, e.g. by binding to the 

regulatory p85 subunit of type I phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinase (PI3K) or the 

guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) Vav (Flannagan et al. 2012). Accord-

ingly, Syk-dependent events result in the local recruitment and activation of 

GEFs, which stimulate small GTPases of the Rho family, such as Rac and 

Cdc42. In turn, these GTPases orchestrate, via their effector proteins WASP 

and WAVE, the actin-cytoskeleton-driven formation of lamellipodial protrusions 

that form a phagocytic cup (Cox et al. 1997; Greenberg and Grinstein 2002; 

Swanson and Hoppe 2004).  
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CEACAM-mediated phagocytosis by primary human granulocytes is also char-

acterized by the formation of f-actin containing lamellipodial structures (Billker et 

al. 2002; Schmitter et al. 2004). Upon encounter with CEACAM-binding bacte-

ria, a strong increase in GTP-loaded Rac, but not Cdc42, has been observed in 

human phagocytes (Hauck et al. 1998). Detailed analysis in transfected cell 

lines demonstrated that engagement of CEACAM3, but not of CEACAM1 or 

CEACAM6, results in lamellipodial protrusions and enhanced Rac GTP loading. 

The increased Rac-GTP levels depend on both, the integrity of the CEACAM3 

ITAM-like sequence as well as Src PTK activity (Schmitter et al. 2004). Togeth-

er with the fact that dominant negative Rac, but not dominant-negative Cdc42, 

interferes with uptake of CEACAM-binding bacteria by primary human granulo-

cytes, these results highlight the stringent connection between CEACAM3 and 

Rac in promoting this opsonin-independent phagocytosis. 

The GEF Vav, which is involved in Rac activation downstream of FcγR phos-

phorylation, is also the critical GEF mediating CEACAM3-initiated Rac GTP 

loading. Biochemical and functional evidence established that Vav directly binds 

via its SH2 domain to the phosphorylated Tyr230 within the ITAM-like sequence 

of CEACAM3 (Schmitter et al. 2007). This is in striking contrast to FcγRs, where 

Vav indirectly associates with the activated receptor via an interaction with the 

ITAM-bound Syk or via binding to the phosphorylated adaptor protein Slp-76 

(Deckert et al. 1996; Tuosto et al. 1996; Rouard et al. 1999). The direct, Syk-

independent association of Vav with CEACAM3 could help to explain, why Syk 

is dispensable for the uptake via CEACAM3. Indeed, treatment of primary hu-

man granulocytes with the Syk inhibitor piceatannol does not impair CEACAM-

mediated internalization (Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). Furthermore, Syk 

overexpression in different cell lines, which lack endogenous Syk expression, 

does not increase CEACAM3-initiated uptake of N. gonorrhoeae (Sarantis and 

Gray-Owen 2007) (Pils and Hauck, unpublished observations). These results 

are unexpected given that FcγR-mediated phagocytosis of IgG-opsonized parti-

cles strongly depends on Syk activity (Crowley et al. 1997; Kiefer et al. 1998). 

The direct association with Vav and the lack of a contribution of Syk kinases 

underscore the fact that the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence clearly operates in 

a manner distinct from canonical ITAMs. The current data support the idea, that 

the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence directly engages downstream components 
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involved in canonical ITAM signaling, thereby circumventing the need for Syk 

kinases, which coordinate signaling complexes during FcγR signaling. Recent 

insight has further strengthened the concept that CEACAM3 short wires recep-

tor clustering with re-organization of the actin cytoskeleton for opsonin-

independent phagocytosis. 

A biochemical screen has revealed that the Src homology 2 (SH2) domains of 

the adapter proteins Nck1 and Nck2 bind to the phosphorylated CEACAM3 

ITAM-like sequence and Nck transiently co-localizes with CEACAM3 upon bac-

terial binding (Pils et al. 2012). SH2 domains of other adapter proteins involved 

in canonical ITAM signaling, such as Grb2, Crk, or SLP-76, do not bind to the 

receptor. The highly homologous proteins Nck1 and Nck2, which are composed 

of three SH3 domains and a single SH2 domain and which are co-expressed in 

most tissues, are often involved in regulating actin cytoskeleton dynamics 

(Buday and Tompa 2010). In line with this notion, Nck1/Nck2-deficient cells do 

not form lamellipodia upon CEACAM3 stimulation (Pils et al. 2012). A known 

binding partner of Nck SH3 domains is the Nck-associated protein 1 (Nap1, also 

termed NCKAP1 or Hem2). The Rac-effectors Nap1 and the specifically Rac-

associated protein 1 (Sra1) are part of the intrinsically inactive WAVE complex 

and seem to mask the carboxy-terminal VCA-domain (Verprolin-, Cofilin-

homology acidic domain) of WAVE thereby preventing WAVE-initiated Arp2/3 

complex stimulation (Miki et al. 1998; Derivery and Gautreau 2010). The VCA-

domain is released due to activation of the WAVE-complex by multiple stimuli 

including association with GTP-loaded Rac, binding to phosphoinositides and 

phosphorylation of WAVE, although the exact mechanism are currently un-

known (Leng et al. 2005; Danson et al. 2007; Lebensohn and Kirschner 2009). 

While the WAVE V-region binds Actin-monomers, the CA region associates with 

the Arp2/3 complex to create a nucleation core for actin polymerisation (Miki 

and Takenawa 1998; Machesky and Insall 1999; Rohatgi et al. 1999). Nck con-

nects the phosphorylated CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence with the WAVE com-

plex triggering local f-actin-based lamellipodial structures. Accordingly, shRNA-

mediated knock-down of WAVE complex components or interference with Nck 

expression compromises CEACAM3-initiated uptake of bacteria (Pils et al. 

2012). Via the direct association with both, Vav and the Nck-WAVE complex, 

the phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 brings together an up-
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stream activator and a downstream effector of Rac, thereby providing a short-

cut towards local actin cytoskeleton rearrangements, which are necessary for 

lamellipodia formation and highly efficient phagocytosis of bacteria. 

1.1.4 CEACAM3-initiated elimination of phagocytosed bacteria 

Following engulfment by granulocytes, bacteria are eliminated through an effec-

tive killing response. This includes release of primary and secondary granules 

and the production of reactive oxygen species by the NADPH oxidase complex 

(oxidative burst), finally leading to the destruction of the internalized bacteria. 

Co-ordinated with the uptake process, also this activity seems to be directed by 

signals emanating from the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain. Indeed, it was 

shown that Syk and phosphatidylinositol 3´-kinases (PI3K) are key players that 

regulate these effector functions (Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007; Buntru et al. 

2011). Similar to Syk, class I PI3K is recruited to CEACAM3 upon bacterial 

binding, but does not contribute to bacterial internalization (Buntru et al. 2011). 

Class I PI3 kinases form heterodimers of one regulatory subunit (either p50, 

p55, or p85) and one catalytic subunit (p110α, β or γ). Interestingly, though the 

YxxM motif around tyrosine 241 in CEACAM3 was predicted as a binding site 

for class I PI3K SH2 domains, the N-terminal SH2 domain of PI3K p55 directly 

binds to phosphorylated tyrosine 230 of CEACAM3 (Buntru et al. 2011). The 

direct association between the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence and the regula-

tory p55 subunit of PI3K is not only supported by biochemical assays with re-

combinant peptides, but also by FRET-based microscopic investigations in in-

tact cells (Buntru et al. 2011). PI3K activity seems to result in local accumulation 

of both PtdIns(3)P and PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 at sites of CEACAM3 engagement in 

transfected HeLa cells (Booth et al. 2003). Whereas PtdIns(3)P is generated by 

class III PI3K, PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 is produced by class I PI3K (for an overview see 

(Hawkins et al. 2006)). Both types of lipid kinases are inhibited by broad-

spectrum PI3K inhibitors, such as wortmannin or LY294002. Surprisingly, these 

inhibitors do not interfere with phagocytosis of CEACAM-binding bacteria by 

CEACAM3-transfected cell lines or by primary human neutrophils (Buntru et al. 

2011). This is in contrast to antibody-mediated, opsonin-dependent uptake of 

the same bacteria via FcγRs, which is severely reduced by PI3K inhibition, 
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again pointing to significant differences between the CEACAM3 ITAM-like se-

quence and canonical ITAMs.  

Though CEACAM3-associated PI3K activity is not involved in the uptake pro-

cess, it is essential for the induction of an oxidative burst in response to CEA-

CAM-binding bacteria. Indeed, already low concentrations of wortmannin (10 

nM) dramatically inhibit the oxidative burst and bacterial degradation by primary 

human neutrophils (Buntru et al. 2011). Bacteria, which are able to engage 

CEACAM1, but not CEACAM3, do not elicit an oxidative burst response by hu-

man neutrophils and are not degraded (Buntru et al. 2011). This finding again 

demonstrates that the immediate, opsonin-independent neutrophil responses 

upon encounter of CEACAM-binding bacteria are largely due to CEACAM3-

triggered signals. 

PI3K activity regulates the neutrophil NADPH oxidase complex at several stag-

es by 3´-phosphorylated phosphatidylinositides (Bokoch and Diebold 2002; 

Hawkins et al. 2007). In particular, the products of PI3 kinases work together 

with GTP-loaded Rac to assemble a functional NADPH oxidase complex at the 

phagosomal membrane. In this regard, the cytosolic subunits of the NADPH 

oxidase, consisting of p40phox, p47phox, and p67phox, associate and activate 

the membrane embedded subunits p22phox and gp91phox upon the co-

incidence of Rac-GTP and PtdIns(3)P (Ellson et al. 2001; Ellson et al. 2006; 

Tian et al. 2008). 

During CEACAM3-mediated granulocyte responses, Syk seems to play a com-

parable role to PI3K: Syk activity is not involved in CEACAM3-initiated uptake, 

but is critical for the oxidative burst (Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). These re-

sults are in line with observations from Syk-deficient macrophages and neutro-

phils, which fail to produce an oxidative burst in response to FcγR stimulation 

(Kiefer et al. 1998). Furthermore, degranulation of both primary and secondary 

granules by human neutrophils is dramatically decreased by piceatannol treat-

ment (Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). How CEACAM3 engagement leads to 

Syk recruitment is currently unclear, as direct binding of Syk to the CEACAM3 

ITAM-like sequence has not been observed. We have been unable to detect an 

interaction between GST-fusion proteins of the isolated Syk SH2 domains and 

phosphorylated CEACAM3 by biochemical approaches. In mouse macrophag-

es, Syk can be co-immunoprecipitated with the PI3K regulatory subunit p85 af-
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ter FcγR ligation (Crowley et al. 1997) suggesting an indirect means by which 

Syk could connect to CEACAM3. Though Syk has been shown to bind to the 

SH2 domain of Vav (Deckert et al. 1996), there might be additional connections: 

the acidic region of Vav contains three tyrosine residues known to be phosphor-

ylated by Src family PTKs (Crespo et al. 1997; Tybulewicz 2005). Close inspec-

tion reveals that two of these residues (Vav Y160/174) closely resemble a con-

sensus ITAM sequence and might provide, upon phosphorylation, a docking 

site for the tandem SH2 domains of Syk. As Vav directly binds to pTyr-230 in 

the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3, Syk could be recruited to phosphorylated 

CEACAM3 in a reverse order compared to canonical ITAM signalling. There, 

Syk associates directly with the receptor (e.g. the FcγR) and then promotes Vav 

recruitment. A direct test for a Vav-mediated association of Syk could take ad-

vantage of Vav1/Vav2-double knock-out cells (Schmitter et al. 2007), where an 

indirect complex formation of Syk with CEACAM3 via phosphorylated Vav 

should not be possible. However, a first indication that Syk recruitment might 

indeed rely on Vav and pTyr-230 is given by the observations of Sarantis et al. 

(Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). Single mutation of tyrosine 241 to phenylala-

nine in the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence (Y241F) still allows significant Syk 

association, whereas the equivalent substitution of tyrosine 230 completely 

abolishes Syk recruitment.  

Together, the phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 not only initi-

ates the assembly of a protein complex regulating local f-actin organization, but 

also orchestrates the cellular factors needed for efficient elimination of the inter-

nalized bacteria (Fig. 1.3). How the distinct binding partners assemble with this 

limited sequence will require further detailed analysis of the spatial and tem-

poral organization of CEACAM3-dependent signaling complexes during opso-

nin-independent phagocytosis. 
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Fig. 1.3: Current model of CEACAM3 hemITAM signal transduction. Upon engagement of 

CEACAM3 by CEACAM-binding bacteria, the ITAM-like sequence in the cytoplasmatic domain 

of the receptor is phosphorylated by Src family PTKs on two tyrosine residues (Y230 and Y241). 

In turn, pY-230 serves as a docking site for several effector proteins. The Rac-GEF Vav directly 

binds to pY230 via its SH2 domain and activates Rac by facilitating GTP loading. While Vav 

activates Rac, the adaptor molecule Nck is also recruited to CEACAM3 in a phosphotyrosine-

dependent manner. Nck constitutively associates via one of its SH3 domains with Nap1, an 

integral component of the WAVE complex. The CEACAM3-localized WAVE-complex can now 

be activated by GTP-Rac triggering f-actin-based lamellipodia during the opsonin-independent 

phagocytosis of CEACAM3-binding bacteria. On the other hand, pY-230 serves as a binding 

site for the SH2 domain of the regulatory subunit of phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinase (PI3K). To-

gether with the kinase Syk, which might indirectly associate with CEACAM3, PI3K orchestrates 
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the assembly of a membrane localized NADPH oxidase complex. Assembly and full activity of 

this complex again require GTP-loaded Rac (taken from (Buntru et al. 2012)). 

1.1.5 Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) based subcellular 

visualization of CEACAM3-initiated signaling 

Binding of bacteria to the IgV-like domain of CEACAM3 induce the phosphoryla-

tion of the ITAM-like motif by members of the Src-family kinases. Subsequently, 

it serves as a docking site for several Src-homology 2 (SH2)-domain harboring 

proteins. To elucidate the interaction of two proteins both biochemical and ge-

netic approaches are widely used. Using glutathione-S-tranferase (GST)-pull-

down assays the association of several SH2-domains, namely Nck1/2, PI3K, 

Vav and the Src-kinases Hck and Yes with the phosphorylated ITAM-like motif 

of CEACAM3 could be shown (overview in (Buntru et al. 2012)). Although, 

providing valuable information GST-pull-down assays as well as co-

immunoprecipitations suffer from limitations. On the one hand, it is always pos-

sible that two associated proteins are linked by one or more other proteins in-

stead of directly interacting. On the other hand, these methods are based on 

cell lysates and therefore lack spatial resolution. Similarly, interaction studies 

using synthetic peptides together with purified recombinant proteins or genetic 

approaches like bacteria or yeast two-hybrid screens do not provide any infor-

mation whether or where these interactions take place under physiological con-

ditions in intact cells. The use of different spectral variants of fluorescent pro-

teins (Shaner et al. 2005) allows the real-time observation of the localization of 

multiple proteins in the living cell. However, the resolution of light microscopes 

which is, depending on the wavelength, limited to about 200 nm is too low to 

conclude a direct interaction of two colocalized proteins. By the application of 

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) intimate binding of two pro-

teins can be resolved. Concerning CEACAM3 initiated signaling, FRET allows 

to clarify the direct association of biochemically predicted interactions. Hence, 

FRET could make a contribution to illuminate the complex spatial and temporal 

regulation of SH2-domain containing protein in CEACAM3 initiated signaling 

based on the initial receptor engagement until the elimination of internalized 

bacteria. Furthermore, FRET could be a valuable tool to investigate the putative 

differential binding pattern of the CEACAM3 ITAM-like motif compared to TZR 

and FcγR ITAM.    
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During FRET, energy is transferred from a donor fluorophore in its excited state 

in a non-radiative way by a long-range dipole-dipole coupling mechanism to an 

acceptor molecule. In case of using a fluorescent acceptor the transferred ener-

gy is emitted by the acceptor at longer wavelength. The efficiency (E) of the en-

ergy transfer is given by Eq. 1 with r is the distance separating the donor and 

acceptor molecule and R0 is the Foerster radius.   
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As the efficiency of the energy transfer depends on the inverse of the sixth 

power of the distance, FRET only takes place to a significant extent in a range 

of about 1-10 nm. Generally, this prerequisite is only fulfilled when two donor 

and acceptor labeled proteins are directly interacting. The Foerster radius de-

pends on characteristics of the used fluorophores and the orientation of the 

transition dipole moments. The conventional used FRET-pair is CFP and YFP 

or its mutants. Based on these CyPet and YPet (Cyan and Yellow Protein for 

Energy Transfer) were developed by directed evolution (Nguyen and Daugherty 

2005). CyPet and YPet exhibit enhanced FRET dynamic range compared to the 

parental pair. However, low folding properties of CyPet at 37°C narrow its broad 

application (Shaner et al. 2005). Nevertheless, this FRET pair was used in in 

vitro FRET measurements based on cell lysates as well as studies in intact cells 

(Buntru et al. 2009; Buntru et al. 2011). Recently, the cyan-yellow FRET pairs 

are partly replaced by the use of more red shifted combinations like EGFP and 

mCherry. The use of these FRET pairs has several advantages. Firstly, less 

autophosphorylation occurs at longer wavelengths. Secondly, the mono-

exponential fluorescence decay of EGFP in contrast to the double-exponential 

decay of CFP and CyPet facilitates FRET measurements in FLIM applications.  

In case of FRET (i) the emission of the donor is reduced, (ii) the lifetime of the 

donor in its excited state is reduced and (iii) the transferred energy is emitted by 

the acceptor. Each of these characteristics can be used to detect FRET and 

therefore various methods for quantification exist. Briefly, they can be divided in 

two groups: intensity-based and fluorescence decay kinetics based methods. 

While the Sensitized emission, Acceptor photobleaching and Ratio imaging 
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techniques utilizing changes in fluorescence intensity, Donor photobleaching 

and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) rely on the reduced do-

nor lifetime in case of FRET. To measure FRET by Sensitized emission is the 

classical method at which the acceptor emission due to energy transfer from the 

donor is quantified (Youvan 1997; Jiang and Sorkin 2002). Although, this meth-

od is widely used, some troubles should keep clearly in mind. The measured 

acceptor emission at donor excitation wavelength has to be corrected for donor 

bleed-through and acceptor cross-excitation. Thus, external controls are need-

ed expressing the donor or the acceptor construct only. As the Sensitized emis-

sion depends on the expression of the FRET constructs, it has to be normalized 

to the acceptor or donor signal, respectively. While the acceptor signal is pro-

portional to the acceptor expression, the donor signal is not in case of FRET 

due to quenching. To overcome this limitation Zal and Gascoigne and also 

Hoppe et al. developed methods that allow for donor normalization as well 

(Hoppe et al. 2002; Zal and Gascoigne 2004). As a result, the required post-

processing of the recorded images often prevents direct observation of FRET at 

the microscope. A more straight forward method is acceptor photobleaching. In 

a region of interest the acceptor is photochemically destroyed by a short im-

pulse at high laser intensity. If FRET takes place, this results in an increase of 

donor emission due to donor dequenching. By application of acceptor photo-

bleaching the direct association of Hck-SH2 as well as PI3K-SH2 with phos-

phorylated CEACAM3 could be shown (Buntru et al. 2009; Buntru et al. 2011). 

These results reveal not only the interaction to be relevant in the context of in-

tact cells rather they demonstrate the binding to be a direct consequence of in-

fection with Neisseria gonorrhoeae. Contrary to GST pull-down experiments 

where CEACAM3 is artificially phosphorylated by coexpression of v-Src, recep-

tor engagement is pinpointed to sites of bacterial-host cell contact. Ratio imag-

ing only offers restricted options to study receptor initiated signaling as the stoi-

chiometry of donor and acceptor has to be tightly controlled. This prerequisite 

can generally only be fulfilled when donor and acceptor are fused to the same 

protein. Concerning the fluorescence decay kinetics based methods donor pho-

tobleaching only plays an underpart. Recently, FLIM gained increased interest 

to study protein-protein-interactions by FRET. While the other methods can be 

performed using standard confocal microscopes, FLIM requires specific addi-
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tional instrumentation. Two approaches exist in parallel to measure the lifetime 

of fluorophores in its excited state: time domain and frequency domain. Each 

fluorophore has an intrinsic lifetime of about a few ns. FRET reduces the life-

time of the donor as it depopulates its excited state. As a reference a sample is 

needed expressing the donor construct only to determine the donor lifetime in 

absence of FRET. Since the lifetime can be affected by its microenvironment, it 

is important to express the entire donor fusion protein in the control sample to 

ensure that it exhibits the same subcellular localization (Sun et al. 2011). The 

efficiency of energy transfer can be calculated according to Eq. 2. 
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Time domain FLIM necessitates a pulsed laser and sensitive detectors like ava-

lanche photodiodes. The arrival time of single emitted photons after each exci-

tation pulse is recorded, while some scattered excitation light serves as a start-

ing point (Time correlated single photon counting, TCSPC). Subsequently, the 

lifetime(s) can be extracted from the fluorescence decay by curve fitting. Fre-

quency domain FLIM measurements require an intensity-modulated light source 

and a modulated image intensifier as a detector. Owing to the decay of the 

emission, the emitted light will show a phase-shift (delay in time) and a de-

crease in modulation-depth with respect to the excitation light as well. The life-

time can be calculated from both parameters. Recording of a whole cell with 

reliable pixel-by-pixel lifetimes by TCSPC is in the range of a few minutes to 

allow counting of enough photons. Therefore, currently used TCSPC instrumen-

tation is limited to immobile samples or slow dynamic processes. For highly dy-

namic processes frequency domain FLIM is preferable due to faster lifetime im-

age acquisition. However, determination of single lifetimes from multi-

exponential decays is more challenging compared to time domain FLIM. Appli-

cation of FRET-FLIM will not only allow spatial resolution of CEACAM3 initiated 

protein-protein-interactions but also shed light on the temporal progression of 

the association as well as providing stoichiometric information.  

As the lifetime of a fluorophore is independent of the excitation energy, photo-

bleaching effects and fluorophore concentration, FLIM circumvents several 
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problems of intensity based FRET measurements. Furthermore, the determined 

FRET efficiency is independent of the fractions and concentrations of free and 

bound donor molecules. This issue complicates the application of intensity 

based FRET techniques especially for the investigation of protein-protein-

interactions in living cells due to an alternating stoichiometry. Consequently, 

determination of FRET by FLIM will presumably arise as the method of choice 

in the next years. Further development in FLIM techniques will speed up image 

acquisition and facilitate data interpretation. Stand-alone systems as well as 

upgrading existing confocal or widefield microscopes will make FLIM accessible 

for a large number of researchers. 

1.2 Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) as a key player at focal 

adhesions  

1.2.1 FAK domains and activation 

FAK is an essential protein tyrosine kinase in multicellular organisms as genetic 

deletion of FAK results in an early embryonic lethal phenotype (Ilic et al. 1995). 

FAK is an ubiquitously expressed 125 kDa non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase 

(PTK) and is highly conserved across species. Proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2 

(Pyk2) is the second member of the family of FAK kinases. Pyk2 shares some 

structural and functional similarities with FAK, however, they display distinct 

differences and are clearly not redundant (Schaller 2010). Structurally, FAK 

comprises three domains and localizes at sites of clustered integrins, so called 

focal adhesions. At the N-terminus a band 4.1, Ezrin, Radixin, Moesin-domain 

(FERM-domain) is found, followed by the central kinase domain and a C-

terminal focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain (Fig. 1.4).  
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Between the FERM and the kinase domain one proline-rich region (PRR) is lo-

cated, two additional PRRs are found between the kinase and the FAT domain, 

that function as binding sites for Src-homology (SH) 3 domain containing pro-

teins. The FAT domain harbors four amphipathic α-helices which tightly pack 

together by hydrophobic interactions into an antiparallel four-helix bundle 

(Hayashi et al. 2002). It contains binding sites for the focal adhesion proteins 

Talin and Paxillin (Chen et al. 1995; Tachibana et al. 1995). While binding to 

Talin is not essential for the initial recruitment of FAK (Lawson et al. 2012), 

binding to Paxillin seems to mediate focal adhesion targeting of FAK. A striking 

feature of the FAT domain are two hydrophobic patches on the surface flanked 

by basic residues at the interface of α-helices 1 and 4 and on the opposite site 

of the molecule at the interface of α-helices 2 and 3. These hydrophobic patch-

es bind to the hydrophobic surface of the second and fourth leucine-rich domain 

(LD) motifs from Paxillin (Hayashi et al. 2002; Bertolucci et al. 2005). Point mu-

tations within the Paxillin-binding motifs of the FAK FAT domain disrupt FAK 

association emphasizing the role of this specific interaction for FAK localization 

at focal adhesions (Scheswohl et al. 2008). Structural analyses suggest a dy-

namic nature of FAT adopting either the four-helix bundle or an alternative con-

formation allowing phosphorylation of Tyr925 (Hall et al. 2011). Tyr925 phos-

phorylation seems to induce the dislocation of FAK from focal adhesions (Katz 

et al. 2003) associated with focal adhesion turnover (Mitra et al. 2005).     

Fig. 1.4: Scheme of functional domains of FAK and FAK interaction partners (taken from 

(Chatzizacharias et al. 2008)). 
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The FERM domain is trilobed comprising the F1, F2 and F3 subdomains. FERM 

domains often act as linkers between the cytoskeleton and the plasma mem-

brane and are typically located at the N-terminus (Chishti et al. 1998). In the 

inactive state the FERM domain is bound to the FAK kinase domain and pre-

vents access to the catalytic cleft and autophosphorylation at Tyr397 (autoinhib-

ited conformation) (Cooper et al. 2003; Lietha et al. 2007). Furthermore, Tyr576 

and Tyr577 in the activation loop are sequestered and unavailable as sub-

strates for Src (Lietha et al. 2007). Deletion of the FERM domain is associated 

with elevated catalytic activity and/or tyrosine phosphorylation indicating the 

negative regulatory function (Schlaepfer and Hunter 1996; Toutant et al. 2002; 

Jacamo and Rozengurt 2005). Cell matrix contact, mechanic stress or growth 

factors cause FAK activation (Schlaepfer and Hunter 1998; Schaller et al. 1999; 

Mitra et al. 2005). Stimulation of fibroblasts promotes FAK binding via its FERM 

domain to the epidermal growth factor (EGF) and platelet-derived growth factor 

(PDGF) receptors accompanied by FAK activation (Sieg et al. 2000). The 

FERM F2 subdomain contains a basic patch with the sequence KAKTLRK that 

is important for the activation of FAK following cell adhesion and stimulation 

with hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) by direct binding to activated Met or inter-

action with phosphoinositides (Chen and Chen 2006; Cai et al. 2008; Chen et 

al. 2010). Activation of FAK involves conformational changes to release the in-

tramolecular inhibitory association between the FERM domain and the kinase 

domain (Lietha et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2008) accompanied by Tyr397 phosphory-

lation in cis or also in trans by other cellular tyrosine kinases. Phosphorylated 

Tyr397 serves as a docking site for SH2 domain containing proteins in particular 

Src. Src phosphorylates Tyr576 and Tyr577 within the activation loop to gain full 

catalytic activity of FAK (Calalb et al. 1995) (Fig. 1.5).  
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Fig. 1.5:  The cycle of FAK activation/inactivation. The autoinhibited conformation of FAK is 

shown with the FERM and kinase domains forming a direct interaction blocking access of ATP 

and substrate to the active site. (1) The first step of activation requires ligand binding releasing 

autoinhibition. (2) Autophosphorylation of FAK creates an SH2 binding site at Tyr397. Phos-

phorylation of this site could further destabilize the autoinhibitory conformation through disrup-

tion of the interaction between the linker and the F1 subdomain, although this remains to be 

determined. (3) The Tyr397 SH2 binding site can act as a scaffold to recruit various signaling 

molecules into complex. (4) This same site is the binding site for Src, which is responsible for 

phosphorylation of the activation loop resulting in maximal activation of FAK catalytic activity. 

The FAK/Src complex represents the most active enzyme complex in the cycle. (5) When Src is 

released, FAK retains maximal activity due to phosphorylation of the activation loop. (6) After 

release of Src, the fully active FAK kinase may scaffold other SH2 domain-containing proteins. 

(7) Return to the autoinhibited conformation requires phosphatase activity. The details of this 

step have yet to be elucidated (taken from (Hall et al. 2011)). 

It is assumed that phosphorylation of the activation loop blocks the FERM-

kinase domain interaction (Hall et al. 2011). The activated FAK/Src complex 

binds to and phosphorylates substrates like Paxillin (Schaller and Parsons 

1995) and p130Cas (Tachibana et al. 1997) and plays a central role in the 
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RhoGTPases-mediated reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (Mitra et al. 

2005) (compare also Fig. 1.4).             

1.2.2 FAK as a central regulator of focal adhesion dynamics and 

directional cell migration 

In adherent cell types Integrins concentrate at focal adhesions sites, where they 

provide a structural link between the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the intracel-

lular actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 1.6A). Focal adhesions are key signaling hubs for 

the adhesion-dependent proliferation, cell survival as well as regulation of cell 

motility. Since Integrins lack enzymatic activity, signal transduction based on 

focal adhesions relies on Integrin-associated enzymes. In total, the current in-

ventory of focal adhesion proteins specifically enriched at focal adhesions con-

tains about 160 proteins, the so-called adhesome (Zaidel-Bar et al. 2007; 

Zaidel-Bar and Geiger 2010). Amongst these proteins more than 650 protein-

protein-interactions have been documented so far (Geiger et al. 2009) (Fig. 

1.6B). Recently, electron-tomography-based analysis of focal adhesions has 

revealed that the link between the cytoplasmic tails of integrins and the f-actin 

cytoskeleton is formed by distinct ring-shaped macromolecular complexes 

(Patla et al. 2010). This finding suggests that focal adhesions do not constitute 

an unordered enrichment of a specific set of proteins, but that adhesome pro-

teins are organized in defined macromolecular building blocks (Patla et al. 

2010). This view is supported by super-resolution light microscopy demonstrat-

ing a clear stratified hierarchy of protein layers from the membrane bound-

Integrins to the f-actin cytoskeleton (Kanchanawong et al. 2010) (Fig. 1.6C).  
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Importantly, focal adhesions are no static structures. Directed cell migration re-

quires the coordinated and dynamic regulation of focal adhesions. Focal adhe-

sions underlie distinct maturation steps from the initial Intgrin-ECM binding in 

nascent adhesions (often further subdivided in nascent adhesions and focal 

complexes (Vicente-Manzanares and Horwitz 2011)) near the leading edge to 

focal adhesions and in the end fibrillar adhesions. However, instead of mature 

nascent adhesions can also disassemble at the boundary of lamellipodium and 

lamellum (focal adhesion turnover). Furthermore, focal adhesions disassemble 

at the retracting edge of a migrating cell. FAK has been shown to be involved in 

all steps essential for chemotactic, haptotactic or durotactic cell migration: cell 

Fig. 1.6: A) Fluorescence staining of actin filament bundles (stress fibers; green) and tyrosine-

phosphorylated proteins (red) highlights the dot and stripe like focal adhesion sites (orange) in 

this adherent chicken embryo fibroblast attaching to an extracellular matrix (taken from Pollard 

& Earnshaw (2008) Cell Biology; Saunders, 2. ed.) B) Overview of the core adhesome consist-

ing of around 90 proteins and their interaction network. The central position of FAK and its 

homologue Pyk2 within this protein network is highlighted by the orange circle (taken from 

(Geiger et al. 2009)) C) Schematic model of focal adhesion molecular architecture, depicting 

experimentally determined protein positions. Note the model does not depict protein stoichiome-

try (taken from (Kanchanawong et al. 2010)). 
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polarization, formation of protrusions to move forward and retraction of the trail-

ing edge (Schaller 2010). FAK knockout cells display impaired cell migration 

and fail to form prominent lamellipodia (Ilic et al. 1995; Owen et al. 2007). At the 

leading edge in the lamellipodium initial adhesions are formed (Choi et al. 

2008). In the lamellipodium active actin polymerization takes place that drives 

membrane protrusion. While actin polymerizes rapidly at the front, it depolymer-

izes at sites more distal to the leading edge (Pollard and Borisy 2003) and ad-

hesions were formed to stabilize the leading edge. However, it is not yet clear 

how actin polymerization or its nucleators coordinate sites of adhesion assem-

bly (Vicente-Manzanares and Horwitz 2011). Following Integrin clustering FAK 

is activated and FAK is supposed to activate further Integrins vice versa 

(Michael et al. 2009). When these nascent adhesions are approached by the 

rear of the lamellipodium they either mature to focal adhesions or rapid turnover 

in response to contractile forces (Zaidel-Bar et al. 2003) or due to uncoupling 

form the actin cytoskeleton (Oser and Condeelis 2009). Instead of disassemble, 

nascent adhesions can also mature to focal complexes. While the molecular 

composition is similar to nascent adhesions they grow in size and are Myosin II-

dependent (Vicente-Manzanares et al. 2007; Alexandrova et al. 2008; Choi et 

al. 2008). As the lamellipodium moves forward they mature further into larger, 

elongated focal adhesions. Fibrillar adhesions represent the endpoint of adhe-

sion maturation and facilitate increased cell contractility to push the cell forward. 

They are Myosin II-dependent and in comparison to the relatively short-lived 

nascent adhesions or focal complexes they display a lifetime of several hours. 

Furthermore, fibrillar adhesions play an active role in the ECM organization 

(Zaidel-Bar et al. 2004; Geiger and Yamada 2011). Tyrosine phosphorylation 

levels of FAK and Paxillin decrease when adhesions mature and this is thought 

to be associated with the inhibition of protrusion formation in regions were fibril-

lar adhesions are present (Ballestrem et al. 2006; Vicente-Manzanares et al. 

2011). Several mechanisms contribute to the disassembly of fibrillar adhesions, 

including microtubule targeting, Myosin II-based contraction, proteolytic activa-

tion, pH-dependent modulation of the interaction between actin and adhesion 

proteins or FAK-dynamin mediated endocytosis (Vicente-Manzanares and 

Horwitz 2011). The FAK/Src-complex mediates the turnover of nascent adhe-

sions, focal complexes and focal adhesions. Signaling from FAK and its sub-
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strate Paxillin is mainly transduced by the Rho GTPases Cdc42, Rac1 and Rho. 

Cdc42 and Rac1 promote actin polymerization and adhesion formation; Rho 

promotes adhesion maturation at least in part through its effect on Myosin II 

activity (Totsukawa et al. 2000). At the leading edge it is assumed that Rac and 

Rho activity are regulated cyclically (Tomar and Schlaepfer 2009). Rac activity 

is important to promote further growth of the lamellipodium, Rho activity is in-

volved in the stabilization of the lamellipodium. This is thought to be facilitated 

by the selective FAK association with p190RhoGAP (inactivates Rho) and 

p190RhoGEF (activates Rho) (Lim et al. 2008; Tomar et al. 2009) and antago-

nistic Rac and Rho activation (Wildenberg et al. 2006). These are only two ex-

amples of Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase activating 

proteins (GAPs) involved in the regulation of cell migration. The number of FAK-

associated GEFs and GAPs is growing and FAK seems to facilitate the spatial 

and temporal organization of several GEFs and GAPs. FAK mediated decrease 

in Rho and increase in Rac activity at leading edge adhesions may prevent fo-

cal adhesion maturation and indirectly facilitate focal adhesion turnover. Contra-

ry, high Rho activity and increased Myosin II-based contractility promotes focal 

adhesion maturation and disassembly of trailing edge adhesions (Gupton and 

Waterman-Storer 2006). Consequently, FAK is a key player in directional cell 

migration by the regulation of focal adhesion dynamics through the temporal 

activation of RhoGTPases (Fig. 1.7).         
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Fig. 1.7: FAK: A master regulator of directional cell migration. FAK can facilitate actin polymeri-

zation at nascent FAs by interacting with Arp2/3 complex and modulating Rho/Rac activation 

cycles, resulting in the stabilization of leading edge formation. FAK also promotes FA turnover 

at initial stages of cell spreading by RhoA inhibition, resulting in reduced cell contractility at nas-

cent FAs. The organization of a stable leading edge facilitates cell polarity, resulting in Golgi 

orientation in the direction of cell migration. At later stages of cell migration, FAK promotes FA 

maturation via RhoA activation and increased cell contractility. At trailing edge FAs, FAK-

mediated increased cell contractility via RhoA activation is associated with FA disassembly or 

turnover. Therefore, FAK acts to regulate multiple and differential steps required for efficient 

directional cell movement (taken from (Tomar and Schlaepfer 2009)).   
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2 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The studies of this thesis are separated in two main topics. Firstly, different 

CEACAM3 interaction partners were analyzed with regard to the functional role 

and the relevance of the interaction within intact cells (Chapter I, II and III). 

Secondly, signaling of the Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) was investigated using 

a chemical biological approach (Chapter IV).  

 

I. The ITAM-like motif of CEACAM3 is known to become tyrosine-

phosphorylated by Src-family kinases (SFKs) upon receptor engage-

ment. Furthermore, SFKs play an important role in CEACAM3-mediated 

internalization of OpaCEA-expressing bacteria. Using various FRET-

techniques it should be investigated whether Hck (member of SFKs) 

binds directly to the phosphorylated ITAM-like motif and that this interac-

tion is a direct consequence of bacterial host cell-binding.    

II. In biochemical approaches it could be shown that the regulatory subunit 

of class I PI3K associates with tyrosine phosphorylated CEACAM3. The 

investigations should show that PI3K directly associates with CEACAM3 

upon receptor engagement in intact cells using FRET. Furthermore, it 

should be revealed that PI3K activity is dispensable for the internalization 

of receptor bound bacteria but critical for the elimination of phagocytosed 

particles.  

III. Grb14 was found as a new CEACAM3 interaction partner in a protein mi-

croarray. Using FLIM-FRET it should be investigated whether Grb14 di-

rectly associates with CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial infection. In func-

tional assays the role of this adaptor protein in CEACAM3 mediated 

phagocytosis should be analyzed.    

IV. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a key player of focal adhesion dynamics 

and directional cell migration. Owing to this fact FAK is also an interest-

ing target molecule to interfere with aberrant cell migration in pathological 

situations like tumor metastasis or vascular restenosis. In order to block 

FAK dependent events small molecules should be identified which spe-

cifically displace FAK from focal adhesions. To identify such an inhibitor 
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a High Content Screen (HCS) should be developed that allows analysis 

of compounds in a large scale. Furthermore, potential hits should be ex-

amined with regard to essential concentrations, kinetics of FAK dis-

placement and their potential to block FAK dependent signaling.      
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3.1 Abstract 

Background: Bacteria-triggered signalling events in infected host cells are key 

elements shaping the host response to pathogens. Within the eukaryotic cell, 

signalling complexes are spatially organized. However, the investigation of pro-

tein-protein interactions triggered by bacterial infection in the cellular context is 

technically challenging. Here, we provide a methodological approach to exploit 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to visualize pathogen-initiated 

signalling events in human cells. 

Results: Live-cell microscopy revealed the transient recruitment of the Src fami-

ly tyrosine kinase Hck upon bacterial engagement of the receptor CEACAM3. In 

cells expressing a CEACAM3 variant lacking the cytoplasmic domain, the SH2 

domain of Hck (Hck-SH2) was not recruited, even though bacteria still bound to 

the receptor. FRET measurements on the basis of whole cell lysates revealed 

intimate binding between Hck-SH2 (YPet-Hck-SH2) and the tyrosine phos-

phorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 WT (CEACAM3 WT-CyPet) and a 

flow cytometry-based FRET approach verified this association in intact cells. 

Using confocal microscopy and acceptor photobleaching, FRET between Hck-

SH2 and CEACAM3 was localized to the sites of bacteria-host cell contact.  

Conclusions: These data demonstrate not only the intimate binding of the 

SH2-domain of Hck to the tyrosine-phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of 

CEACAM3 in intact cells, but furthermore, FRET measurements allow the sub-

cellular localization of this process during bacterial infection. FRET-based as-

says are valuable tools to resolve bacteria-induced protein-protein-interactions 

in the context of the intact host cell. 

3.2 Background 

Pathogenic bacteria tightly interact with their host, often exploiting adhesin-

mediated engagement of eukaryotic surface receptors to trigger intracellular 

signalling events (Pizarro-Cerda and Cossart 2006). As bacteria-induced re-

sponses are of critical importance during the initiation and progression of the 

infection, signalling processes in the host cell are studied in molecular detail. 

Both biochemical and genetic approaches have shed light on protein-protein-

interactions and signalling connections that occur in infected eukaryotic cells. 

However, widely used biochemical approaches to investigate protein-protein 
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interactions such as pull-down assays or co-immunoprecipitation from cell ly-

sates have two major drawbacks: firstly, it is always possible that two associat-

ed proteins are not directly interacting, but rather are linked by a third protein; 

secondly, biochemical approaches disrupt the cellular context and therefore 

lack spatial resolution. Similarly, genetic methods such as yeast-two-hybrid 

screens, although even applicable in a high-throughput format, do not provide 

any information, where these processes occur under physiological conditions at 

the subcellular level. 

On the other hand, the introduction of green fluorescent protein (GFP) from Ae-

quorea victoria, has greatly facilitated the microscopic investigation of proteins 

in living cells. Though the use of GFP and its spectral variants allows the obser-

vation of co-localization of multiple proteins in real-time, the resolution of light 

microscopes (about 250 nm) is too low to prove a direct interaction of two co-

localized putative binding partners. Therefore, there is a need for methods that 

combine the power of biochemical studies to pinpoint molecular interactions 

with the ability to study the subcellular context as provided by fluorescence mi-

croscopy. 

Within the last years, the phenomenon of Fluorescence Resonance Energy 

Transfer (FRET) first described by Förster 1948, has gained increasing interest 

as a method to address protein-protein interactions in the context of the cell 

(Heim and Tsien 1996; Mitra et al. 1996; Xia and Liu 2001). During FRET, en-

ergy is transferred from a donor fluorophore in its excited state in a non-

radiative way by dipole-dipole interactions to an acceptor molecule (Lakowicz 

2006). The efficiency of fluorescence resonance energy transfer is defined by: 

E= 1/[1+(r/R0)
6]. Apparently, the efficiency of energy transfer depends on the 

sixth power of the distance “r” separating the donor and the acceptor molecule. 

Therefore, FRET only takes place to a significant extent if molecules are spaced 

within a few nm (about 1-10 nm) (Clegg 1995). The additional parameter “R0”, 

called Förster-radius, is defined as the distance where efficiency of energy 

transfer from donor to acceptor is 50%. R0 is FRET-pair specific and is influ-

enced by the spectral overlap of donor emission and acceptor excitation, the 

quantum yield of the donor, the absorption coefficient of the acceptor and the 

relative orientation of donor and acceptor. As a consequence, FRET is only like-
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ly to occur, if two proteins labelled with a donor and an appropriate acceptor 

molecule are in direct contact.  

To exploit this methodology in the study of pathogen-induced host cell signalling 

and to provide a general framework on how to approach FRET analysis in the 

context of receptor-initiated signalling cascades, we have used the example of 

CEACAM-mediated contact with the gram-negative pathogen Neisseria gonor-

rhoeae. Over the last couple of years, we and others have demonstrated that 

CEACAM3, a granulocyte-expressed member of this receptor family, functions 

as an opsonin-independent phagocytic receptor (McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter 

et al. 2004). CEACAM3 recognizes colony opacity associated (Opa) proteins of 

N. gonorrhoeae (Ngo) as well as additional outer membrane adhesins of other 

gram-negative bacteria and, upon binding of bacteria, initiates an intracellular 

signalling cascade (Pils et al. 2008). 

Efficient uptake of CEACAM3-bound bacteria depends on an immunoreceptor 

tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM)-like sequence in the cytoplasmic part of 

the receptor, which is phosphorylated within minutes of receptor engagement 

(McCaw et al. 2003). Biochemical analyses have demonstrated that SH2 do-

mains of several signalling molecules, including the protein tyrosine kinases 

(PTKs) c-Src and Hck, are able to bind to the tyrosine-phosphorylated cyto-

plasmic domain of CEACAM3 (Schmitter et al. 2007). Besides the SH2-domain 

of Src PTKs, also the SH2-domains of phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase, phospho-

lipase C , and Syk have been found to co-localize with the receptor upon bacte-

rial binding (Booth et al. 2003; Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). However, it is 

unclear if this co-localization is indeed due to direct interaction of the respective 

signalling molecule with the phosphorylated receptor or if there are additional 

molecules involved. 

In the current investigation, we took advantage of a novel FRET-pair of fluoro-

phores, CyPet and YPet, which has been recently developed by random muta-

genesis and which displays enhanced FRET efficiency compared to the often 

used CFP-YFP pair (Nguyen and Daugherty 2005). Tagging the cytoplasmic 

domain of CEACAM3 with CyPet and co-expressing a YPet-SH2-domain fusion 

protein (Fig. 3.1A), we observed FRET in cell lysates and by flow cytometry in 

intact cells expressing phosphorylated CEACAM3-CyPet together with YPet-

SH2 Hck, but not with YPet-SH2 SLP-76. Importantly, FRET measurements in 
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infected cells using acceptor bleaching revealed the direct interaction between 

CEACAM3 and Hck exclusively at sites of bacterial contact with host cell. To-

gether, these data highlight the use of FRET approaches to visualize cellular 

signalling in response to bacterial infection and provide conclusive evidence for 

a direct interaction between CEACAM3 and Hck upon N. gonorrhoeae infection. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Bacterial engagement of CEACAM3 is accompanied by Hck-SH2 recruit-

ment 

Receptor-engagement by bacterial pathogens is known to trigger intracellular 

signalling cascades in the infected eukaryotic cell. We and others have shown 

previously that Src-kinases are critical for CEACAM3-mediated uptake of N. 

gonorrhoeae (Hauck et al. 1998; McCaw et al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007). Bi-

ochemically, pull-down assays have demonstrated the ability of the Src-kinase 

Hck to interact with the phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3. To 

demonstrate the recruitment of Hck to CEACAM3 upon bacterial binding and to 

investigate the kinetics of this process, 293T cells were co-transfected with the 

cDNA of Hck-SH2-mKate together with CEACAM3 WT-GFP or CEACAM3ΔCT-

GFP, respectively (Fig. 3.1A).  
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Fig. 3.1: A) Overview of the used constructs. CEACAM3 WT comprising an ITAM-like sequence 

in its cytoplasmic domain or CEACAM3 ΔCT lacking the entire cytoplasmic domain were C-

terminally tagged with CyPet, as a FRET-donor, or EGFP, respectively. Two specific tyrosine 

residues within the ITAM-like sequence are known to be phosphorylated upon receptor activa-

tion (indicated by asterisks). Hck-SH2 was cloned as a 3’ fusion to mKate or YPet, which served 

as FRET-acceptor. B) SH2-domain of Hck is recruited to CEACAM3, when cells are infected 

with OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae. 293T cells were cotransfected with expression plas-

mids encoding the indicated GFP-tagged CEACAM3 variants and mKate-Hck-SH2 as indicated. 

Cells were infected with AF647-labelled OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae at a multiplicity of 

infection of 30 bacteria/cell. Scale bar corresponds to 10 µm. 

Two days later, the cells were infected with OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae 

and imaged every minute for two hours using confocal microscopy (see Addi-

tional file 1). Representative images of live cells during the infection process are 

shown in Fig. 3.1B. Whereas Hck-SH2 strongly colocalizes with CEACAM3 WT 

at sites of bacterial contact, the unligated receptor does not recruit the kinase 

SH2-domain. In cells expressing CEACAM3 ΔCT, a mutant form of the receptor 

that lacks the complete cytoplasmic domain and that is not phosphorylated up-

on bacterial infection, Hck-SH2 is distributed evenly in the cytoplasm, even 

though the bacteria bind to the extracellular domain (Fig. 3.1B and Additional 

file 2). Clearly, Hck-SH2 recruitment to the bacteria-bound CEACAM3 WT is 
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transient (see Additional file 1). Within 5 – 10 minutes, the SH2-domain disap-

pears from cell-associated bacteria suggesting that the CEACAM3-initiated sig-

nalling complex is changing its composition during bacterial internalization. It is 

also interesting to note, that cells expressing CEACAM3 WT seem to polarize 

with regard to bacterial uptake: Hck-SH2 is being recruited to one side of the 

cell, where efficient receptor clustering and internalization takes place. If this 

represents direct binding of the Hck-SH2 domain to the phosphorylated cyto-

plasmic domain of CEACAM3 or if the recruitment of Hck-SH2 is due to some 

other phosphoprotein, which is found in the vicinity of the receptor, remains un-

resolved. However, the results clearly demonstrate that the Hck SH2 domain is 

effectively recruited to CEACAM3-enriched parts of the cell membrane upon 

receptor engagement by bacteria. 

 

Hck-SH2 binds to phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 

FRET is a powerful tool to investigate protein-protein interactions. However, the 

ability to observe FRET depends on multiple parameters, including the proper 

spatial orientation of the fluorescent molecules which is hard to predict even for 

known interaction partners. In our case, the CyPet tag was added to the car-

boxy-terminus of CEACAM3 that is in close proximity to the tyrosine residues of 

the ITAM-like sequence (Pils et al. 2008), whereas the YPet tag was added to 

the amino-terminus of the SH2 domain of Hck (Fig. 3.1A). To investigate, if the 

association of the Hck SH2 domain with the phosphorylated cytoplasmic do-

main of CEACAM3 can be monitored in the chosen configuration, we first used 

a simple in vitro FRET assay. Therefore, 293T cells were cotransfected with 

CEACAM3WT-CyPet and YPet-Hck-SH2 together with or without v-Src. Indeed, 

co-expression of v-Src leads to constitutive tyrosine phosphorylation of CEA-

CAM3 in the absence of bacterial infection (Fig. 3.2B).  
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Fig. 3.2: Hck-SH2 interacts with the phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3. 293T 

cells were cotransfected to express CEACAM3 wildtype (CEACAM3 WT-CyPet) or CEACAM3 

without the cytoplasmic domain (CEACAM3 CT-CyPet), together with YPet-Hck-SH2 and v-

Src as indicated. Two days after transfection cells were lysed. A) Western Blot of the whole cell 

lysates (WCL) with anti-HA-antibodies (upper panel) or anti-GFP antibodies (lower panel) con-

firmed expression of the indicated proteins after transfection. B) CEACAM3 WT was immuno-

precipitated from lysates and analysed by Western Blotting with anti-phosphotyrosine antibod-

ies. C) Fluorescence of lysates harbouring the indicated proteins was determined in three sepa-

rate channels and apparent FRET efficiency (EAapp; black bars) was calculated as described. 

Purified GST-Src-SH2 was added as a competitive inhibitor of YPet-Hck-SH2 to the lysates and 

measurements were repeated (open bars). D) Purified GST, GST-Src-SH2, or buffer were add-

ed to lysates of cells expressing CEACAM3 WT-CyPet, YPet-Hck SH2 and v-Src. FRET effi-

ciency (EAapp) was calculated as in C). Bars represent mean values ± SEM of three independent 

experiments. 

As a further control, we co-expressed CEACAM3ΔCT-CyPet together with 

YPet-Hck-SH2 in the presence v-Src. Cells were lysed two days after transfec-

tion, when equivalent amounts of the receptor or the Hck SH2 domain were ex-
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pressed in the different samples (Fig. 3.2A). The resulting cell lysates were ana-

lysed for FRET using a spectrofluorometer. Importantly, FRET signals were only 

detected in samples co-expressing CEACAM3WT together with YPet-Hck-SH2 

and v-Src (Fig. 3.2C). In contrast, no FRET was detected in the absence of v-

Src under conditions where CEACAM3WT is not tyrosine phosphorylated. For 

CEACAM3ΔCT, marginal FRET was detected both in the presence or absence 

of v-Src. These results suggest that only upon interaction of tyrosine phosphory-

lated CEACAM3WT with Hck-SH2 efficient FRET between CyPet and YPet oc-

curs demonstrating that these two molecules are closely associated. 

Apparently, the method of measuring FRET between two potential interaction 

partners in cell lysates is less labour-intensive than other biochemical ap-

proaches such as pull-down assays or co-immunoprecipitations. Nevertheless, 

the sensitized emission generated by FRET in these samples can not be ob-

served directly. This is mostly due to the fact that the signal in the FRET chan-

nel is contaminated by spectral bleed through of donor emission and direct exci-

tation of the acceptor at the excitation wavelength of the donor. Therefore, the 

signal has to be adjusted with specific correction factors derived from equivalent 

lysates containing either the donor or the acceptor only (Gordon et al. 1998). 

The sensitized emission calculated by linear unmixing of the signal in the FRET 

channel is further normalized to acceptor intensity to obtain FRET efficiency that 

can be compared between different samples (Jiang and Sorkin 2002). 

To further assure that the calculated FRET efficiency between CEACAM3 WT-

CyPet and YPet-Hck SH2 is due to an SH2-domain-mediated molecular interac-

tion, we introduced an additional internal control. In this regard, we took ad-

vantage of a recombinant GST-fusion protein of the c-Src-SH2 (GST-Src SH2) 

that has shown strong binding to phosphorylated CEACAM3 WT in in vitro pull-

down assays (Schmitter et al. 2007). We reasoned, that an access of non-

fluorescent GST-Src SH2 added to the lysates should act as a specific competi-

tive inhibitor displacing YPet-Hck-SH2 from the phosphorylated CEACAM3 WT. 

In line with this assumption, FRET between CEACAM3 WT-CyPet and YPet-

Hck SH2 was almost completely abolished upon addition of the c-Src SH2 do-

main (Fig. 3.2C). As a further control, similar amounts of GST or GST-Src SH2 

were added to lysates of cells expressing CEACAM3 WT-CyPet, YPet-Hck SH2 

and v-Src. Only in the case of GST-Src SH2 a dramatic decrease of FRET effi-
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ciency occurred, whereas GST alone had no effect on FRET (Fig. 3.2D). These 

results demonstrate that FRET observed in whole cell lysates is due to a specif-

ic interaction between the YPet-tagged SH2 domain of Hck and the tyrosine 

phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 WT-CyPet. Accordingly, we 

could confirm a tight binding between the SH2 domain of the Src family PTK 

Hck and CEACAM3. 

 

FRET between CEACAM3 and Hck-SH2 occurs in intact cells 

In cell lysates, the cellular context of membrane receptors and cytoplasmic sig-

nalling molecules is disrupted, potentially enabling interactions of protein part-

ners that are not found in the same subcellular location. To investigate if the 

intimate association between CEACAM3 and Hck also occurs in intact cells, 

293T cells were co-transfected as above and the intact cells were analysed by 

flow cytometry (Fig. 3.3A).  
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Fig. 3.3: Hck-SH2 interacts with the phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 in intact 

cells. 293T cells were cotransfected to express CEACAM3 wildtype (CEACAM3 WT-CyPet) or 

CEACAM3 without the cytoplasmic domain (CEACAM3 CT-CyPet), together with YPet-Hck-

SH2 and v-Src as indicated. Two days later cells were analysed by flow cytometry. A) Cell 

populations expressing donor or acceptor constructs alone or cotransfected with CyPet- and 

YPet-encoding constructs were identified. Dot plots show the CyPet and YPet fluorescence of 

the indicated samples. Squares indicate the population of CyPet- and YPet-double-positive cells 

co-expressing CEACAM3 WT and YPet-Hck-SH2. B) Histogram of fluorescence intensity in the 

FRET channel of gated CyPet- and YPet-double-positive cells as shown in (A). C) Mean fluo-

rescence intensity in the FRET channel of gated CyPet- and YPet-double-positive cells as 

shown in (A). 
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Similar to the FRET determination in cell lysates, the intensity in the FRET 

channel is corrected for spectral bleed-through and cross-excitation by using 

control cells expressing either fluorescent protein alone. Cells expressing both 

constructs were identified on the basis of CyPet- and YPet-fluorescence intensi-

ty (Fig. 3.3A). In the presence or absence of v-Src, similar amounts of CyPet- 

and YPet-positive cells were observed and the double-positive cell populations 

in the samples did not differ with regard to the CyPet- or YPet-intensities meas-

ured (Fig. 3.3A). Therefore, double-positive cells (expressing YPet-Hck-SH2 

together with CEACAM3 WT-CyPet or CEACAM3 CT-CyPet) were gated and 

their fluorescence intensity recorded in the FRET channel detecting YPet emis-

sion (525/50 nm) during excitation of CyPet (405 nm) (Fig. 3.3B). Whereas only 

low fluorescence intensity was observed for cells transfected with YPet-Hck-

SH2 and CEACAM3 WT-CyPet in the absence of v-Src, a strong increase in the 

FRET signal was obtained for cells co-expressing CEACAM3 WT-CyPet and 

YPet-Hck-SH2 together with v-Src (Fig. 3.3B and Fig. 3.3C). Furthermore, cells 

expressing CEACAM3 ΔCT together with YPet-Hck-SH2 and v-Src showed no 

increase in fluorescence intensity in the FRET channel (Fig. 3.3B). Though in 

samples, where CEACAM3 WT-CyPet, YPet Hck SH2, and v-Src are co-

expressed, a 4-fold increase in the mean fluorescence intensity in the FRET 

channel is observed, the extent of FRET might still be underestimated. This 

could be due to the fact that not every gated cell, which is positive for the donor 

and acceptor fluorophore, also expresses v-Src. Nevertheless, the flow cy-

tometric analysis demonstrates intimate binding of Hck-SH2 to the phosphory-

lated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 in intact cells. This suggests that re-

cruitment of Hck-SH2 domain to the sites of CEACAM3 engagement by bacteria 

as observed by live cell microscopy might be linked to the direct binding of the-

se two proteins. 

 

FRET acceptor bleaching measurements reveal direct association be-

tween Hck-SH2 and CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial contact 

The preceding experiments convincingly showed that FRET occurs between 

CEACAM3 WT-CyPet and YPet-Hck-SH2 upon constitutive receptor phos-

phorylation by v-Src. However, it was still unclear if and where this tight asso-

ciation takes place upon bacterial infection in intact cells. Therefore, NIH 3T3 
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cells were cotransfected with expression vectors for CEACAM3 WT-CyPet and 

YPet-Hck-SH2. Two days later, cells were infected with AlexaFluor647-NHS-

labelled OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae for 30 min and fixed. Images were 

recorded in all three fluorescence channels. In the region surrounding CEA-

CAM3-bound bacteria, the acceptor fluorophore (YPet) was photochemically 

destroyed with a short high-intensity laser pulse (Fig. 3.4A).  

 

Fig. 3.4: The Hck SH2 domain directly associates with CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial contact. 

(A) 293T cells were cotransfected with expression plasmids for CEACAM3WT-CyPet and YPet-

Hck-SH2. Two days later cells were infected with AF647-labelled OpaCEA-expressing N. gonor-

rhoeae for 30 min and fixed. The cell was imaged before and after photobleaching of the accep-

tor in a defined region, where bacteria were bound to CEACAM3. Scale bar: 10 µm. (B) En-

largement of the marked region in A in pseudo-color including the acceptor-bleached area. 

FRET was calculated as described in Methods. Scale bar corresponds to 5 µm. 
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If FRET occurs between donor and acceptor fluorophore, the destruction of the 

acceptor (YPet) should induce a significant increase in donor (CyPet) intensity. 

Importantly, such an increase in CyPet intensity upon laser bleaching of YPet 

can be observed exactly at the position, where bacteria were in contact with 

CEACAM3 (Fig. 3.4B). These results not only verify an intimate binding of Hck-

SH2 to CEACAM3 in response to receptor stimulation, but also localize this in-

teraction to precisely the sites of bacteria-host cell contact.  

FRET measurements based on sensitized emission have been recently used to 

detect phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinase activation in response to bacterial infection 

(Mostowy et al. 2009). The approach was based on the simultaneous recruit-

ment of differentially labelled PH-domains to the cell membrane upon genera-

tion of 3’-phosphoinositides. However, it was not designed to reveal protein-

protein-interactions. In our case, we employed a different methodology to mi-

croscopically detect FRET by acceptor photobleaching. In contrast to FRET-

determination based on sensitized emission, which requires extensive controls 

to exclude artefacts arising from variable concentrations and stoichiometry of 

acceptor or donor fluorophores in transiently transfected cells, acceptor bleach-

ing displays FRET in a straightforward way. This is due to the fact that acceptor 

bleaching causes a positive signal due to an increase of donor fluorescence 

intensity following photochemical destruction of the acceptor. One reported ca-

veat of acceptor photobleaching is the photoconversion of different YFP vari-

ants into a CFP-like species (Valentin et al. 2005). However, the photoconvert-

ed YFP with CFP-like properties appears to get excited primarily at 405 nm and 

to a lesser extent at 458 nm as used in the current investigation. Indeed, we did 

not observe an increase of CyPet fluorescence in bleached regions without 

CEACAM3-bound bacteria (Fig. 3.4B). Furthermore, we bleached cells express-

ing only the YPet acceptor construct and did not observe an increase of the sig-

nal in the CyPet channel upon excitation at 458 nm (data not shown). One clear 

advantage of acceptor bleaching is that it generates additional internal controls: 

first, donor intensity in regions with unbleached acceptor fluorophore should be 

unaffected; second, in bleached areas, where no protein-protein-interactions 

take place, no alteration of donor fluorescence should be observed. Indeed, 

upon comparison of pre- and postbleach-pictures of the same region, an in-

crease of donor intensity can only be observed, where bacteria contact the host 
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cell (Fig. 3.4B). These results demonstrate that early host signalling in this sit-

uation is confined to the sites of tight pathogen binding to the receptor CEA-

CAM3. It can be envisioned that such an approach would be also ideal to visu-

alize and localize signalling events in response to other pathogenic bacteria. In 

particular receptor-dependent protein-protein interactions in the infected host 

cell that are induced upon binding of pathogens to host integrins (Isberg and 

Leong 1990; Agerer et al. 2003; Kwok et al. 2007), cadherins (Mengaud et al. 

1996), tetraspanins (Zhou et al. 2001), or proteoglycans (van Putten and Paul 

1995) could yield valuable insight into the spatial organization of host respons-

es. Furthermore, it would be highly desirable to study the subcellular distribution 

and place of action of bacterially secreted effector molecules (Backert and 

Selbach 2005; Schlumberger et al. 2005). This would require tagging of the se-

creted bacterial protein (e.g. by tetracysteine-motifs that could be selectively 

labelled by biarsenical dyes (Martin et al. 2005)) and would allow the validation 

of biochemically determined protein-protein-interactions between bacterial ef-

fector molecules and host factors in the context of the intact infected cell. 

As is often the case in signalling pathways, the recruitment of Hck-SH2 to 

CEACAM3 in living cells was transient (Suppl. Movie S1). Therefore, it would be 

of interest to analyse the kinetics of the Hck-SH2-CEACAM3 association by 

FRET in live infected cells. However, acceptor photobleaching destroys the ac-

ceptor fluorophore, preventing the continuous analysis of protein-protein inter-

actions. Therefore, additional methodological approaches such as fluorescence 

lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) would be required. Measuring FRET ac-

cording to the lifetime of the donor is independent of fluorophore concentrations 

and is non-destructive. However, the hardware requirements restrict the use of 

FLIM to dedicated microscope facilities that might be cautious of introducing live 

bacterial pathogens. This might limit the widespread use of FLIM in the realm of 

infection biology and makes the described approach of acceptor bleaching a 

valuable and feasible method to validate and subcellularly localize pathogen 

triggered signalling events in infected host cells. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Elucidation of protein-protein-interactions is of intense interest to understand 

signalling pathways in cells. Numerous biochemical and genetic approaches 
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such as pull-down-assays, co-immunoprecipitation, yeast-to-hybrid-screens, 

protein-microarrays are well-established to analyse protein-protein interactions. 

However, utilization of FRET techniques does not only allow the determination 

of intimate binding of two proteins, but also enables the verification of protein-

protein-interactions in the physiological context of the cell. Measuring FRET by 

acceptor bleaching allowed us to localize the biochemically established interac-

tion between phosphorylated CEACAM3 and the Src PTK Hck to the sites of 

pathogen binding in infected host cells. Our results demonstrate that receptor-

initiated signalling events are not only transient, as observed by the recruitment 

of the Hck SH2 domain in living cells, but the pathogen-induced protein-protein 

interaction is also spatially confined within the infected cell. 

Therefore, this study refines our understanding of bacteria-induced signalling in 

eukaryotic cells and provides a rational framework to harness the potential of 

FRET in other close encounters between specialized microbes or their translo-

cated effectors and the host organism. 

3.5 Methods 

Recombinant DNA 

The coding sequences of CyPet and YPet were kindly provided by Patrick 

Daugherty (University of California, Santa Barbara, CA). Upon PCR amplifica-

tion of CyPet (primers 5´-ACTACCGGTCGTGGTGAGCAAGGGAGAG-3´ and 

5´-ACTGCGGCCGCTTATTTGTACAGTTCGTCC-3´), the coding sequence was 

inserted via AgeI / NotI (restriction sites in primers underlined) into pLPS-

3´EGFP (Clontech), thereby replacing the EGFP coding sequence and yielding 

pLPS-3’CyPet. YPet cDNA was PCR amplified (primers 5´-

ACTACCGGTACCATGGTGAGCAAAG-3´ and 5´-

ATCCTCGAGACTTATAGAGCTCGTTCATGC-3´) and inserted in pEGFP-C1 

loxP (Schmitter et al. 2007) via AgeI / XhoI replacing EGFP and yielding pYPet 

loxP. Similarly, the cDNA of mKate (kindly provided by Dmitriy Chudakov; She-

myakin-Ovchinnikov Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Moscow, Russia) was 

amplified with PCR primers 5´-ATCACCGGTACCATGAGCGAGCTGATCAAG-

3´ and 5´-ACTCTCGAGTCTTGTGCCCCAGTTTGC-3´ and inserted to obtain 

pmKate loxP. 
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The cDNA encoding the SH2 domain of human Hck was transferred by Cre-

mediated recombination from pDNR-dual into pYPet loxP as described previ-

ously (Schmitter et al. 2007). GST and the GST-fusion protein of the SH2 do-

main of human c-Src, the v-Src and the CEACAM3-GFP expression constructs, 

as well as the HA-tagged CEACAM3 variants in pBluescript were described 

previously (Schmitter et al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007; Schmitter et al. 2007). 

CEACAM3 wildtype (CEACAM3 WT) and CEACAM3 lacking the cytoplasmic 

domain (CEACAM3 ΔCT) were amplified with primers 5´-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGATACCATGGGGCCCCCCTCAGCC-3´ and 5´-

ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTGCAGCGTAATCTGGAACGTCATATGG-3´ from the 

respective cDNA in pBluescript and subcloned in pDNR-Dual using the InFusion 

kit (Clontech). The cDNAs were subsequently transferred to pLPS-3´CyPet by 

Cre-mediated recombination to yield CEACAM3WT-HA-CyPet or CEA-

CAM3ΔCT-HA-CyPet, respectively (Agerer et al. 2003).   

 

Cell culture and transfection 

The human embryonic kidney cell line 293T (293T cells) was grown in 

DMEM/10% calf serum (CS) at 37°C, 5% CO2. Cells were subcultured every 2-

3 days. Transfection with expression vectors for CEACAM3, SH2 domains, v-

Src or the empty control vector (pCDNA) was accomplished by standard calci-

um-phosphate-co-precipitation using a total amount of 6 µg plasmid/10 cm cul-

ture dish as previously described (Schmitter et al. 2004). Cells were used two 

days after transfection. Expression was verified by Western blotting as de-

scribed previously. 

The murine fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3 was grown in DMEM/10% fetal calf se-

rum (FCS) supplemented with non-essential amino acids and sodium pyruvate 

on gelatine-coated culture dishes at 37°C; 5% CO2. Cells were subcultured 

every 2-3 days. NIH 3T3 cells were transfected with expression vectors using 

Metafectene Pro (Cambio) according to the manufacturer´s instructions.    

 

Bacteria 

OpaCEA-expressing (Opa52), non-piliated N. gonorrhoeae MS11-B2.1 (strain 

N309) was obtained from T. F. Meyer (MPI Infektionsbiologie, Berlin, Germany). 

Bacteria were grown at 37°C, 5% CO2 on GC-Agar (Gibco BRL, Praisley, UK) 
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supplemented with vitamins and appropriate antibiotics. For labelling, bacteria 

(2 x 108/mL) were washed with sterile PBS and suspended in AlexaFluor647-

NHS (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) in PBS. Suspensions were incubated at 

37°C for 30 min in the dark under constant shaking. Prior to use, bacteria were 

washed three times with PBS.  

 

FRET measurements in whole cell lysates 

Transfected cells were washed (160 mM MOPS, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7,4) and 

lysed for 10 min using the same buffer supplemented with 1% Triton X-100, 

1 mM NaVO3 and complete protease inhibitors. 100 µL of each lysate were 

transferred to a 96 well plate and the fluorescence in the following three chan-

nels was recorded using a Varioskan Flash (Thermo Scientific): donor channel 

(Ex/Em: 435 nm/477 nm); acceptor channel (Ex/Em: 500 nm/530 nm); FRET 

channel (Ex/Em: 435 nm/530 nm). Raw-data were processed by subtracting the 

background fluorescence signals obtained from lysates of untransfected cells. 

Signal in the FRET channel (DA) was corrected for spectral bleed-through of 

the donor (α) and cross-excitation of the acceptor (β) with samples expressing 

donor or acceptor construct only. Afterwards sensitized emission was normal-

ized to acceptor signal. In brief FRET efficiency was calculated as follows: 

EAapp= (DA-α∙DD-β∙AA)/AA. DD: signal donor channel; AA: signal acceptor 

channel. 

 

Flow cytometric FRET measurements  

Transfected 293T cells were tryspin-treated, suspensions were washed with 

ice-cold PBS and the cells resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS, 1% FCS, 0.05% 

NaN3). Samples were kept on ice in the dark until measured. The cell popula-

tion was gated by forward and sideward scatter, and 104 cells were analysed 

using a LSR II flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg). CyPet was excit-

ed at 405 nm and emission detected at 450/50 nm. YPet was excited at 488 nm 

and emission detected at 525/50 nm. Cells transfected with the empty vector 

(pcDNA) were used for background correction. Cells expressing donor or ac-

ceptor construct only were used to compensate the signal in the FRET channel 

(excitation: 405 nm, emission: 525/50 nm) for spectral bleed-through and cross-

excitation. Co-transfected cells were identified on the basis of CyPet and YPet 
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fluorescence and the fluorescence intensity of double-positive cells was deter-

mined in the FRET channel. 

 

Confocal Microscopy   

For colocalization experiments, transfected 293T cells were seeded in 3.5 cm 

culture dishes with a coverslip bottom (MatTek, Ashland, MA) at 1.5 x 105 

cells/dish one day before infection. The culture dishes had been coated with a 

combination of human fibronectin (4 µg/mL) and poly-L-Lysine (10 µg/mL) in 

PBS at 37°C for 2 h. Cells were infected with AlexaFluor647-labelled N. gonor-

rhoeae and the infection process was monitored for 2 h with a TCS SP5 confo-

cal laser scanning microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) using a 63x, 1.4 NA 

PLAPO oil-immersion objective. Fluorescence signals of labelled specimens 

were serially recorded with appropriate excitation wavelengths and emission 

bands for EGFP, mKate and AlexaFluor647, respectively, to avoid bleed-

through. Images were processed with ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

For FRET acceptor bleaching studies, transfected NIH 3T3 cells were seeded 

on coated glass coverslips at 3 x 104 cells/well in 24 well-plates one day before 

infection. Cells were infected with AlexaFluor647-labelled N. gonorrhoeae for 30 

min and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Following three washes, sam-

ples were embedded in mounting medium (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). Acceptor 

bleaching was accomplished with a TCS SP5 using the implemented FRET Ac-

ceptor bleaching wizard. Prebleach and postbleach images were serially rec-

orded with excitation of CyPet at 458 nm and YPet at 514 nm with an argon la-

ser and appropriate emission bands. Low laser intensities were used to avoid 

acquisition bleaching. Acceptor was bleached with high intensity of the 514 nm 

line. Cells expressing donor construct only were used to exclude donor bleach-

ing under these conditions. Images were processed with ImageJ. To calculate 

FRET efficiency, donor prebleach (Dpre) and postbleach (Dpost) images were 

smoothed by median filtering. Next, images were background-substracted and 

thresholded on fluorescence intensity. FRET efficiency (E) was calculated on a 

pixel-by-pixel basis as E= 1-(Dpre/Dpost). Donor prebleach and postbleach imag-

es as well as FRET image are presented in pseudo-color for better visualiza-

tion.  
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3.8 Additional files 

Additional file 1 

[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1741-7007-7-81-S1.MOV] 

Hck-SH2 is transiently recruited to wildtype CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial infection. 293T cells 

were transfected to express mKate-Hck-SH2 and CEACAM3 WT-EGFP. After addition of 

AF647-labelled OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae the infection process was monitored for 2 h. 

Scale bar: 10 µM.  

Additional file 2 

[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1741-7007-7-81-S2.MOV] 

Hck-SH2 is not recruited to CEACAM3 ΔCT, even though bacteria still bind to the receptor. 

293T cells were transfected to express mKate-Hck-SH2 and CEACAM3 ΔCT-EGFP. After addi-

tion of AF647-labelled OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae the infection process was monitored 

for 2 h. Scale bar: 10 µM.  
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4.1 Abstract 

Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 3 (CEACAM3) is an 

immunoglobulin-related receptor expressed on human granulocytes. CEACAM3 

functions as a single chain phagocytotic receptor recognizing Gram-negative 

bacteria such as Neisseria gonorrhoeae, which possess CEACAM-binding ad-

hesins on their surface. The cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 contains an im-

munoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM)-like sequence that is 

phosphorylated upon receptor engagement. Here we show, that the SH2 do-

mains of the regulatory subunit of phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinase (PI3K) bind to 

tyrosine residue Y230 of CEACAM3 in a phosphorylation-dependent manner. 

PI3K is rapidly recruited and directly associates with CEACAM3 upon bacterial 

binding as shown by FRET analysis. Though PI3K activity is not required for 

efficient uptake of the bacteria by CEACAM3-transfected cells or primary hu-

man granulocytes, it is critical for the stimulated production of reactive oxygen 

species by infected phagocytes and the intracellular degradation of CEACAM-

binding bacteria. Together, our results highlight the ability of CEACAM3 to co-

ordinate signalling events that not only mediate bacterial uptake, but also trigger 

the killing of internalized pathogens. 

4.2 Introduction 

The Gram-negative bacterium Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ngo), the causative 

agent of gonorrhea, is a paradigm for antigenic and phase variation of surface 

components that allow escape from the acquired immune response of its sole 

natural host, the human (Meyer et al. 1990; Marrazzo et al. 2010). One family of 

neisserial outer membrane proteins that is modulated by phase variation are the 

colony opacity associated (Opa) proteins (for review see (Hauck and Meyer 

2003)). There are up to 12 opa genes encoded on the gonococcal chromosome 

that are constitutively transcribed, but the expression of each Opa protein is 

independently controlled by pentameric sequence repeats in the 5’ coding re-

gion of each transcript. The number of these repetitive units determines if the 

full length protein is translated or if, due to reading frame shifts and generation 

of a premature stop codon, a truncated, non-functional protein is made (Stern et 

al. 1986). Interestingly, most gonococcal Opa proteins characterized so far bind 

to various members of the carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion mol-
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ecule (CEACAM) family, a group of immunoglobulin-domain containing glyco-

proteins found on human cells (for a review see (Kuespert et al. 2006)). CEA-

CAMs harbour at least one characteristic immunoglobulin-variable (IgV)-like 

amino-terminal domain that is recognized by CEACAM-binding Opa proteins 

(OpaCEA proteins) (Chen and Gotschlich 1996; Virji et al. 1996). OpaCEA protein 

binding to the host receptor is a direct protein-protein interaction that is species-

specific in the sense that OpaCEA proteins only recognize human CEACAMs, but 

not orthologues from other mammals (Voges et al. 2010). Moreover, of the 12 

CEACAM family members expressed in humans (Zebhauser et al. 2005), only 

four have been found to associate with gonococcal OpaCEA proteins, namely 

CEACAM1, CEACAM3, CEA (the product of the CEACAM5 gene) and CEA-

CAM6 (Virji et al. 1996; Chen et al. 1997; Gray-Owen et al. 1997; Bos et al. 

1998; Popp et al. 1999). The situation is further complicated by the fact that 

most CEACAM-binding Opa proteins characterized to date bind to CEA and 

CEACAM1 only (e.g. Opa56 of strain MS11), whereas a few other OpaCEA pro-

teins (such as Opa52 of strain MS11) associate with all four Opa-binding CEA-

CAMs including CEACAM3 (Bos et al. 1997; Gray-Owen et al. 1997; Kuespert 

et al. 2007). This striking disbalance of CEACAM-binding properties can be best 

reconciled by looking at the tissue distribution of human CEACAMs: CEACAM1, 

CEA, and CEACAM6 are found on the apical membrane of polarized epithelia, 

where these receptors are exploited by pathogenic Neisseriae for colonizing the 

mucosal surface (Muenzner et al. 2005; Muenzner et al. 2010). In contrast, 

CEACAM3 is exclusively expressed by human granulocytes and acts as an effi-

cient, opsonin-independent phagocytic receptor for CEACAM-binding bacteria 

(reviewed in (Pils et al. 2008)). Therefore, it has been speculated that despite 

their antigenic variation and escape from the acquired immune system, these 

bacteria can be controlled by human innate immune cells that recognize the 

CEACAM-binding properties of the microbes by the help of CEACAM3. Not sur-

prisingly, bacterial uptake via CEACAM3 is more efficient and mechanistically 

distinct from bacterial internalization via the epithelial CEACAMs (CEACAM1, 

CEA, CEACAM6) (McCaw et al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007). Epithelial CEA-

CAMs mediate endocytosis of bound particles by a process that does not re-

quire cytoplasmic determinants of these receptors, but depends on cholesterol- 

and sphingolipid-rich membrane microdomains (Schmitter et al. 2007; 
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Muenzner et al. 2008). In contrast, cholesterol-depletion does not affect CEA-

CAM3-mediated phagocytosis by human granulocytes, but the cytoplasmic do-

main of CEACAM3 is critical for this process (Schmitter et al. 2004; Schmitter et 

al. 2007). Combined biochemical, mutational, and functional studies have 

shown that CEACAM3 engagement by OpaCEA protein-expressing bacteria trig-

gers the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues within the cytoplasmic domain of 

CEACAM3 by Src family protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) that transiently asso-

ciate with CEACAM3 during bacterial uptake (Hauck et al. 1998; McCaw et al. 

2003; Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 2009). The phosphorylated tyrosine 

residues are embedded in an amino acid context that resembles an immunore-

ceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM). Therefore, it has been speculated 

that CEACAM3 functions analogous to the well-studied Fcg receptors (FcgR) 

that mediate uptake of antibody-opsonized particles (Billker et al. 2002). Though 

there are similarities with regard to the involvement of Src family PTKs, CEA-

CAM3 seems to be connected in a different manner to downstream signalling 

components. For example, co-expression of the tyrosine kinase Syk can en-

hance FcgR-mediated uptake in transfected cell lines, whereas Syk co-

expression does not increase CEACAM3-mediated uptake of N. gonorrhoeae 

(Indik et al. 1995; Sarantis and Gray-Owen 2007). Furthermore, one of the tyro-

sine residues within the ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 (tyrosine residue 

231; Y231) serves as a docking site for the guanine nucleotide exchange factor 

Vav, a situation not observed for FcgR (Hall et al. 2006; Schmitter et al. 2007). 

Direct binding of Vav via its SH2 domain to phospho-Y231 explains the strong 

stimulation of the small GTPase Rac that is observed in primary granulocytes 

and CEACAM3-expressing cell lines upon infection with Opa protein-expressing 

gonococci (Hauck et al. 1998; Schmitter et al. 2004). Exchange of CEACAM3 

Y231 for phenylalanine, genetic deletion of Vav1 and Vav2, or interference with 

Rac stimulation impair CEACAM3-mediated uptake (Schmitter et al. 2004; 

Schmitter et al. 2007). Mutation of the second tyrosine residue within the CEA-

CAM3 ITAM-like sequence, Y240, also results in reduced phagocytosis of Opa 

protein-expressing gonococci (McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter et al. 2004). This 

residue is located in the context of a YxxM motif that is known to serve as a 

high affinity recognition site for the SH2 domain of the phosphatidylinositol 3’ 

kinase class I (PI3K) regulatory subunit (Piccione et al. 1993). In contrast to 
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class II and class III enzymes, PI3Ks are heterodimeres composed of one p85 

or p50-55 regulatory subunit and one of three possible catalytic subunits (p110 

α, β or γ). They are activated by different types of cell-surface receptors and 

generate the lipid phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PI3,4,5P), which can 

be recognized by a variety of effector proteins (Cullen et al. 2001). Indeed, 

PI3,4,5P accumulates during internalization of OpaCEA protein-expressing 

N. gonorrhoeae by CEACAM3-expressing Hela cells (Booth et al. 2003). How-

ever, it is currently not known if PI3K is recruited to CEACAM3 upon bacterial 

binding and if this lipid kinase directly or indirectly associates with the CEA-

CAM3 cytoplasmic domain. 

In this study, we reassess the involvement of PI3K in CEACAM3-mediated up-

take of Neisseria gonorrhoeae using transiently transfected cells and primary 

human granulocytes. Biochemical and microscopic approaches demonstrate 

that the SH2 domains of the regulatory subunit of PI3K directly associate with 

the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3. Unexpectedly, this association takes 

place at Y230, and does not involve the YxxM motif surrounding Y241. Im-

portantly, pharmacological inhibition of PI3K activity does not interfere with 

CEACAM3-mediated uptake by transfected cell lines or primary human granu-

locytes, but selectively blocks the generation of reactive oxygen species by 

phagocytes and the resulting destruction of the bacteria. These data suggest 

that CEACAM3-expressing innate immune cells can specifically detect and 

eliminate CEACAM3-binding pathogens by an opsonin-independent process. 

4.3 Experimental Procedures 

Recombinant DNA constructs – Mammalian expression vectors encoding the 

HA-tagged versions of CEACAM3 (Schmitter et al. 2004) were used as tem-

plate for amplification with primers CEACAM3-IF-sense 5′-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGATACCATGGGGCCCCCCTCAGCC-3′ and HA-

CEACAM-IF-anti 5′-

ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTGCAGCGTAATCTGGAACGTCATATGG-3′. The re-

sulting PCR fragments were cloned into pDNR-Dual using the In-Fusion PCR 

Cloning Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) and transferred by Cre-mediated 

recombination into pLPS-3′EGFP (Clontech) resulting in GFP fused to the car-

boxy-terminus of the expressed proteins. Similarly, HA-tagged CEACAM1-4L in 
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pDNR-Dual was transferred to pLPS-3´mKate. (Muenzner et al. 2008; 

Muenzner et al. 2010). CyPet-tagged CEACAM3, pYPet loxP and pmKate loxP 

as well as the v-Src encoding construct were described previously (Hauck et al. 

2001; Buntru et al. 2009). cDNA clones for different human SH2 domain con-

taining proteins were obtained from ImaGenes (Berlin, Germany). The SH2 do-

mains of PI3K regulatory subunit γ (PI3K) were amplified from full-length cDNA 

(clone IRATp970D0537D6) by PCR with pimers for the N-terminal SH2 domain 

PI3KR3-N-SH2-IF-sense 5’-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGACATGAAGGACAGTTCTGTTTC-3’ and PI3KR3-N-SH2-

IF-anti 5’-ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTAATCCTGTTGGTATCTGGAC-3’ and for the 

C-terminal SH2 domain PI3KR3-C-SH2-IF-sense 5’-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGACGAGGAAGATGAAAACCTGCC-3’ and PI3KR3-C-

SH2-IF-anti 5’-ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTATCTGCAAAGCGAGGGCATC-3’. The 

resulting PCR fragments were cloned into pDNR-Dual using the In-Fusion PCR 

Cloning Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). The SH2 domains of PI3K and all 

other SH2 domains were cloned and expressed as GST-fusion proteins in E. 

coli BL21 as described previously (Schmitter et al. 2007; Schmitter et al. 2007). 

The N-terminal SH2-domain of PI3K and the SH2-domains of Hck and Slp76 

were transferred from pDNR-dual into pmKate loxP or pYPet loxP by Cre/lox 

recombination. 

 

Cell culture, transfection of cells, cell lysis and Western blotting - The human 

embryonic kidney cell line 293T (293 cells) was grown in DMEM supplemented 

with 10% calf serum (CS) at 37°C, 5% CO2. Murine macrophages (Raw 264.7) 

were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS) at 

37°C, 5% CO2. Both cell lines were subcultured every 2-3 days. Transfection 

with expression vectors was accomplished by standard calcium-phosphate-co-

precipitation using a total amount of 6 µg plasmid/10 cm culture dish. Cells were 

used two days after transfection. Primary human granulocytes were isolated 

from freshly drawn blood as described previously (Schmitter et al. 2004). In 

some experiments cells were treated 30 min prior to infection with wortmannin 

or LY294002 (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Cell lysis and Western blotting 

were performed as described previously (Hauck et al. 2001). 
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Bacteria - Non-piliated N. gonorrhoeae MS11-B2.1 strains expressing different 

CEACAM-binding Opa proteins (Opa52: binding to CEACAM1, CEACAM3, CEA, 

and CEACAM6, strain N309; Opa56: binding to CEACAM1 and CEA, strain 

N308) and the non-opaque strain N302 were described previously (Kupsch et 

al. 1993; Schmitter et al. 2004) and were kindly provided by T.F. Meyer (Max-

Planck-Institut für Infektionsbiologie, Berlin, Germany). The plasmid-based Opa 

proteins of these strains were sequence verified to correspond to the sequenc-

es reported by Kupsch et al. (Kupsch et al. 1993). Bacteria were grown on GC 

agar (Invitrogen Life Technologies) supplemented with vitamins at 37°C, 5% 

CO2 and subcultured daily. For labeling, bacteria (2 x 108/ml) were washed with 

sterile PBS and suspended in 0.5 µg/ml 5-(6)-carboxyfluorescein-

succinimidylester (fluorescein), 4 µg/ml PacificBlue-NHS, or 4 µg/ml AlexaFlu-

or647 (AF647)-NHS (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Karlsruhe, Germany) in 

PBS. Suspensions were incubated at 37°C for 30 min in the dark under con-

stant shaking. Afterwards bacteria were washed three times with PBS. Bacteria 

were Ig-opsonized with heat-inactivated rabbit antiserum diluted 1:2 in PBS for 

1 h at 4°C under constant over-head rotation. Prior to use, bacteria were 

washed in PBS. For infection, over-night grown bacteria were taken from GC 

agar plates, suspended in PBS, and colony forming units (cfu) were estimated 

by OD550 readings according to a standard curve. 

 

Antibodies and reagents - Monoclonal antibody (mAb) against the GST-tag 

(clone B-14) was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), mAb 

against v-Src (clone EC10) and against phospho-tyrosine (clone 4G10) were 

from Upstate Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY), mAb against GFP (clone JL-8) 

was from Clontech, and mAb against HA-tag (clone 16B12) was purchased 

from Babco (Berkeley, CA). The monoclonal anti-Opa protein antibody (clone 

4B12/C11) was a generous gift of Marc Achtman (MPI für Infektionsbiologie, 

Berlin, Germany). The rabbit polyclonal antibody against PI3K was from Upstate 

Biotechnology. A rabbit polyclonal antibody was generated against formalde-

hyde-fixed N. gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis (IG-511) by Immunoglobe 

(Himmelstadt, Germany). The IG-511 rabbit serum was heat inactivated at 56°C 

for 1 h prior to use in bacterial opsonization.  
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Immunofluorescence staining and confocal microscopy – Immunofluorescence 

staining was performed as described (Schmitter et al. 2007). Colocalization ex-

periments and FRET acceptor bleaching studies were accomplished as de-

scribed previously using a TCS SP5 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, 

Wetzlar, Germany) (Buntru et al. 2009).  

 

ELISA based interaction assay - Plates were coated with 0.5 µg/well GST-

fusion proteins or GST in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4, blocked over 

night with 1% BSA in PBS containing 0.01% Tween (PBS-T), and incubated 

with equal amounts of diluted CEACAM3-containing or control whole cell ly-

sates (over night, 4°C). CEACAM3 was detected by monoclonal anti-HA anti-

body followed by peroxidase-coupled goat anti-mouse antibody. TMB solution 

(0.5 mM 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine in 0.5% acetone, 4.5% ethanol and 1 

mM H2O2 in 30 mM potassium citrate, pH 4.1) was added, the reaction was 

stopped after 5 min with 2M H2SO4, and absorbance was measured at 450 nm. 

 

GST pull-down assay and Far Western probing of peptide spot membranes - 

For GST pull-down assays, 5 µg of purified GST or GST-fusion proteins at-

tached to glutathione-sepharose beads (Amersham) were added to 750 µl of 

cleared lysates from 293 cells transfected with CEACAM-encoding constructs or 

the empty vector (6 µg). Where indicated, the cells were additionally co-

transfected with a v-Src-encoding plasmid (0.5 µg) to ensure maximal tyrosine 

phosphorylation of CEACAM3. Samples were incubated over night at 4°C under 

constant rotation. After four washes with PBS-T, precipitates were boiled in 2x 

SDS sample buffer before SDS gel electrophoresis and Western blot analysis. 

Generation and probing of peptide spot membranes was conducted as de-

scribed previously using 20 µg GST-PI3K-N-SH2 or GST alone (Schmitter et al. 

2007). 

 

FRET measurements – Measurements, including acceptor photobleaching, 

were done essentially as described (Buntru et al. 2009). For FRET measure-

ments in cell lysates, 293 cells were lysed two days after transfection and fluo-

rescence intensities in the lysates were detected using a Varioskan Flash 

(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA): donor channel (excitation (Ex)/emission 
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(Em): 435 nm/477 nm), acceptor channel (Ex/Em: 500 nm/530 nm), FRET 

channel (Ex/Em: 435 nm/530 nm). FRET was calculated by the following formu-

la: EAapp= (DA-α∙DD-β∙AA)/AA. DA: Donor excitation/Acceptor emission; DD: 

Donor excitation/Donor emission; AA: Acceptor excitation/Acceptor emission. 

The correction factors α and β were derived from samples expressing the donor 

or acceptor construct only. For flow cytometric evaluation of FRET, samples 

were analysed on a LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg). 

Therefore, co-transfected cells were identified on the basis of donor and accep-

tor fluorescence and the fluorescence intensity in the FRET channel of these 

cells was determined. Cells expressing donor or acceptor construct only were 

used to compensate for spectral bleed-through and cross-excitation. 

 

Gentamicin protection assay - Assays were performed as described previously 

(Muenzner et al. 2008). Briefly, cells were seeded in 24 well plates coated with 

fibronectin (4 µg/ml) with 4 x 105 cells/well. A multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 25 

bacteria per cell was routinely used, and after 1 hour of infection, extracellular 

bacteria were killed by 45 min incubation in 50 µg/ml gentamicin in DMEM. 

Then, cells were lysed with 1% saponin in PBS for 15 min. The samples were 

diluted with PBS, and the number of viable bacteria was determined by plating 

suitable dilutions on GC agar. 

 

Quantification of granulocyte phagocytosis – Phagocytosis was determined by 

flow cytometry as described previously (Pils et al. 2006). Briefly, 1 x 106 granu-

locytes were incubated for 30 min at 37°C with or without inhibitor. Granulocytes 

were infected with 2 x 107 fluorescein-labeled bacteria in 1 ml of phagocytosis 

buffer (PB; 1 x PBS, 0.9 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM glucose, 1% heat-

inactivated calf serum) for 15-30 min at 37°C. Phagocytosis was stopped by the 

addition of ice-cold PB and samples were washed with PBS. Finally, samples 

were taken up in PBS, 1% heat-inactivated FCS, 2 mg/ml trypan blue and ana-

lysed on a LSRII. The percentage of fluorescein-positive cells was multiplied by 

the mean fluorescence of these cells to obtain an estimate of the total amount 

of phagocytosed bacteria (uptake index). 
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Oxidative burst measurements – 2 x 105 granulocytes were suspended in 

chemoluminescence buffer (8 g/l NaCl; 0.2 g/l KCl; 0.62 g/l KH2PO4; 1.14 g/l 

Na2HPO4; 1 g/l glucose; 50 mg/l bovine serum albumin; pH 7.2) and preincu-

bated with the indicated concentrations of wortmannin for 30 min at 37°C. 

Granulocytes were transferred to a 96-well plate in triplicate and luminol was 

added to a final concentration of 20 µg/ml. Samples were infected with 1 x 107 

bacteria or left uninfected. PMA (1µg/ml) was used as a positive control for oxi-

dative burst. Chemoluminescence was determined every 2 min at 37°C with a 

Varioskan Flash. To determine total oxidative burst the response curves were 

exported to ImageJ and the areas under the curves were calculated. 

 

Bacterial degradation assay –5 x 105 granulocytes were suspended in phagocy-

tosis buffer and infected with 5 x 105 bacteria for 60 min and 240 min at 37°C 

under constant rotation in the presence or absence of wortmannin. Samples 

were centrifuged and cells were resuspended in 2x SDS sample buffer followed 

by gel electrophoresis and Western blot analysis. 

4.4 Results 

The N-terminal SH2-domain of PI3K is recruited to CEACAM3 upon infection 

with CEACAM3-binding bacteria. Class I PI3-kinases are critical for phagocyto-

sis of opsonized particles by FcγR of murine macrophages and have been im-

plicated in the uptake of bacteria via CEACAM3 (Booth et al. 2003; Swanson 

and Hoppe 2004). We wanted to analyse, how class I PI3Ks were mechanisti-

cally connected to CEACAM3-mediated uptake of Opa52-expressing 

N. gonorrhoeae. Therefore, we transfected 293T cells with GFP-tagged wildtype 

CEACAM3 (CEACAM3 WT-GFP) or a truncated CEACAM3 variant lacking the 

cytoplasmatic domain (CEACAM3 ΔCT-GFP) together with the N-terminal SH2 

domain of the regulatory subunit γ of class I PI3K fused to mKate (mKate-PI3K-

N-SH2). Furthermore, we co-transfected CEACAM3 with the SH2 domain of the 

Src family protein tyrosine kinase Hck (mKate-Hck-SH2), which has been 

shown previously to co-localize and physically associate with CEACAM3 

(Hauck et al. 1998; Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 2009). Indeed, mKate-

Hck-SH2 was strongly recruited to CEACAM3 at sites of bacteria-host cell con-

tact (Fig. 4.1A). Similarly, mKate-PI3K-N-SH2 strongly colocalized with CEA-
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CAM3 in cells infected with Opa52 protein expressing N. gonorrhoeae (Fig. 

4.1A). In contrast, recruitment of PI3K-N-SH2 was absent in cells expressing 

CEACAM3 ΔCT-GFP, even though this mutated receptor containing a deletion 

of the complete cytoplasmatic domain was able to engage bacteria (Fig. 4.1A).  

 

Fig. 4.1: N-terminal SH2-domain of Class I PI3-Kinase is recruited to CEACAM3 upon in-

fection with CEACAM3-binding gonococci. (A) 293 cells were cotransfected with expression 

plasmids coding for GFP-tagged wildtype CEACAM3 (CEACAM3 WT) or a truncated CEACAM3 

without cytoplasmic domain (CEACAM3 ΔCT) together with the indicated mKate-tagged SH2-

domains derived from PI3K regulatory subunit 3 (PI3K), the Src family PTK Hck, or Slp76, re-
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spectively. Cells were infected with PacificBlue-labeled Opa52 protein-expressing (Ngo Opa52) or 

non-opaque (Ngo Opa-) N. gonorrhoeae at MOI 30 for 30 min, fixed, and analysed by confocal 

microscopy. Recruitment of the SH2 domain to the clustered receptor is indicated by white ar-

rowheads. Scale bars: 10 µm. (B) 293 cells co-transfected with CEACAM3 WT-GFP and either 

mKate-PI3K-N-SH2 or mKate-Slp76-SH2 were infected with Ngo Opa52 as in A) and cell-

associated bacteria co-localizing with CEACAM3-GFP were enumerated for 20 infected cells in 

each sample (dark boxes). At the same time, the co-localization of these cell-associated bacte-

ria with the mKate2-labelled SH2 domains was evaluated (white boxes). Boxes represent the 

median (thick line), 25/75 (boxes) and 10/90 (whiskers) percentiles of co-localizing bacteria in 

the samples. Statistical significance was evaluated by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test (n = 20). n.s., 

not significant; ***, p<0.01. 

To analyse if PI3K-N-SH2 is associated constitutively with CEACAM3, we in-

fected cells with non-opaque gonococci that are not able to bind this receptor. 

Clearly, only few cell-associated bacteria could be detected and the PI3K SH2 

domain was not concentrated at sites of bacteria-host cell contact in this case 

(Fig. 4.1A). These results suggest that PI3K recruitment to CEACAM3 occurs in 

response to receptor stimulation. As a further control to investigate the specifici-

ty of SH2 domain recruitment to CEACAM3 in transfected cells we co-

expressed the mKate-tagged SH2-domain of Slp76, which does not interact 

with CEACAM3 in biochemical assays (Schmitter et al. 2007). Indeed, the SH2 

domain of Slp76 was not recruited to CEACAM3-bound gonococci (Fig. 4.1A). 

On average, about 8 bacteria were found to associate with each CEACAM3-

transfected cell after 30 min, when the cells were infected at an MOI of 30 (Fig. 

1B). Whereas ~70% of the cell associated, CEACAM3-binding bacteria colocal-

ized with the PI3K SH2 domain at this time point, none co-localized with the 

Slp76 SH2 domain (Fig. 4.1B). Together, these results supported the idea that 

class I PI3Ks are specifically recruited to the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 

upon receptor engagement by bacteria. 

 

PI3K-SH2 domains associate with the cytoplasmatic domain of CEACAM3. To 

investigate the biochemical basis of PI3K association with CEACAM3 we as-

sayed the protein-protein interaction by a solid phase binding assay. Therefore, 

CEACAM3 WT-HA-GFP, CEACAM3 ΔCT-HA-GFP or GFP alone were ex-

pressed in 293 cells in the presence or absence of v-Src and cell lysates were 

generated. The presence of v-Src, an oncogene with constitutive protein tyro-
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sine kinase activity, results in strong, stimulation-independent tyrosine phos-

phorylation of CEACAM3. Indeed, Western blotting confirmed that CEACAM3 

was expressed and tyrosine phosphorylated in the presence of v-Src (Fig. 

4.2A).  

 

Fig. 4.2: Phosphorylated CEACAM3 associates with the SH2 domains of PI3K. (A) 293 

cells were cotransfected with the empty control vector (GFP) or a vector encoding GFP-tagged 

wildtype CEACAM3 together or not with v-Src. Equal amounts of whole cell lysates (WCLs) 

were separated by SDS-PAGE and analysed by Western blotting with monoclonal anti-GFP, 

anti-phospho-tyrosine (pTyr) (middle), or anti-v-Src (Rosado et al.) antibodies. (B) The indicated 

recombinant GST-SH2 domains or GST alone were coated in 96-well plates and incubated with 

WCLs of cells expressing an HA-tagged GFP-fusion protein of wildtype CEACAM3 (CEACAM3 

WT) or a truncated CEACAM3 version lacking the cytoplasmic domain (CEACAM3 ΔCT) to-

gether or not with v-Src. As negative control, cell lysates co-expressing GFP and v-Src were 

used. Bound HA-tagged CEACAM3 wildtype or CEACAM3 ΔCT were detected by monoclonal 

anti-HA antibody in an ELISA-based interaction assay. Error bars represent mean ± SD of tripli-

cates. 

SH2 domains derived from the regulatory subunit of PI3K (PI3K-N-SH2 and 

PI3K-C-SH2), from Hck (Hck-SH2), and from Slp76 (Slp76-SH2) were ex-

pressed as GST-fusions in E. coli, purified and equal amounts were immobilized 

in 96-well plates. In addition, GST alone served as negative control. GST-fusion 

proteins in each well were incubated with equal amounts of CEACAM3 WT-HA-

GFP-, CEACAM3 ΔCT-HA-GFP-, or GFP-containing lysates. Following wash-

ing, the bound receptor was detected by a monoclonal anti-HA-tag antibody 

(Fig. 4.2B). Importantly, unphosphorylated CEACAM3 did not associate with 
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any SH2 domain, whereas v-Src phosphorylated CEACAM3 strongly bound to 

the amino-terminal and the carboxy-terminal SH2 domains of PI3K as well as to 

the SH2 domain of Hck (Fig. 4.2B). SH2 domain binding was mediated by the 

cytoplasmic domain, since CEACAM3 ΔCT expressed in the presence of v-Src 

did only show background binding to SH2 domains (Fig. 4.2B). These results 

suggest that both SH2 domains of PI3K can physically associate with the tyro-

sine phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3. 

 

PI3K-N-SH2 binds to phosphorylated Tyr230 within the cytoplasmic domain of 

CEACAM3. The cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 contains two tyrosine resi-

dues embedded within an ITAM-like sequence that has been shown to be criti-

cal for the function of this phagocyte receptor (Schmitter et al. 2004; Schmitter 

et al. 2007; Schmitter et al. 2007). To identify the tyrosine residue(s) within the 

CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence, which are responsible for PI3K-N-SH2 binding, 

293 cells were cotransfected with a v-Src-encoding plasmid together with a con-

trol vector (GFP), CEACAM3 WT, or several CEACAM3 mutants. The CEA-

CAM3 mutants either exhibited a phenylalanine substitution of single tyrosine 

residues within the ITAM-like sequence (CEACAM3 Y230F and CEACAM3 

Y241F), substitutions of both tyrosine residues (CEACAM3 Y230/241F), or 

lacked the complete cytoplasmic domain (CEACAM3 ΔCT). The wildtype and 

the mutated receptors were present in the cell lysates at similar levels (Fig. 

4.3A). Using GST-fusion proteins of SH2 domains derived from Hck, from 

Slp76, from PI3K, or using GST alone, pull-down assays were conducted with 

CEACAM3-containing lysates. Clearly, the Hck-SH2 domain was able to pre-

cipitate CEACAM3 WT upon phosphorylation by v-Src, whereas the Slp76 SH2 

domain could not precipitate CEACAM3 (Fig. 4.3B). Similarly, the amino-

terminal SH2 domain of PI3K was able to pull-down CEACAM3 WT as well as 

CEACAM3 Y241F from the lysates (Fig. 4.3B). In contrast, mutation of Y230 

abrogated the association between CEACAM3 and PI3K-N-SH2 (Fig. 4.3B). 

Accordingly, mutation of both Y230 and Y241 as well as complete deletion of 

the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain also abolished this interaction (Fig. 4.3B) 

consistent with the view that binding of the SH2 domain of PI3K occurs via 

phosphorylated tyrosine residue Y230 in the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3. 
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Fig. 4.3: The N-terminal domain of PI3K directly binds to phosphorylated Tyr230 of the 

CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence. (A) 293 cells were transfected with the empty control vector 

(GFP) or constructs encoding the indicated GFP-tagged CEACAM3 variants wildtype (WT), 

Y230F, Y241F, Y230/241F, ΔCT together or not with v-Src. Whole cell lysates (WCL) were ana-

lyzed for equal expression of CEACAM3 constructs. (B) Lysates from (A) were used in pull-

down assays with the indicated GST-fusion proteins or GST and detected with a monoclonal 

anti-GFP antibody (upper panel). Equal amounts of the GST-fusion protein used in the pull-

down were verified by Coomassie staining of the membrane (lower panel). (C) Peptide spot 

membranes harbouring synthetic 15-mer peptides surrounding the indicated tyrosine residues 

of the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain (as indicated) in the unphosphorylated (Y) or the tyrosine-

phosphorylated (pY) form were probed with GST-PI3K-N-SH2 or GST. Bound GST-fusion pro-

teins were detected with monoclonal anti-GST antibody (left panels). Immobilized synthetic pep-

tides were visualized by bromophenol blue staining (right panels). 
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PI3K-N-SH2 directly associates with phosphorylated CEACAM3 Y230. SH2 

domain mediated binding to proteins from cell lysates can be due to indirect 

protein-protein interactions. To analyze whether PI3K-N-SH2 binds directly to 

CEACAM3 and whether this binding is independent of additional cellular com-

ponents, we investigated the interaction of both molecules in a recombinant-

synthetic combination. Therefore, 15mer peptides encompassing each of the 

two tyrosine residues within the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence were synthe-

sized as individual spots on a cellulose membrane (Fig. 4.3C) (Frank 1992). 

Each peptide was produced in the unphosphorylated (Y) or the phosphorylated 

form (pY). Subsequently, the membrane was incubated with GST-PI3K-N-SH2 

or GST alone. The GST-PI3K-N-SH2 selectively bound to the phosphorylated 

peptide containing tyrosine residue Y230 (pY230) of CEACAM3, whereas there 

was no binding to the same peptide in the unphosphorylated form (Fig. 4.3C). In 

line with the pull-down assays with CEACAM3 mutants, the SH2 domain of 

PI3K did not bind the peptide encompassing Y241 irrespective of the phosphor-

ylation status of this tyrosine residue (Fig. 4.3C). Furthermore, there was no 

binding of the control protein (GST) to any of the peptides detectable (Fig. 

4.3C). These results demonstrate that the PI3K-N-SH2 domain can directly and 

specifically bind to the phosphorylated residue Y230 within the ITAM-like se-

quence of CEACAM3.  

 

PI3K-N-SH2 directly binds to CEACAM3 in intact cells. The previous results 

demonstrate a specific association of the SH2 domain of PI3K with the phos-

phorylated cytoplasmatic domain of CEACAM3 in vitro. To demonstrate that this 

interaction occurs in intact cells, we took advantage of fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) between closely opposed molecules. Therefore, the 

CEACAM3 cytoplasmatic domain was tagged with the FRET donor CyPet and 

the FRET acceptor YPet was fused to the amino-terminal SH2 domain of PI3K. 

We have previously shown that this pair of fluorophores can be used to detect 

FRET between CEACAM3 and associated proteins (Buntru et al. 2009). Ly-

sates were prepared from 293 cells expressing YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 together with 

CEACAM3 WT-CyPet, CEACAM3 ΔCT-CyPet, or CEACAM3 Y230/241F-CyPet 

in the presence or absence of v-Src and the expression of the proteins was veri-

fied by Western blotting (Fig. 4.4A).  
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Fig. 4.4: PI3K-N-SH2 interacts with phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 in 

vivo. (A) 293 cells were cotransfected to express a HA-tagged CyPet-fusion protein of wildtype 

CEACAM3 (WT-CyPet), truncated CEACAM3 (ΔCT-CyPet), or a tyrosine mutant of CEACAM3 

(Y230/241F-CyPet) together with YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 and v-Src as indicated. Cells were lysed 

two days after transfection. Expression of the proteins was confirmed by Western blotting of 

whole cell lysates (WCL) with anti-HA antibodies (left panel) or anti-GFP antibodies (right pan-

el). (B) Fluorescence of the lysates from (A) was determined separately in the donor, acceptor, 

and FRET channel, respectively, and apparent FRET efficiency (EAapp; black bars) was calculat-

ed. Purified GST-Src-SH2 was added to the lysates as a competitive inhibitor of YPet-PI3K-N-

SH2 and measurements were repeated (open bars). Bars represent mean values ± SEM of 

three independent experiments. (C) 293 cells were transfected as indicated. Two days after 

transfection, double positive cells were identified by flow cytometry and analysed for FRET. The 

histogram depicts the fluorescence intensity distribution in the FRET channel. (D) Mean fluores-

cence intensity in the FRET channel derived from the histogram in (C). (E) 293 cells were co-
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transfected to express wildtype CEACAM3 (CEACAM3-CyPet) and YPet-PI3K-N-SH2. Two 

days later cells were infected with AF647-labelled Opa52 protein-expressing gonococci (Ngo) for 

30 min and fixed. Images were recorded before and after photobleaching the YPet acceptor in a 

defined region around CEACAM3-bound bacteria (red rectangle). Scale bar: 10 µm. (F) Surface 

Plot of the white marked region in (E) including the bleached area. FRET was calculated as 

described in the methods section. Images are presented in pseudo-color for better visualization. 

Scale bar: 5 µm. 

FRET between CyPet- and YPet-tagged proteins in the lysates was detected by 

measuring sensitized emission using a spectrofluorometer. As expected, an 

apparent FRET efficiency was only detectable in the case of phosphorylated 

CEACAM3 WT, but not in lysates containing CEACAM3 ΔCT or CEACAM3 

Y230/241F (Fig. 4.4B). Furthermore, the FRET signal was absent in cells har-

boring CEACAM3 WT, but lacking v-Src expression (Fig. 4.4B) demonstrating 

that YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 association with CEACAM3 WT-CyPet was dependent 

on phosphorylation of the cytoplasmatic domain. To confirm the specificity of 

the observed FRET signal we competed the interaction of CEACAM3-CyPet 

with YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 by addition of the recombinant unlabeled c-Src SH2 do-

main (GST-Src SH2) to the lysates. Indeed, GST-Src SH2 acted as a specific 

competitive inhibitor that displaced YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 from the receptor result-

ing in a strongly diminished FRET signal (Fig. 4.4B). In contrast, addition of 

GST did not affect FRET efficiency (data not shown). Similar results were ob-

tained by a flow cytometry approach. In this regard, CyPet and YPet double-

positive cells were gated and their fluorescence was analysed in the FRET 

channel recording YPet emission (525/50 nm) upon excitation of CyPet at 405 

nm. Cells expressing CEACAM3 ΔCT or expressing CEACAM3 WT in the ab-

sence of v-Src exhibit only a weak fluorescence signal, whereas cells co-

expressing CEACAM3 WT and PI3K-N-SH2 in the presence of v-Src displayed 

a stronger signal in the FRET channel (Fig. 4.4C and D). To finally corroborate 

the direct interaction between PI3K-N-SH2 and CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial-

host cell contact we microscopically localized the FRET signal by acceptor pho-

tobleaching in infected cells. Therefore, 293 cells co-expressing CEACAM3 WT-

CyPet and YPet-PI3K-N-SH2 were infected with AF647-labelled Opa52 protein 

expressing gonococci for 30 min and fixed. Images were recorded in all three 

fluorescence channels (Fig. 4.4E). Then, the acceptor fluorophore (YPet) was 

bleached in a defined region, where CEACAM3 was engaged by bacteria and 
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co-localized with the SH2 domain of PI3K. In case of FRET, bleaching of the 

acceptor fluorophore should result in an increased donor (CyPet) signal. In-

deed, an increase in CyPet fluorescence was observed exactly at the point of 

contact between bacteria and the host receptor (Fig. 4.4E and F). In contrast, 

bleached regions without bacteria or unbleached regions showed unaltered Cy-

Pet intensity (Fig. 4.4E and F). Taken together these results demonstrate the 

direct association of the SH2 domain of PI3K with tyrosine-phosphorylated 

CEACAM3 in intact cells and localize this interaction to the sites of gonococcal-

host cell contact. 

 

PI3-kinase activity is dispensable for CEACAM3-mediated uptake of bacteria. 

Given the specific recruitment of the PI3K regulatory subunit to CEACAM3 we 

wondered about the functional relevance of this protein-protein interaction. To 

interfere broadly with PI3K activity in CEACAM3-mediated uptake, we applied 

pharmacological PI3K inhibitors. Unexpectedly, uptake of Opa52 protein ex-

pressing gonococci by CEACAM3-expressing 293 cells was unaltered in the 

presence of different concentrations of wortmannin (Fig. 4.5A). CEACAM3 is 

exclusively expressed by human granulocytes and mediates opsonin-

independent uptake of CEACAM-binding bacteria (Schmitter et al. 2004). 

Therefore, we treated primary human granulocytes with two different PI3-kinase 

inhibitors prior to infection with fluorescein-labelled gonococci. Phagocytosis of 

the bacteria was analysed by a flow cytometric method that quantifies intracellu-

lar bacteria (Pils et al. 2006). Importantly, pretreatment of granulocytes with 

wortmannin concentrations up to 200 nM or with the inhibitor LY294002 up to 

50 µM had no influence on bacterial internalization in agreement with the results 

obtained with 293 cells (Fig. 4.5B).  
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Fig. 4.5: PI3-kinase activity is dispensable for CEACAM3-mediated bacterial uptake. (A) 

293 cells were transfected with HA-tagged wildtype CEACAM3 or the empty control vector 

(pcDNA) and employed in gentamicin protection assays. Cells were pretreated with different 

concentrations of wortmannin for 30 min before infection with Opa52 protein-expressing gono-

cocci (MOI 30) for 1 h. The graph shows mean values ± SD of four independent experiments 

done in triplicate. Western blot of whole cell lysates (WCL) confirmed expression of CEACAM3 

in 293 cells (right panel). (B) Human primary granulocytes were incubated with wortmannin (W; 

200 nM) or LY294002 (LY; 50 µM). Granulocytes were infected with fluorescein-labeled non-

opaque gonococci (Ngo Opa-), Opa52 protein expressing (Ngo Opa52) gonococci (MOI 25), or 

left uninfected. After 15 min, phagocytosis was measured by flow cytometry. Fluorescence of 

extracellular, adherent bacteria was quenched by addition of trypan blue. Graph is derived from 
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a representative experiment. Equivalent results were obtained with granulocytes isolated from 

three different donors. (C) Raw 264.7 mouse macrophages were preincubated with the indicat-

ed concentrations of wortmannin (W) and infected with opsonized fluorescein-labeled non-

opaque gonococci (MOI 50). After 30 min phagocytosis was quantified as in (B). Bars represent 

mean values ± SD from three independent experiments. (D) Human granulocytes were incubat-

ed with 100 nM wortmannin (W) or 50 µM LY294002 (LY) and infected with opsonized fluores-

cein-labeled non-opaque gonococci (MOI 50). After 15 min phagocytosis was quantified as in 

(B). Graph shows mean values of triplicates from a representative experiment. Equivalent re-

sults were obtained with granulocytes isolated from three different donors. (E) PI3-kinase is 

recruited to sites of bacterial infection. Human granulocytes were infected with PacificBlue-

labeled Opa52 protein-expressing (Ngo Opa52) or non-opaque (Ngo Opa-) gonococci (MOI 30) 

for 15 min and were fixed. PI3-kinase (PI3K) was visualized after cell permeabilization by using 

a polyclonal anti-PI3K Ab and a Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rabbit Ab. Scale bars: 5 µm. 

As PI3Ks have been demonstrated to be crucial for FcγR-mediated uptake of 

Ig-opsonized bacteria in mouse macrophages, we verified that this process was 

sensitive to wortmannin in the used concentration range (Fig. 4.5C). Interesting-

ly, phagocytosis of Ig-opsonized non-opaque gonococci by human granulocytes 

was independent of PI3K activity suggesting that not only differences in the in-

volved phagocytic receptors, but also the cell type might determine the wort-

mannin sensitivity of this process (Fig. 4.5D). Clearly, CEACAM3-binding bacte-

ria led to the local recruitment of PI3 kinase within 15 minutes after contact with 

human granulocytes (Fig. 4.5E). In contrast, only small numbers of non-opaque 

gonococci were phagocytosed by human granulocytes in the absence of opso-

nization (Fig. 4.5B) and they did not lead to PI3 kinase recruitment (Fig. 4.5E). 

 

PI3-kinase activity is critical for an oxidative burst and bacterial destruction dur-

ing CEACAM3-initiated phagcytosis. The products of PI3K activity are also in-

volved in regulating the assembly of a functional NADPH oxidase complex in 

phagocytes (Hawkins et al. 2007). Therefore, we measured the production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) by human granulocytes in response to CEA-

CAM-binding bacteria. In the absence of opsonizing agents such as specific 

antibodies or complement, non-opaque gonococci did not trigger an oxidative 

response by unstimulated granulocytes, whereas Opa52 protein expressing bac-

teria triggered a strong oxidative response (Fig. 4.6A and B).  
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Fig. 4.6: PI3-kinase activity is critical for the granulocyte oxidative burst and intracellular 

destruction of gonococci following CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. (A) Primary human 

granulocytes were infected at an MOI of 50 with non-opaque gonococci (Ngo Opa-), Opa52 pro-

tein expressing gonococci (Ngo Opa52), Opa56 protein-expressing gonococci (Ngo Opa56), or left 

uninfected and the oxidative burst was measured for 100 min. Graph shows a representative 

experiment. Similar results were obtained with granulocytes from three different donors. (B) 

Oxidative burst was measured as described in (A). To determine the total oxidative burst, the 

area under the curves was calculated. Graph shows a representative experiment. Similar re-

sults were obtained with granulocytes from three different donors. (C) 293 cells were transfect-

ed with either a CEACAM1-mKate (white bars) or a CEACAM3-mKate (black bars) encoding 

construct. Cells were infected with fluorescein-labeled Ngo Opa- , Ngo Opa52, or Ngo Opa56, 

respectively, at an MOI 20 for 180 min. Using flow cytometry, the mKate-positive cells were 
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identified and the associated, fluorescein-positive bacteria were quantified. Results are from a 

representative experiment. Equivalent results were obtained in two independent repetitions. (D) 

Human granulocytes were infected with fluorescein-labeled Ngo Opa-, Ngo Opa52, Ngo Opa56 

(MOI 25), or left uninfected. After 15 min, phagocytosis was measured by flow cytometry. Fluo-

rescence of extracellular, adherent bacteria was quenched by addition of trypan blue. Graph is 

derived from a representative experiment. Equivalent results were obtained with granulocytes 

isolated from three different donors. (E) Granulocytes were pretreated with the indicated con-

centrations of wortmannin. Cells were left uninfected or infected with Ngo Opa- or Ngo Opa52 

and the oxidative burst was measured and quantified as in (B). Graph shows a representative 

experiment. Similar results were obtained with granulocytes from three different donors. (F) 

Human granulocytes were infected with Ngo Opa52 or Ngo Opa56 (MOI 1) for 60 and 240 min in 

the presence or absence of wortmannin. Degradation of Opa proteins was analyzed in whole 

cell lysates (WCL) by western blotting with a monoclonal anti-Opa antibody. (G) Gonococci 

expressing Opa52 or Opa56 were incubated in the presence or absence of trypsin for 60 and 240 

min. Degradation of Opa proteins was analyzed as in (F). 

Interestingly, gonococci expressing the CEACAM1 and CEA-binding Opa56 pro-

tein, which does not engage CEACAM3 (Bos et al. 1997) (Fig. 4.6C) and which 

does not induce uptake by human primary granulocytes (Fig. 4.6D), did not trig-

ger an oxidative burst in primary granulocytes (Fig. 6A and B). Treatment of 

granulocytes with wortmannin reduced the oxidative response in a dose-

dependent manner, and at concentrations as low as 10 nM wortmannin the 

generation of ROS was completely abolished (Fig. 4.6E and Suppl. Fig. 4.7). 

These results suggest that the rapid recruitment and activation of PI3K in re-

sponse to bacterial engagement of CEACAM3 is instrumental for stimulating the 

generation of reactive oxygen species.  

To address, if this PI3K-dependent bactericidal response allows the killing and 

destruction of internalized bacteria, we infected primary granulocytes at a low 

MOI of one bacterium per cell. 60 or 240 minutes after infection, samples were 

lysed and probed for the presence of intact gonococcal Opa protein. In the case 

of Opa56 protein expressing bacteria, which were not recognized by CEACAM3 

and which did not trigger an oxidative burst, the Opa protein could be detected 

at both time points (Fig. 4.6F). In contrast, the CEACAM3-binding Opa52 protein 

was almost completely degraded after 240 min suggesting that the bacteria in 

this sample had been phagocytosed and destroyed (Fig. 4.6F). Addition of tryp-

sin to bacterial suspensions demonstrated that both, the Opa52 protein and the 

Opa56 protein were equally sensitive to protease treatment (Fig. 4.6G). Most 
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importantly, the degradation of Opa52 protein by the human granulocytes was 

inhibited by wortmannin demonstrating that CEACAM3-triggered PI3K activity, 

presumably by promoting the oxidative burst, allows rapid destruction of the 

internalized bacteria (Fig. 4.6F). Together, these results suggest that the CEA-

CAM3-initiated recruitment and activation of PI3K is not only instrumental for 

stimulating the generation of reactive oxygen species, but also for the efficient 

elimination of CEACAM-binding bacteria by human granulocytes. 

4.5 Discussion 

Several human-adapted bacterial pathogens exploit members of the CEACAM 

family to colonize the mucosal surface of their host. In turn, the human innate 

immune system is equipped with a dedicated phagocytic receptor, CEACAM3, 

that allows the opsonin-independent recognition of CEACAM-binding bacteria.  

Here we show that the granulocyte receptor CEACAM3 not only mediates bind-

ing and phagocytosis of bacterial pathogens, but also initiates a bactericidal 

oxidative burst. The rapid generation of reactive oxygen intermediates by granu-

locytes in response to CEACAM-binding microbes depends on the activity of 

PI3K that is recruited to clustered CEACAM3. SH2 domain-mediated direct as-

sociation of the regulatory subunit of PI3K with phospho-Y230 of the CEACAM3 

ITAM-like sequence explains the speed and efficiency of the granulocyte oxida-

tive response toward non-opsonized CEACAM3-binding N. gonorrhoeae and 

suggests that CEACAM3-mediated innate immune responses help to limit the 

spread of CEACAM-binding bacteria in their human host. 

Interestingly, phosphorylated tyrosine residue Y230 (pY230) within the ITAM-

like sequence of CEACAM3 has also been found to serve as a binding site for 

the guanine nucleotide exchange factor Vav (Schmitter et al. 2007). Further-

more, Y230 is embedded in a YxxL-motif that has been shown to be a target for 

the SH2 domains of Src family PTKs (Songyang et al. 1993). Indeed, we have 

observed that the well-documented interaction between CEACAM3 and Src 

family PTKs such as Hck and Yes takes also place at this tyrosine residue 

((Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 2009) and unpublished observations). To 

explain the association of a single amino acid residue with multiple factors criti-

cal for CEACAM3-induced signaling, there are several, non-exclusive possibili-

ties. On the one hand, the multivalent bacteria clearly trigger the clustering of 
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multiple CEACAM3 molecules in a locally confined region of the cell (Schmitter 

et al. 2004; Buntru et al. 2009). It is therefore possible that all pY230-binding 

components bind at the same time and accumulate in the same region of the 

cell. In such a case, a fraction of the phosphorylated receptors could be occu-

pied with a given SH2-domain containing protein, where the size of the fraction 

would be determined by the binding affinity and local concentrations compared 

to other binding partners. On the other hand, the association between the cyto-

plasmic domain of CEACAM3 and cytoplasmic binding partners is transient. Life 

cell imaging has revealed that following CEACAM3 engagement and clustering 

by OpaCEA-protein expressing N. gonorrhoeae, the Hck SH2 domain is rapidly 

recruited and then disappears again from the receptor within 5 – 10 min (Buntru 

et al. 2009). Accordingly, there might be a hierarchy of cytoplasmic factors that 

associate with the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain in a temporally ordered fash-

ion. Further analysis by live-cell microscopy using differentially tagged SH2 do-

mains as well as additional biochemical analysis of dissociation constants be-

tween CEACAM3 and a panel of SH2 domains will clarify the contribution of 

each of these mechanisms to CEACAM3 signaling. 

A surprising result of our studies is the finding that the recruitment and the direct 

association with PI3K seem to be dispensable for CEACAM3-initiated phagocy-

tosis of bacteria. Clearly, PI3K activity is not needed for bacterial uptake, neither 

in CEACAM3-transfected cell lines, nor in primary human granulocytes, where 

this receptor is endogenously expressed. These results are in strong contrast to 

the documented essential role of PI3K activity during opsonin-mediated uptake 

of particles via the Fcγ receptor (Araki et al. 1996). Similar to CEACAM3, FcγRI-

Ia is a single-chain phagocytic receptor that bears a canonical ITAM motif in its 

cytoplasmic domain, whereas FcγRI and FcγRIII require co-expression of a 

separate ITAM containing γ-chain to mediate particle uptake (Indik et al. 1995). 

When functional FcγRs are expressed in non-professional phagocytes, phago-

cytosis of IgG-opsonized red blood cells (IgG-RBC) is highly sensitive to wort-

mannin treatment with an IC50 of 8 nM (Indik et al. 1995). It has been observed 

that inhibition by wortmannin depends on particle size, as IgG-opsonized latex 

beads below 2 µm can be taken up by a PI3K-independent pathway (Cox et al. 

1999). Usually, diplococcal N. gonorrhoeae has a size around 1 – 2 µm sug-

gesting that this bacterium could be below the critical size for PI3K-dependent 
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uptake. However, our experiments with murine macrophages and human granu-

locytes reveal that IgG-opsonized gonococci are internalized in a mechanistical-

ly distinct manner by the two cell types. Obviously, in this case it is not only the 

size or the opsonization of the microbial particle, but also the cell type that de-

termines if the uptake occurs in a PI3K-dependent or a PI3K-independent way. 

Clearly, opsonin-independent, CEACAM3-mediated internalization of OpaCEA 

protein expressing gonococci by human granulocytes does not require PI3K 

activity. 

Our results of a PI3K-independent uptake of OpaCEA-expressing 

N. gonorrhoeae are on first sight in conflict with a previous report showing that 

the ratio of internalized versus cell-associated gonococci is reduced about 40% 

in the presence of wortmannin (Booth et al. 2003). However, since the number 

of cell-associated bacteria in that experimental system is increased about 50% 

by wortmannin treatment (see Figure 2 (Booth et al. 2003)), the absolute num-

ber of internalized gonococci is unaltered in the presence of wortmannin. In our 

investigation, we have not observed an alteration in total cell-associated bacte-

ria, neither in CEACAM3-transfected 293 cells nor in primary human granulo-

cytes upon inhibition of PI3K suggesting that the discrepancy might be a result 

of the microscopic evaluation of bacterial internalization in a small number of 

cells used previously. 

Despite the fact that PI3K activity is obsolete for the CEACAM3-mediated up-

take of OpaCEA protein expressing N. gonorrhoeae, the direct association of the 

clustered receptor with the regulatory subunit of PI3K will position this lipid ki-

nase close to its membrane substrate. Indeed, a strong increase in PI3,4,5P lev-

els in the vicinity of CEACAM3-associated bacteria has been observed by the 

specific recruitment of fluorescently labeled PH domains (Booth et al. 2003). 

Besides the re-organization of the actin cytoskeleton due to the recruitment of 

guanine nucleotide exchange factors for Rho GTPases such as Vav or Tiam or 

the activation of kinases such as PKB or Tec, PI3,4,5P also has a central role in 

regulating effector functions of granulocytes (Dewald et al. 1988; Arcaro and 

Wymann 1993; Hawkins et al. 2006). In particular, the neutrophil NADPH oxi-

dase complex consisting of two membrane bound subunits (cytochrom 

b558/gp91phox and p22phox) and four soluble proteins (p67phox, p47phox, p40phox 

and GTP-loaded Rac2) is tightly regulated and requires input by 3’-
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phosphorylated phosphatidylinositides at multiple stages (Bokoch and Diebold 

2002; Hawkins et al. 2007). For example, membrane translocation and activa-

tion of the Rac2 guanine nucleotide exchange factor P-Rex1 requires PI3,4,5P 

(Welch et al. 2002; Zhao et al. 2007). Furthermore, PI3,4,5P can be turned over 

by lipid phosphatases to generate PI3P, which is also produced by class III 

phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinases (Vanhaesebroeck et al. 2001). PI3P is critical for 

the recruitment and allosteric activation of p40phox, a process that is involved in 

FcγR-induced production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Ellson et al. 2006; 

Suh et al. 2006). As wortmannin and LY294002 inhibit class I as well as class III 

phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinases, it is not possible to judge the contribution of 

each of these enzyme classes for CEACAM3-initiated ROS formation. However, 

it seems feasible that maximal activation of NADPH oxidase in response to 

CEACAM3-binding bacteria requires a coordinated action of both classes of 

phosphatidylinositol-3’ kinases. Clearly, the activity of PI3K was instrumental for 

the intracellular destruction of the phagocytosed bacteria within few hours, 

pointing to a coordinated processing of internalized gonococci by reactive oxy-

gen derivatives and host proteolytic enzymes. 

Interestingly, besides N. gonorrhoeae several other Gram-negative, human-

adapted pathogens possess CEACAM-binding adhesins including N. meningiti-

dis, Haemophilus influenzae, and Moraxella catarrhalis (Gray-Owen and 

Blumberg 2006). Similar to gonococci, these pathogens are able to evade ac-

quired immune responses by different mechanisms including secretion of im-

munoglobulin-cleaving proteases or variation of surface components. CEA-

CAM3 expression by granulocytes appears as a specific adaptation of the hu-

man innate immune system to employ a germ-line encoded receptor for efficient 

phagocytosis and killing of CEACAM-binding bacteria. The results of our study 

underscore, that the molecular connections of the ITAM-like sequence in the 

cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 are critical to co-ordinate these processes, 

and provide impetus for further analysis of this specific phagocytic receptor. 
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4.7 Supplementary figures 

 

 

Fig. 4.7: Opa52 protein expressing gonococci induce an oxidative burst in primary granu-

locytes, which is blocked by wortmannin. Human granulocytes were preincubated with the 

indicated wortmannin concentrations. Afterwards granulocytes were infected with non-opaque 

gonococci (Ngo Opa-), Opa52-expressing gonococci (Ngo Opa52) or left uninfected and the oxi-

dative burst was measured. PMA was used as a positive control. Graph shows a representative 

experiment. Similar results were obtained with granulocytes from three different donors. 
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5.1 Abstract 

Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 3 (CEACAM3) is a 

phagocytic receptor on human granulocytes, which mediates the opsonin-

independent recognition and internalization of a restricted set of gram-negative 

bacteria such as Neisseria gonorrhoeae. In an unbiased screen using an SH2 

domain microarray we identified the SH2 domain of growth factor receptor-

bound protein 14 (Grb14) as a novel binding partner of CEACAM3. Biochemical 

assays and microscopic studies demonstrated that the Grb14 SH2 domain 

promoted the rapid recruitment of this adaptor protein to the immunoreceptor-

based activation motif (ITAM)-like sequence within the cytoplasmic domain of 

CEACAM3. Furthermore, FRET-FLIM analyses confirmed the direct association 

of Grb14 and CEACAM3 in intact cells at the sites of bacteria-host cell contact. 

Knockdown of endogenous Grb14 by RNA interference as well as Grb14 over-

expression indicate an inhibitory role for this adapter protein in CEACAM3-

mediated phagocytosis. Therefore, Grb14 is the first negative regulator of 

CEACAM3-initiated bacterial phagocytosis and might help to restrict granulo-

cyte activation to the site of pathogen uptake. 

5.2 Introduction 

CEACAM3 is a member of the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)-related cell ad-

hesion molecules (CEACAMs) and is exclusively expressed on human granulo-

cytes. The sole reported function of this receptor is the efficient, opsonin-

independent recognition and internalization of CEACAM-binding bacteria such 

as OpaCEA protein-expressing Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ngo OpaCEA) (Chen and 

Gotschlich 1996; McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter et al. 2004). CEACAM3 consists 

of an extracellular immunoglobulin-variable (IgV)-like domain followed by a hy-

drophobic transmembrane domain and a short cytoplasmic sequence (Pils et al. 

2008). Upon binding of bacteria to the IgV-like domain, CEACAM3-mediated 

phagocytosis is initiated by Src family protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) (Hauck et 

al. 1998; Schmitter et al. 2007). Indeed, the Src family PTKs Hck and Fgr, which 

are expressed in granulocytes, are rapidly activated and phosphorylate two ty-

rosine residues within the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 (Hauck et al. 1998; 

McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter et al. 2004). These tyrosine residues are embed-

ded in an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM)-like sequence 
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(Pils et al. 2008). In general, phosphorylated tyrosine residues play an important 

role during intracellular signal transduction. Phosphotyrosine (pTyr) residues 

serve as docking sites for other proteins containing specific pTyr recognition 

domains, e.g. the phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) and/or Src homology 2 (SH2) 

domains (Pawson et al. 2001; Schlessinger and Lemmon 2003). Binding of SH2 

domains to pTyr residues enables the formation of protein signaling complexes. 

This is also true in the case of CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis, where bacte-

rial internalization and killing are based on SH2 domain-mediated protein-

protein interactions. For example, the phosphorylated tyrosine residue 230 

(pTyr230) within the ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 serves as docking site 

for the guanine nucleotide exchange factor Vav (Schmitter et al. 2007). The di-

rect binding of the Vav SH2 domain to pTyr230 of CEACAM3 in turn is respon-

sible for strong activation of the small GTPase Rac, which has been observed in 

CEACAM3-transfected cell lines and primary human granulocytes upon infec-

tion with OpaCEA-protein expressing gonococci (Hauck et al. 1998; Schmitter et 

al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007). At the same time, the phosphorylated cyto-

plasmic domain of CEACAM3 allows recruitment of Nck adaptor proteins, which 

connect CEACAM3 via Nap1 with the f-actin nucleation promoting WAVE com-

plex (Pils et al. 2012). Together, GTP-bound Rac and its downstream effector 

WAVE initiate the formation of actin-based lamellipodia resulting in a rapid in-

ternalization of CEACAM3-bound Neisseria (Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 

2012). Furthermore, the regulatory domain of class I phosphatidylinositol-3’-

kinase (PI3K) can associate with pTyr230 of CEACAM3 (Buntru et al. 2011). 

Indeed, PI3K activity is instrumental for the induction of an oxidative response 

by primary human granulocytes upon encounter of CEACAM-binding bacteria 

(Buntru et al. 2011). In all these cases, the interaction is mediated by phosphor-

ylated tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 and SH2 do-

mains found in the binding partners of CEACAM3 (Buntru et al. 2011; Pils et al. 

2012). 

The human genome encodes for more than 100 proteins with one or two SH2 

domains (Liu et al. 2006) and there might be additional CEACAM3-interacting 

proteins within this set. To identify SH2-domain-mediated associations with a 

given tyrosine-phosphorylated protein, SH2 domain microarrays offer the possi-

bility to conduct a broad interaction screen (Wolf-Yadlin et al. 2009). Such ar-
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rays have been successfully used with synthetic phospho-peptides to detect 

potential interacting partners of the EGF receptor family of receptor tyrosine 

kinases and phosphorylated bacterial effector proteins, which are translocated 

into the infected host cell  (Jones et al. 2006; Mehlitz et al. 2010). However, an 

unbiased screen to uncover potential SH2 domain-containing binding partners 

has not been applied to phosphorylated CEACAM3. 

In this study we demonstrate the successful use of SH2 domain microarrays to 

identify novel binding partners of CEACAM3 by using the intact phosphorylated 

receptor. Besides the verification of several known interacting proteins, the mi-

croarray format revealed the potential binding of the Grb14 SH2 domain to 

CEACAM3. Grb14 is expressed in human granulocytes and biochemical analy-

sis confirmed that the SH2 domain of Grb14 directly binds to phosphorylated 

tyrosine residue 230 of CEACAM3. Also in intact cells, recruitment of Grb14 and 

direct association with the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3 upon bacterial in-

fection could be observed by fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM). 

As shRNA-mediated knock-down of Grb14 increased, whereas overexpression 

of Grb14 diminished uptake of bacteria, our results suggest a negative regulato-

ry role of Grb14 in CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. 

5.3 Experimental Procedures 

Recombinant DNA constructs – Mammalian expression vectors encoding the 

HA-GFP-, HA-Cerulean-, and HA-mKate-tagged versions of CEACAM3 were 

described previously (Buntru et al. 2009; Buntru et al. 2011; Pils et al. 2012). 

cDNA clones for different human SH2 domain containing proteins were ob-

tained from ImaGenes (Berlin, Germany) and were cloned as described (Buntru 

et al. 2011; Pils et al. 2012). The SH2 domains of Grb7 (clone 

IRAUp969A1146D), Grb10 (clone IRAUp969H0581D) and Grb14 (clone 

IRATp970B0580D) were amplified from full-length cDNA by PCR with pimers 

Grb7-SH2-IF-sense 5’-GAAGTTATCAGTCGACAGTGCAGCCATCCACC-3’ 

and Grb7-SH2-IF-anti 5’-ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTAGAGGGCCACCCGCGT-3’, 

Grb10-SH2-IF-sense 5’-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGACTCTACCCTAAGTACAGTGATTCAC-3’ and Grb10-

SH2-IF-anti 5’-ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTATAAGGCCACTCGGATGC-3’, and 

Grb14-SH2-IF-sense 5’-
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GAAGTTATCAGTCGACGCCACAAACATGGCTATCCAC-3’ and Grb14-SH2-

IF-anti 5’-ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTACTAGAGAGCAATCCTAGCAC-3’, respec-

tively. The resulting PCR fragments were cloned into pDNR-Dual using the In-

Fusion PCR Cloning Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). From pDNR-Dual the 

inserts were transferred by Cre-mediated recombination into pGEX-LoxP. The 

SH2 domains of Grb7, Grb10, Grb14 and all other SH2 domains were ex-

pressed as GST-fusion proteins in E. coli BL21 and purified as described previ-

ously (Schmitter et al. 2007). The SH2 domain of Grb14 was also transferred 

from pDNR-Dual into pEGFP-C1-LoxP by Cre/Lox recombination. Full-length 

Grb14 was amplified with primers Grb14-IF-sense 5’-

GAAGTTATCAGTCGACATGACCACTTCCCTGCAAGATGGGCAGAGC-3’ and 

Grb14-SH2-IF-anti and the resulting PCR fragment was cloned into pDNR-CMV 

using the In-Fusion PCR Cloning Kit. Grb14ΔSH2 was generated by amplifying 

pDNR-CMV Grb14 with primers Grb14ΔSH2-sense 5’-

CTAGTAAGCTTTCTAGACCATTCGTTTGGC-3’ and Grb14ΔSH2-anti 5’-

GTCTAGAAAGCTTAGGACCGGTGGATAGCC-3’. The resulting PCR product 

was ligated to produce pDNR-CMV Grb14ΔSH2. Full-length Grb14 and 

Grb14ΔSH2 were transferred from pDNR-CMV into pmKate2-C1-LoxP by 

Cre/Lox recombination. pmKate2-C1 LoxP was designed by subcloning mKate2 

cDNA from pmKate2-C1 (Evrogen, Moscow, Russia) via AgeI/XhoI restriction 

sites into pEGFP-C1 LoxP (Schmitter et al. 2007). The cDNA of mCherry (kindly 

provided by Oliver Griesbeck, Max-Planck Institute of Neurobiology, Mar-

tinsried, Germany) was amplified with PCR primers 5’-

ATCACCGGTACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-3’ and 5’-

ATCCTCGAGACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3’ and inserted into pEGFP-C1 

LoxP using AgeI/XhoI restriction sites to obtain pmCherry-C1 LoxP. The SH2 

domains of Grb14 and Slp76 were transferred from pDNR-dual into pmCherry-

C1 LoxP by Cre/Lox recombination. 

 

RNA isolation, reverse transcription PCR – RNA from freshly isolated human 

granulocytes was prepared by peqGOLD TriFast (PEQLAB, Erlangen, Germa-

ny) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Reverse transcription of mRNA 

was performed by M-MuLV reverse transcriptase and Oligo-dT(18) primer. PCR 

for Grb7, Grb10 and Grb14 was performed with primers for the corresponding 
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SH2 domains. Primers for β-actin were used as a positive control: β-actin-sense 

5’-AGCGGGAAATCGTGCGTG-3’ and β-actin-anti 5’- GGG-

TACATGGTGGTGCCG-3’. 

 

Generation of stable knock-down cell lines  – Stable knock-down of Grb14 in 

CEACAM3 expressing HeLa cells was performed as described using the 

pLKO.1 lentiviral vector (Pils et al. 2012). shRNA oligonucleotides directed 

against Grb14 (Grb14-shRNA-sense 5’-

CCGGGTGACTTATTAAACTATTGAAGGCTCGAGCCTTCAATAGTTTAA-

TAAGTCACTTTTTTTG-3’ and Grb14-shRNA-anti 5’-

AATTCAAAAAAAGTGACTTATTAAACTATTGAAGGCTCGAGCCTTCAA-

TAGTTTAATAAGTCAC-3’) were annealed and ligated into AgeI/EcoRI restrict-

ed pLKO.1. The resulting pLKO.1-Grb14-shRNA plasmid or the empty pLKO.1 

was co-transfected with pMD2.G and psPAX2 into 293 cells. 72 h after transfec-

tion, the virus containing media were removed and used for transduction of 

HeLa CEACAM3 cells. Transduced cells were selected for at least 48 h in 1 

µg/ml puromycin before further use. 

 

Cell culture, transfection of cells, cell lysis and Western blotting – The human 

embryonic kidney cell line 293T (293 cells) was grown in DMEM supplemented 

with 10% calf serum (CS). HeLa cells stably expressing CEACAM3 were pro-

vided by W. Zimmermann (Tumor Immunology Laboratory, LMU München, 

Germany) and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum 

(FCS). Both cell lines were subcultured every 2-3 days. Transfection of 293 

cells with expression vectors was accomplished by standard calcium-

phosphate-co-precipitation using a total amount of 6 µg plasmid/10 cm culture 

dish. Cells were used two days after transfection. Primary human granulocytes 

were isolated as described (Schmitter et al. 2004). Cell lysis and Western blot-

ting were performed as described previously (Hauck et al. 2001). 

 

Bacteria – Non-piliated N. gonorrhoeae MS11-B2.1 strain N309 expressing a 

CEACAM-binding Opa protein (Opa52 binding to CEACAM1, CEACAM3, CEA, 

and CEACAM6, referred to as OpaCEA) was described previously (Kupsch et al. 

1993; Schmitter et al. 2004). Bacteria were grown on GC agar (Invitrogen Life 
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Technologies) supplemented with vitamins at 37°C, 5% CO2 in humid atmos-

phere and selected based on antibiotic resistance and microscopic evaluation of 

colony opacity. For infection, over-night grown bacteria were taken from GC 

agar plates, suspended in PBS, and colony forming units (cfu) were estimated 

by OD550 readings according to a standard curve. For labeling, bacteria (2 x 

108/ml) were washed with sterile PBS and suspended in 0.5 µg/ml 5-(6)-

carboxyfluorescein-succinimidylester (fluorescein), or 4 µg/ml PacificBlue-NHS 

(Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Karlsruhe, Germany) in PBS. Suspensions were 

incubated at 37°C for 20 min in the dark under constant shaking. Afterwards, 

bacteria were washed three times with PBS.  

 

Antibodies and reagents – Monoclonal antibody (mAb) against the GST-tag 

(clone B-14) was obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), 

mAb against phosphotyrosine (clone PY72) was from Upstate Biotechnology 

(Lake Placid, NY), mAb against GFP (clone JL-8) and pAb against mCherry 

were from Clontech (Mountain View, CA), mAb against CEACAMs were pur-

chased from Genovac (clone D14HD11; Freiburg, Germany) or ImmunoTools 

(clone IH4Fc; Friesoythe, Germany). Polyclonal antibody (pAb) against human 

Grb14 was purchased from Epitomics (Burlingame, CA). The mAb against HA-

tag and rabbit polyclonal antibodies against N. gonorrhoeae (IG-511) were gen-

erated as described (Schmitter et al. 2007). Rabbit polyclonal antiserum against 

mKate was produced in the local animal facility at the University of Konstanz. All 

peroxidase- and fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies were purchased 

from Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, PA). 

 

Manufacturing and probing of SH2 domain arrays – Purified SH2 domains were 

spotted in quadruplicate at 1.3 ng/spot onto aldehyde modified glass slides 

(Nexterion Slides AL, PEQLAB, Erlangen, Germany) using a piezoelectric non-

contact microarrayer (NanoPlotter 2.1, GeSim, Dresden, Germany). Each array 

consisted of 16 x 16 spots with a spot to spot distance of 0.714 mm. After 1 h 

incubation at 70% humidity, the slide was attached to a 16 well incubation 

chamber (16 Pad FAST Slide incubation chamber, Whatman). Afterwards, free 

aldehyde groups of the surface were inactivated by incubation with 0.25% 

NaBH4 in PBS for 20 min followed by three washing-steps with PBS-T (PBS 
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containing 0.01% Tween-20). Arrays were incubated with cell lysates or PBS-T 

over night at 4°C. Following incubation, the arrays were washed three times 

with PBS-T and probed with specific primary antibody for 1 h at room tempera-

ture followed by Cy3-labeled secondary antibody. Finally, the slide was washed 

three times with PBS-T, rinsed with PBS and dried by centrifugation.  

 

Scanning and analysis of protein arrays – SH2 domain arrays were scanned at 

532 nm wavelength using the microarray scanner LS-Reloaded (Tecan, 

Männedorf, Switzerland). Fluorescence intensities of the spots were determined 

using the image analysis software Array-Pro Analyzer 4.5 (Media Cybernetics, 

Bethesda, MD). Binding signals of phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated 

CEACAM3 were normalized to the amount of array-bound SH2 domains as 

measured by probing arrays with anti-GST antibody. 

 

GST pull-down assay, Far Western probing of peptide spot membranes and co-

immunoprecipitation – For GST pull-down assays, 5 µg of purified GST or GST-

fusion proteins attached to glutathione-sepharose beads (Amersham) were 

added to 750 µl of cleared lysates from 293 cells transfected with CEACAM-

encoding constructs or the empty vector (6 µg). Where indicated, the cells were 

additionally co-transfected with a v-Src-encoding plasmid (0.5 µg) to ensure 

maximum tyrosine phosphorylation of CEACAM3. Samples were incubated over 

night at 4°C under constant rotation. After four washes with PBS-T, precipitates 

were boiled in 2x SDS sample buffer before SDS gel electrophoresis and West-

ern blot analysis. Generation and probing of peptide spot membranes was con-

ducted as described previously using 20 µg GST-Grb14-SH2 or GST alone 

(Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 2011). For co-immunoprecipitations, 293 

cells were transfected with the indicated combination of constructs and lysed 

after 48 h. For precipitation, lysates were incubated with 3 μg of polyclonal rab-

bit anti-mKate antibody for 3 h followed by 1 h incubation with protein A/G se-

pharose, all at 4°C. After three washes with Triton buffer, precipitates were 

boiled in SDS sample buffer before SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis. 

 

Immunofluorescence staining and confocal microscopy – Immunofluorescence 

staining was performed as described (Schmitter et al. 2007) using a TCS SP5 
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confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) (Buntru et al. 

2009).  

 

FRET measurements – For acceptor bleaching experiments the implemented 

FRET acceptor bleaching wizard of the Leica TCS SP5 was used. Prebleach 

and postbleach images were serially recorded with excitation of EGFP at 488 

nm and mCherry at 561 nm and appropriate emission bands. Low laser intensi-

ties were used in order to avoid acquisition bleaching. The acceptor mCherry 

was bleached with high laser intensity at 561 nm. Images were processed with 

ImageJ as described previously (Buntru et al. 2009). Apparent FRET efficiency 

was calculated by Eapp = 1- (DDpre/DDpost) with DDpre, the donor prebleach in-

tensity and DDpost, the donor postbleach intensity at 488 nm excitation, respec-

tively. Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements to de-

termine fluorescence lifetime were performed using a FLIM upgrade kit 

(Picoquant, Berlin, Germany) for standard confocal scanning microscope (Leica 

TCS SP5). EGFP was excited with a tunable Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira, Coherent, 

Santa Clara, CA) by two-photon excitation at 950 nm. FLIM data were pro-

cessed using pixel-based fitting software (SymPhoTime, Picoquant) to deter-

mine EGFP lifetimes in presence (τDA) and absence (τD) of the acceptor mCher-

ry. Goodness of fit was assessed by the calculated standard least squares (χ2). 

FRET effiency (E) was determined by E = 1- (τDA/τD). 

 

Quantification of bacterial invasion – Bacterial invasion was determined by flow 

cytometry as described previously (Pils et al. 2006). Briefly, one day before in-

fection 1 x 106 cells/well were seeded in 6-well plates. Cells were infected at 

MOI of 20 fluorescein-labeled bacteria/cell. After 1 h of infection, the infected 

cells were suspended by 1 min trypsin treatment. After two times washing with 

ice-cold flow buffer (PBS containing 1% heat inactivated FCS) the cells were 

resuspended in 1 ml flow buffer. To quench signals from extracellular bacteria, 

trypan blue was added to a final concentration of 0.2% directly before flow cy-

tometric analysis (LSR II; BD Biosciences). To determine the rate of internaliza-

tion, Cerulean-positive cells were gated and analyzed for fluorescein-

fluorescence. The mean fluorescein-fluorescence is used as an estimate for 

internalized bacteria and thus multiplied by the percentage of fluorescein-
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positive cells to yield the uptake index (Pils et al. 2006). To account for inter-

experimental deviations in absolute fluorescence intensity, values were normal-

ized to the CEACAM3-only samples, the mean value of which was set as 100%. 

Alternatively, uptake of bacteria was quantified by differential staining of intra- 

and extracellular bacteria as described previously (Kuespert et al. 2011). Briefly, 

transfected 293 cells were seeded on coated coverslips and infected the follow-

ing day with PacificBlue-labeled gonococci at an MOI of 30 for 1 h. Samples 

were washed and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. After washing, samples 

were blocked with 10% heat inactivated CS in PBS and stained for extracellular 

bacteria with a polyclonal anti-Neisseria antibody (IG-511) followed by an ap-

propriate Cy5-labeled secondary antibody. After three washes with PBS, sam-

ples were embedded in mounting medium (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). 

5.4 Results 

SH2 domain array identified the Grb14 SH2 domain as an interaction partner of 

phosphorylated CEACAM3. The human genome encodes more than 100 differ-

ent SH2 domains. To identify further SH2 domain signaling proteins interacting 

with the phosphorylated ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3, we performed a 

screen using a custom-made SH2 domain protein array. For this purpose, re-

combinant GST-fused SH2 domains of different proteins or GST alone were 

immobilized on aldehyde-modified glass slides in quadruplicates (for a layout of 

the array see Fig. 5.1A). The SH2 domains of Nck2, Vav, PI3K, as well as Src-

kinases Hck, Yes, and Lck were employed as they are known binding partners 

of CEACAM3 (Schmitter et al. 2007; Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 2011; 

Pils et al. 2012). Furthermore, the SH2 domains of Fyn, Slp76, and Grb2 were 

arrayed as negative controls, as they have been shown previously not to bind to 

phosphorylated CEACAM3 (Schmitter et al. 2007; Pils et al. 2012). Successful 

immobilization of GST alone and GST-SH2 domains was verified by incubating 

one array with anti-GST antibody, followed by Cy3-labeled secondary antibody 

and readout at 532 nm (Fig. 5.1A). To prepare the cell lysates for probing the 

arrays, 293 cells were co-transfected with or without a v-Src-encoding plasmid 

together with a CEACAM3-HA-GFP encoding vector. The expression of the 

constitutive active PTK v-Src ensured phosphorylation of CEACAM3 at tyrosine 
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residues in the cytoplasmic ITAM-like sequence (McCaw et al. 2003; Schmitter 

et al. 2007).  

 

Fig. 5.1: SH2 domain microarray identifies Grb14 as an interaction partner of phosphory-

lated CEACAM3. (A) Different recombinant GST-SH2 domains, GST, or the spotting buffer 

(PBS) alone were immobilized in quadruplicate spots on aldehyde-modified glass slides as indi-

cated in the array layout. Immobilized proteins were detected by monoclonal anti-GST antibody 

followed by Cy3-labeled secondary antibody. (B) 293 cells were co-transfected with a vector 

encoding GFP-HA-tagged CEACAM3 together or not with v-Src. Equal amounts of whole cell 

lysates (WCLs) were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by Western blotting with monoclo-
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nal anti-GFP (top panel), or monoclonal anti-phosphotyrosine (pTyr) (lower panel) antibodies. 

(C) Fluorescent images of SH2 arrays, probed with lysates from (B). CEACAM3 bound to the 

array was detected by monoclonal anti-HA antibody followed by Cy3-labeled secondary anti-

body. (D) The Plot shows the relative signals of phosphorylated CEACAM3 versus non-

phosphorylated CEACAM3 binding to immobilized GST-fusion proteins. Bars represent mean 

values ± S.D. of quadruplicate spots from three independent experiments. 

Western blotting confirmed equal expression of the receptor in the whole cell 

lysates (Fig. 5.1B, upper panel) and, as expected, v-Src promoted strong tyro-

sine phosphorylation of CEACAM3 (Fig. 5.1B, lower panel). Next, arrays were 

incubated with cell lysate containing either phosphorylated or unphosphorylated 

CEACAM3 (Fig. 5.1C). After washing, CEACAM3 bound to immobilized SH2 

domains on the array was detected with anti-HA antibody. In agreement with 

previous biochemical and functional studies, phosphorylated CEACAM3 strong-

ly associated with the recombinant GST-SH2 domains of PI3K, Nck2, Hck, Yes, 

and Lck (Fig. 5.1C and D). In contrast to GST pull-down analyses (Schmitter et 

al. 2007; Pils et al. 2012), only weak interactions with the SH2 domains of Nck1 

and Vav could be observed in this format. Clearly, there was no association of 

unphosphorylated CEACAM3 with any of the GST-SH2 domains or GST alone 

(Fig. 5.1C and D). As expected, phosphorylated CEACAM3 showed no associa-

tion with the SH2 domains of Grb2, Slp76, and Fyn or with GST alone (Fig. 

5.1C and D). In addition to known binding interactions, phosphorylated CEA-

CAM3 showed a pronounced association with the SH2 domain of the adapter 

protein Grb14, a member of the SH2 domain containing Grb7 family (Fig. 5.1C 

and D). This interaction has not been described before. The verification of mul-

tiple known SH2 domain binding events to phosphorylated CEACAM3 demon-

strated that the microarray detects relevant protein-protein interactions and 

suggested that Grb14 might be a novel binding partner of CEACAM3. 

 

Grb14 is transcribed in human granulocytes. To investigate a potential physio-

logical relevance of the Grb14-CEACAM3 interaction, the expression of Grb14 

mRNA in human granulocytes was analyzed. For this purpose, RNA was ex-

tracted from primary human granulocytes followed by reverse transcription into 

cDNA and PCR with specific primer sets for each of three Grb7 family mem-

bers. Importantly, Grb14 mRNA as well as Grb10 mRNA was present in human 
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granulocytes (Fig. 5.2). In contrast, in 293 cells as well as in HeLa cells only the 

grb14 gene was transcribed (Fig. 5.2). To show that the used primer pairs are 

functional, PCR was performed using the full-length cloned cDNAs of Grb7, 

Grb10, and Grb14 obtained from ImaGenes (Berlin, Germany) as templates 

(Fig. 5.2, lowest panel). As a control for successful RNA preparation and cDNA 

generation, actin mRNA was detected in all samples (Fig. 5.2).  

 

Fig. 5.2: Grb14 is expressed in human granulocytes, 293 cells, and HeLa cells. RNA was 

extracted from human granulocytes, 293 cells, and HeLa cells followed by reverse transcription 

into cDNA. The cDNA prepared from human granulocytes (first panel), 293 cells (second panel), 

and HeLa cells (third panel) were employed in PCR with specific primers for Grb7-, Grb10-, 

Grb14-, or actin-cDNA. Specificity of the PCR was verified using plasmids containing the indi-

cated full-length cDNA (bottom panel). 

Grb14 is recruited to CEACAM3 upon infection with CEACAM3-binding bacte-

ria. If the SH2 domain of Grb14 associates with the phosphorylated cytoplasmic 

domain of CEACAM3, the adapter protein should be selectively recruited to the 

receptor upon bacterial binding. Therefore, we transfected 293 cells with con-

structs encoding CEACAM3 fused to mKate (CEACAM3-mKate) together with 

GFP-tagged full-length Grb14 (GFP-Grb14) or the isolated Grb14-SH2 domain 
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(GFP-Grb14-SH2). Confocal microscopy revealed that the GFP-Grb14-SH2 

domain as well as full-length GFP-Grb14 was strongly recruited to the sites, 

where OpaCEA protein expressing N. gonorrhoeae bound to CEACAM3 (Fig. 

5.3). In contrast, GFP alone or the GFP-tagged SH2 domain of Slp76 were not 

recruited to CEACAM3 upon bacterial infection, in line with previous reports 

(Fig. 5.3) (Buntru et al. 2009). These results demonstrate that Grb14 is recruited 

to clustered CEACAM3 after engagement by gonococci. These results further 

suggest that Grb14 can bind to the cytoplasmic domain of CEACAM3. 

 

Fig. 5.3: Grb14 is recruited to CEACAM3 upon infection with CEACAM3-binding bacteria. 

293 cells were co-transfected with expression plasmids encoding for mKate-tagged wildtype 

CEACAM3 (CEACAM3-mKate) together with GFP alone or the indicated GFP-tagged SH2-

domains derived from Grb14, Slp76, or the full-length Grb14, respectively. Cells were infected 

for 30 min with PacificBlue-labeled OpaCEA protein-expressing N. gonorrhoeae (Ngo OpaCEA), 

fixed, and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Bars represent 10 µm. 
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The SH2 domain of Grb14 directly interacts with phosphorylated CEACAM3.  

To investigate the interaction between Grb14 and CEACAM3 in more detail, we 

used GST-pull-down assays with the isolated SH2 domains of Grb7, Grb10, and 

Grb14, which were expressed in E. coli and purified. Next, 293 cells were trans-

fected with plasmids encoding CEACAM3-GFP or GFP alone. To ensure maxi-

mum tyrosine phosphorylation of CEACAM3 in the lysates, same samples were 

co-transfected with a v-Src-encoding plasmid. CEACAM3-GFP and GFP were 

present in the cell lysates at similar levels (Fig. 5.4A). Furthermore, v-Src-

mediated phosphorylation of CEACAM3 was verified by western blotting (Fig. 

5.4A). The lysates were probed with GST-fusion proteins of isolated SH2 do-

mains of Grb7, Grb10, Grb14, PI3KR3-N, Slp76, or GST alone in GST pull-

down assays. The N-terminal SH2 domain of the regulatory subunit γ of class I 

PI3K (PI3KR3-N-SH2) was previously shown to interact with phosphorylated 

CEACAM3 (Buntru et al. 2011).  
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Fig. 5.4: The SH2 domain of Grb14 interacts directly with phosphorylated CEACAM3. (A) 

293 cells were transfected with an empty control vector (GFP) or GFP-tagged CEACAM3 to-

gether or not with v-Src. The WCLs were analyzed by Western blotting for equal expression of 

CEACAM3 with mAb against GFP (top panel) and tyrosine phosphorylation of CEACAM3 was 

verified by mAb against phosphotyrosine (pTyr; lower panel). (B) The indicated recombinant 

GST-SH2 domains or GST alone were incubated in pull-down assays with lysates from (A). 

Precipitates were analyzed by Western blotting with monoclonal GFP antibody to detect precipi-

tated CEACAM3 (top panel). The membranes were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue 

(Coomassie) to verify equal amounts of GST or GST-fusion proteins used in the pull-down (low-

er panel). (C) 293 cells were co-transfected with or without an vector encoding GFP-tagged 

Grb14 and a vector encoding mKate-HA-tagged CEACAM3 together with v-Src. Equal amounts 
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of whole cell lysates (WCLs) were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by Western blotting 

with polyclonal anti-mKate (top panel) or monoclonal anti-GFP (lower panel) antibodies. (D) 

Lysates from (C) were used in an immunoprecipitation (IP) with pAb against mKate. Precipitates 

were probed with monoclonal anti-GFP antibody against GFP-Grb14 (top panel) and after strip-

ping of the membrane, the immunoprecipitated CEACAM3-HA-mKate was detected with mono-

clonal anti-HA antibody (lower panel). (E) Peptide spot membranes harbouring synthetic 15-mer 

peptides surrounding tyrosine residues of the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain (as indicated) in 

the unphosphorylated (Y) or the tyrosine-phosphorylated (pY) form were probed with GST or 

GST-Grb14-SH2. Bound GST-fusion proteins were detected with monoclonal anti-GST anti-

body. 

Indeed GST-PI3KR3-N-SH2 was able to precipitate phosphorylated, but not 

unphosphorylated CEACAM3, whereas the Slp76-SH2 domain and GST alone 

could not precipitate CEACAM3 (Fig. 5.4B). Similarly, the SH2 domains of the 

Grb7 family were able to pull down phosphorylated CEACAM3 (Fig. 5.4B). The 

Grb14-SH2 domain showed the strongest association with phosphorylated 

CEACAM3.  

To further analyze if full-length Grb14 associates with phosphorylated CEA-

CAM3 in a cellular context, we performed co-immunoprecipitations. For this 

purpose, HA-mKate-tagged CEACAM3 and GFP-fused Grb14 were expressed 

in the presence of v-Src in 293 cells. Equal amounts of CEACAM3-HA-mKate 

and GFP-Grb14 were verified by western blotting (Fig. 5.4C). Using a polyclonal 

anti-mKate antibody, the immunoprecipitation of CEACAM3-HA-mKate revealed 

an association between phosphorylated CEACAM3 and full-length Grb14 (Fig. 

5.4D).  

To clarify, which tyrosine residue within the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence is 

responsible for Grb14 association and to prove if this is a direct binding we used 

synthetic 15mer peptides encompassing each of the two tyrosine residues with-

in the CEACAM3 ITAM-like sequence. The peptides were synthesized as indi-

vidual spots on a cellulose membrane (Frank 1992). Each peptide was pro-

duced in the phosphorylated form (pY), and the unphosphorylated form (Y). The 

membrane was incubated with recombinant GST-Grb14-SH2 domain or GST 

alone. After washing, the bound protein was detected by monoclonal GST anti-

body. The GST-Grb14-SH2 domain exclusively bound to the phosphorylated 

tyrosine residue pTyr230, whereas there was no binding to the same peptide in 

the unphosphorylated form (Fig. 5.4E). In contrast, there was no binding of 
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Grb14-SH2 to tyrosine residue Tyr241, neither in the phosphorylated, nor in the 

unphosphorylated form (Fig. 5.4E). Furthermore, there was no binding of GST 

alone to any of the tested peptides (Fig. 5.4E). 

Together, these results demonstrate that Grb14 physically associates with 

CEACAM3. This interaction occurs by direct binding of the Grb14 SH2 domain 

to the phosphorylated residue pTyr230 within the ITAM-like sequence of CEA-

CAM3. 

 

Grb14-SH2 directly associates with CEACAM3 in intact cells. The previous re-

sults demonstrate a direct binding of recombinant Grb14-SH2 to the phosphory-

lated ITAM-like motif of CEACAM3 in vitro. To verify, that this interaction occurs 

in intact cells, we used fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) to de-

tect fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between CEACAM3 and 

Grb14. We could show previously that FRET allows the analysis of protein-

protein interactions at the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain in intact cells (Buntru 

et al. 2009). To allow FRET detection by FLIM, we used EGFP as a FRET-

donor and mCherry as an acceptor. The EGFP-mCherry FRET pair is particu-

larly suited for this type of analysis because of the single exponential fluores-

cence decay of EGFP in absence of the acceptor (Peter et al. 2005). In con-

trast, CFP, which is widely used together with YFP in intensity-based FRET ap-

proaches, shows double exponential fluorescence decay even in the absence of 

the YFP acceptor impeding calculation of fluorescence lifetimes and FRET effi-

ciencies (Tramier et al. 2002). As a standard reference, we first analyzed the 

EGFP lifetime of CEACAM3-EGFP transfected 293 cells in the absence of a 

FRET acceptor. As expected, we found a single exponential fluorescence decay 

with an EGFP lifetime of 2.10 ns (χ2 = 1.11) (data not shown). Subsequently, 

CEACAM3-EGFP was expressed together with a mCherry-Grb14-SH2 fusion 

protein. Cells were infected with PacificBlue-labeled OpaCEA expressing gono-

cocci for 30 min and fixed (Fig. 5.5A). Strikingly, at sites where Grb14-SH2 col-

ocalized with CEACAM3-bound bacteria the average EGFP fluorescence life-

time was reduced to 1.71 ns indicative of FRET between EGFP and mCherry at 

these sites.  

Analysis of the time resolved fluorescence data reveals a biexponential decay 

behavior with an additional decay component with a fluorescence lifetime of τ = 
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1.27 ns (χ2 = 0.90) (Fig. 5.5B; prebleach). Accordingly, the FRET efficiency be-

tween CEACAM3-GFP and Grb14-SH2-mCherry is 39.5% with 46.8% of CEA-

CAM3 molecules associated with Grb14-SH2 under these conditions. In EGFP-

positive regions without recruitment of the mCherry labeled SH2 domain, only a 

single lifetime was found (τ = 2.06 ns; χ2 = 0.92) that matched the fluorescence 

lifetime of EGFP measured in the absence of mCherry co-expression (Fig. 

5.5B). As an internal control, we applied acceptor photobleaching to a defined 

region, where CEACAM3 was engaged by bacteria and colocalized with Grb14-

SH2 (white rectangle in Fig. 5.5B). Exactly at the bacteria-host cell interface we 

observed a clear increase of the EGFP intensity after bleaching of mCherry, 

indicating FRET between the two fluorescence proteins and demonstrating inti-

mate binding of Grb14-SH2 to CEACAM3 at these sites (Fig. 5.5C) with 

Eapp = 20.5%. This closely matches the FRET efficiency obtained from the FLIM 

measurements, which is 18.5%, when taking the proportion of interacting donor 

molecules into account. Furthermore, upon acceptor bleaching, FRET was abol-

ished and only a single lifetime for EGFP was identified (τ = 2.05 ns; χ2 = 0.99) 

(Fig. 5.5B and 5D). As additional controls for this microscopic approach, we an-

alyzed infected cells expressing CEACAM3-EGFP together with mCherry-

Slp76-SH2 or expressing CEACAM3 with a deletion of the cytoplasmic domain 

(CEACAM3ΔCT-EGFP) together with mCherry-Grb14-SH2, respectively. In line 

with our previous experiments (see Fig. 5.3), we did not observe colocalization 

of Slp76-SH2 with CEACAM3 or colocalization of Grb14-SH2 with CEA-

CAM3ΔCT at bacterial binding sites (Suppl. Fig. 5.9A). Furthermore, FLIM re-

vealed single exponential fluorescence decays at sites where CEACAM3 was 

engaged by bacteria with τ = 2.11 ns (χ2 = 0.90) for CEACAM3 with Slp76-SH2 

and τ = 2.10 ns (χ2 = 1.03) for CEACAM3ΔCT with Grb14-SH2 (Suppl. Fig. 

5.9B). Taken together, these results reveal an intimate, direct association of the 

SH2 domain of Grb14 with tyrosine phosphorylated CEACAM3 in intact cells, 

exactly at the subcellular sites, where gonococci engage their host receptor. 
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Fig. 5.5: Grb14-SH2 intimately binds to CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial host cell contact. 

(A) 293 cells were cotransfected to express wild type CEACAM3-EGFP and mCherry-Grb14-

SH2. Two days later, cells were infected with PacificBlue-labeled OpaCEA protein-expressing 

gonococci (Ngo) for 30 min and fixed. Bar represents 10 µm. (B) FLIM was applied to a defined 

region as indicated in A (white rectangle). The image represents the mean EGFP lifetime on a 
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pixel-by-pixel basis and lifetime values are color-coded (see bar on the right). Distinct EGFP 

lifetimes were determined by fitting the fluorescence decay as described in the methods section. 

(C) Images were recorded before and after photobleaching of the acceptor mCherry in a defined 

region (white rectangle in B) and analyzed for FRET. Bar represents 5 µm. (D) Fluorescence 

decay at sites of mCherry-Grb14-SH2 recruitment in comparison to regions with no recruitment 

or after photobleaching of the mCherry acceptor. 

Grb14 is involved in CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. After our detailed anal-

ysis of Grb14 binding to pTyr230 of CEACAM3, we wanted to test if Grb14 is 

functionally involved in bacterial uptake via CEACAM3. Therefore, we chose 

RNA interference (RNAi) by short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) to deplete Grb14. Ac-

cordingly, CEACAM3-expressing HeLa cells were stably transduced with lentivi-

ral particles encoding a shRNA directed against human Grb14. As a control, 

HeLa CEACAM3 cells were stably transduced with lentiviral particles lacking a 

shRNA sequence (control virus). Compared to untransduced and control virus 

transduced cells, knock-down of Grb14 in the shGrb14 cell population was 

nearly complete and reduced the amount of endogenous Grb14 to about 10% 

(Fig. 5.6A, upper panel). Importantly, CEACAM3 expression was not influenced 

by the viral transduction (Fig. 5.6A, middle panel). Next, HeLa cells and HeLa 

CEACAM3 cells with or without Grb14 knock-down were infected with OpaCEA-

expressing gonococci and the amount of intracellular bacteria was determined. 

Significantly, knock-down of Grb14 resulted in an increase in CEACAM3-

mediated uptake of gonococci by 30% compared to untransduced or control 

transduced CEACAM3-expressing HeLa cells (Fig. 5.6B). Regular HeLa cells, 

which do not express any CEACAM member endogenously, showed only minor 

internalization of gonococci (Fig. 5.6B). These data support the idea that Grb14 

has a negative regulatory role during CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. To-

gether with the biochemical and microscopic analysis, these results suggest 

that SH2 domain-mediated binding of Grb14 to the ITAM-like sequence inhibits 

CEACAM3-mediated uptake of bacteria. 
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Fig. 5.6: Knock-down of Grb14 increases CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. (A) Grb14 

expression in HeLa-CEACAM3 cells and HeLa-CEACAM3 cells transduced with empty lentiviral 

particles (empty vector) or with lentiviral particles encoding a Grb14-directed shRNA (shRNA-

Grb14) was analyzed by Western blotting using polyclonal anti-Grb14 antibody (top panel). Ex-

pression of CEACAM3 was detected with monoclonal anti-CEACAM antibody (middle panel). 

After stripping of the membrane, equal protein content of all samples was verified using an anti-

tubulin antibody (lower panel). (B) HeLa cells, untransduced HeLa-CEACAM3 cells (CEA-

CAM3), and HeLa-CEACAM3 cells transduced with the empty vector or with shRNA-Grb14 

were infected with fluorescein-labeled OpaCEA protein-expressing N. gonorrhoeae (MOI 20). 

After 60 min, bacterial uptake was measured by flow cytometry. Fluorescence of extracellular, 

cell-associated bacteria was quenched by addition of trypan blue. Bars represent mean values ± 

S.D. of four separate experiments. n.s., not significant; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01. 

Grb14 SH2 domain is critical for negative regulation of CEACAM3-mediated 

phagocytosis. Biochemical approaches as well as FLIM analysis clearly demon-

strate a Grb14-SH2 domain-mediated binding to the phosphorylated CEACAM3 

ITAM-like motif. In order to investigate if this SH2 domain-mediated interaction 

is linked to the negative regulation of CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis by 

Grb14, we co-transfected 293 cells with expression plasmids for mKate2, 

mKate2-tagged wildtype Grb14, or a deletion mutant of Grb14 lacking the SH2-

domain (Grb14ΔSH2) together with CEACAM3-Cerulean. Equal expression of 

CEACAM3 and expression of the different Grb14 constructs was verified by 

western blotting (Fig. 5.7A). Cells were infected with OpaCEA-expressing gono-

cocci and phagocytosis was quantified by flow cytometry (Fig. 5.7B). In line with 

the increased CEACAM3-mediated uptake in Grb14-depleted cells, internaliza-

tion of bacteria was strongly decreased in case of Grb14 overexpression com-
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pared to mKate2-expressing control cells (Fig. 5.7B). In contrast, co-expression 

of Grb14ΔSH2 did not influence CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis (Fig. 5.7B). 

This result indicates that the inhibitory effect of Grb14 requires the SH2-domain-

mediated binding of the adaptor protein to phosphorylated CEACAM3. 

 

Fig. 5.7: The Grb14 SH2-domain is critical for negative regulation of CEACAM3-mediated 

phagocytosis. (A) 293 cells were cotransfected with Cerulean-tagged CEACAM3 together with 

the indicated mKate2-tagged constructs. Two days later, whole cell lysates (WCL) of the cells 

were analyzed by Western blotting to verify expression of mKate2, mKate2-Grb14, and mKate2-

Grb14ΔSH2 (top panel) as well as expression of CEACAM3-cerulean (bottom panel). (B) Cells 

transfected as in (A) were infected with fluorescein-labeled OpaCEA protein-expressing gonococ-

ci (MOI 20) for 1 h. Samples were analyzed by flow cytometry by gating on cerulean-positive 

cells. Fluorescence of extracellular, cell-associated bacteria was quenched by addition of trypan 

blue and the fluorescein signal derived from intracellular bacteria was quantified. Shown is a 

representative experiment repeated twice with similar results. 

To corroborate this finding, 293 cells co-expressing CEACAM3-GFP together 

with either wildtype Grb14 or Grb14ΔSH2 were infected with PacificBlue-labeled 

OpaCEA-expressing gonococci. As a further control, we employed cells express-

ing a mutant form of CEACAM3, which lacks the cytoplasmic domain (CEA-

CAM3ΔCT-GFP). 1 h after infection, samples were fixed and extracellular gon-

ococci were stained with a Neisseriae-specific antibody and a Cy5-labeled sec-

ondary antibody (Fig. 5.8A). As observed before (Schmitter et al. 2004), hardly 

any intracellular bacteria were detected in CEACAM3ΔCT transfected cells co-
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expressing mKate, whereas wildtype CEACAM3 promoted uptake of bacteria 

(Fig. 5.8A). In these wildtype CEACAM3 and mKate2 expressing cells, on aver-

age 8 bacteria/cell were found intracellularly (Fig. 5.8B). Importantly, a 50% re-

duction in intracellular gonococci was detected in cells co-expressing CEA-

CAM3 together with wildtype Grb14. In contrast, CEACAM3 and Grb14ΔSH2 

expressing cells displayed the same number of intracellular bacteria as CEA-

CAM3 and mKate2 expressing cells (Fig. 5.8B). 

Together, these results confirm the critical role of the Grb14 SH2 domain to 

connect Grb14 with CEACAM3 and further confirm that Grb14 is a negative 

regulator of CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. 
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Fig. 5.8: The SH2-domain is required for Grb14 recruitment to CEACAM3 and inhibition of 

CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis. (A) 293 cells were cotransfected with GFP-tagged CEA-

CAM3 or GFP-tagged CEACAM3ΔCT together with mKate2, mKate2-Grb14, or mKate2-

Grb14ΔSH2 as indicated. 293 cells expressing the indicated constructs were infected with 
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PacificBlue-labeled gonococci (total Ngo OpaCEA) at an MOI of 30 for 1 h. Cells were fixed and 

extracellular bacteria were stained with polyclonal antibody against gonococci and a Cy5-

labeled secondary antibody (extracellular Ngo OpaCEA). Arrowheads indicate extracellular bacte-

ria, small arrows point to internalized bacteria. Bars represent 10 µm. (B) Quantification of bac-

terial invasion from (A). Boxes indicate the 25/75 percentiles and the median (black line) of the 

internalized bacteria per cell from three independent experiments. The 10/90 percentiles are 

indicated by the error bars. Statistical significance was evaluated by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test 

(n = 60). n.s., not significant; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. 

5.5 Discussion 

CEACAM3 mediates rapid and efficient opsonin-independent phagocytosis of 

CEACAM-binding bacteria by human granulocytes. Several positive regulators 

of CEACAM3-initiated cellular events have been characterized, which are con-

nected to the ITAM-like sequence of CEACAM3 and promote bacterial uptake in 

a tyrosine phosphorylation-dependent manner (Buntru et al. 2012). 

Here we demonstrate that CEACAM3 can interact with the adaptor protein 

Grb14. This interaction is mediated by a direct binding of the Grb14 SH2 do-

main to phosphorylated Tyr230 (pTyr230) within the ITAM-like sequence of 

CEACAM3. FLIM-based FRET measurements corroborate the initial biochemi-

cal analyses and verify that CEACAM3 can interact with Grb14 in intact cells. 

The CEACAM3-Grb14 interaction is triggered upon receptor engagement by 

bacteria and results in local accumulation of Grb14. Importantly, functional as-

says demonstrate that the SH2-mediated association of Grb14 with the receptor 

has an inhibitory effect on bacterial internalization and restricts CEACAM3-

mediated phagocytosis.  

Our investigation took advantage of the miniaturized and highly parallel deter-

mination of protein-protein interactions afforded by protein domain microarrays 

(Wolf-Yadlin et al. 2009). Using a panel of recombinant SH2 domains we could 

indeed verify known protein interactions with phosphorylated CEACAM3 such 

as the binding of SH2 domains derived from the Src family kinase Hck, the 

adaptor protein Nck, or the regulatory subunit of PI3K (Buntru et al. 2012). Strik-

ingly, we were able to detect these interactions upon probing of the SH2 domain 

microarray with complex whole cell lysates containing the full-length receptor. 

This application clearly expands the use of protein domain microarrays beyond 

the classical approach, which employed synthetic phospho-peptides (Jones et 
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al. 2006; Mehlitz et al. 2010). In principle, the probing of SH2 domain microar-

rays with whole cell lysates and the use of differentially labeled antibodies 

against candidate binding partners would not only allow multiplexed analysis, 

but also the detection of novel, phosphotyrosine-based protein-protein interac-

tions. Indeed, using the SH2 domain microarray, we observed the binding of the 

Grb14 SH2 domain to phosphorylated CEACAM3, an interaction, which has not 

been reported before. 

Grb14 is one of three members of the Grb (growth factor receptor-bound) 7 

family comprising Grb7, Grb10, an Grb14 (Han et al. 2001). Compared to the 

adapter protein Grb2, the Grb7 family proteins have distinct domain structure 

and functions. They consist of an N-terminal proline-rich (PP) motif, a central 

region containing a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, a C-terminal SH2 domain 

and a so-called Between PH and SH2 (BPS) domain (Han et al. 2001). Grb14 

was initially discovered by its ability to bind to the phosphorylated carboxy-

terminal domain of the EGF receptor (Daly et al. 1996). Grb14 is expressed in 

most tissues, including myeloid cells, and has been found to associate with 

several activated growth factor receptor tyrosine kinases such as the EGF re-

ceptor, FGF receptor, PDGF receptor, and insulin receptor (IR) (Holt and Siddle 

2005). In particular, the role of Grb14 in IR signaling has been studied in detail. 

In vitro, Grb14 binding to tyrosine residues in the activation loop of the IR kinase 

domain interfere with the catalytic activity of the IR (Bereziat et al. 2002). 

Interestingly, the isolated BPS domain alone is sufficient to mediate the inhibito-

ry effect on IR activity in vitro (Bereziat et al. 2002). However, the SH2 domain 

is needed to localize full-length Grb14 to the IR and to position the BPS domain 

in the substrate binding groove of the IR to function as a pseudosubstrate and 

to suppress IR activity (Depetris et al. 2005). Surprisingly, grb14 knock out mice 

(Grb14-/- mice) do not show overt alterations with regard to size and weight 

compared to wildtype mice (Cooney et al. 2004). However, an enhanced insulin 

signaling in muscle and liver tissues coupled with improved glucose homeosta-

sis has been observed in Grb14-/- mice, suggesting that Grb14 fine tunes IR-

dependent responses (Cooney et al. 2004). 

We observed a similar inhibitory function for Grb14 in CEACAM3-mediated 

phagocytosis of N. gonorrhoeae: expression of full-length Grb14 inhibited CEA-

CAM3-mediated bacterial uptake, whereas this effect was abolished by deletion 
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of the Grb14-SH2 domain. We currently do not know, if the BPS domain is also 

required for this inhibitory function. However, signaling by cytoplasmic PTKs is 

needed to drive efficient phagocytosis via CEACAM3, and such PTKs could be 

a target of the Grb14 BPS domain. Furthermore, our experiments with recombi-

nant SH2 domains and synthetic phospho-peptides suggest that Grb14 binds to 

pTyr230 within the CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain. To date, several positive 

regulators of CEACAM3-mediated uptake, e.g. Vav1, PI3K and Src-kinases, are 

known, which also bind via their SH2 domains to this particular tyrosine residue. 

As a single tyrosine residue within the ITAM-like sequence supports multiple 

protein-protein interactions critical for phagocytosis, we have suggested that the 

CEACAM3 cytoplasmic domain possesses a hemITAM functionality (Buntru et 

al. 2012). Such a tyrosine-based activation motif centered around a single tyro-

sine residue has been characterized for the macrophage receptor Dectin-1, 

which initiates opsonin-independent phagocytosis of dextran-exposing particles 

including yeast (Goodridge et al. 2011). Due to the importance of the phosphor-

ylated tyrosine residue pY230, Grb14 SH2 domain binding might interfere with 

CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis by blocking access of other proteins to this 

residue. Therefore, both inhibition of CEACAM3-associated PTKs by the Grb14 

BPS domain as well as competition with other SH2-domain containing proteins 

for pY230 binding could limit CEACAM3-downstream signaling and could ex-

plain the reduced opsonin-independent phagocytosis of CEACAM-binding bac-

teria in the presence of Grb14. 

How the association of different SH2 domain containing proteins, having either 

positive or negative regulatory function, with a single phosphotyrosine residue in 

CEACAM3 is coordinated, is currently unclear. On the one hand, binding of the 

1 µm sized N. gonorrhoeae to host cells triggers the clustering of multiple CEA-

CAM3 molecules (Schmitter et al. 2004; Buntru et al. 2009). The clustered re-

ceptor molecules could then accommodate the simultaneous association with 

several different pTyr230-binding proteins at a given time point. On the other 

hand, a sequential and hierarchical recruitment of the different cytoplasmic 

binding partners to pTyr230 of CEACAM3 is highly likely. Indeed, a transient 

association of CEACAM3 and the Hck-SH2 domain was observed (Buntru et al. 

2009). Upon CEACAM3 engagement by OpaCEA-expressing N. gonorrhoeae, 

the Hck-SH2 domain is initially recruited to the receptor and disappears again 
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within 5-10 min, while the bacteria stay associated with the receptor in an intra-

cellular compartment (Buntru et al. 2009). Co-localization studies using live cell 

imaging would allow the visualization of multiple SH2-domains to CEACAM3. 

However, such studies do not discriminate between indirect and direct receptor 

association. Therefore, advanced fluorescence microscopy approaches such as 

FRET determination are required to clearly resolve the spatial and temporal pat-

tern of protein binding to the hemITAM of CEACAM3. In this regard, application 

of FRET-FLIM does not only demonstrate the intimate association of a recruited 

protein, but also directly provides quantitative data about the stoichiometry of 

the interaction. This is in contrast to intensity-based FRET-methods, where 

quantification of interaction partners is highly sophisticated and requires the 

availability of appropriate controls (Hoppe et al. 2002). Using the quantitative 

determination of fluorescence lifetime of the FRET donor GFP, we calculated 

that almost half of the CEACAM3 molecules during a bacterial internalization 

event were bound to Grb14-SH2. As we had to employ fixed samples and over-

expression of mCherry-Grb14-SH2, this clearly represents only a snap-shot of a 

non-physiological setting. Expression of the fluorescently tagged full-length pro-

tein at physiological levels in combination with live cell FLIM would allow a more 

precise quantification of CEACAM3-binding by a given protein. However, as the 

acquisition time for the time-correlated single photon-counting-FLIM setup was 

in the range of minutes to obtain reliable donor lifetimes, we were not able to 

analyze phagocytosis-related signaling in living cells. Accordingly, FLIM instru-

mentation determining fluorophore lifetime in the frequency domain could allow 

faster image acquisition and might be preferable to elucidate the temporal suc-

cession of CEACAM3 binding partners (Gratton et al. 2003).  

From our studies, Grb14 emerges as a non-enzymatic, negative regulator of the 

phagocytic receptor CEACAM3. Though Grb14 and CEACAM3 are expressed 

by human granulocytes, it is difficult to verify the functional interaction of these 

two proteins in primary cells. This is mainly due to the inaccessibility of human 

granulocytes for genetic manipulation by recombinant cDNA or shRNA con-

structs. Furthermore, murine granulocytes, which could be isolated from 

wildtype and Grb14-/- mice, do not express CEACAM3 (Kammerer and 

Zimmermann 2010). The generation of transgenic mice expressing CEACAM3 

under the control of a granulocyte specific promoter might be a promising route 
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to allow future functional investigations of CEACAM3-binding partners in the 

proper cellular context. Nevertheless, previous studies using pharmacological 

inhibitors or cell-permeable function-blocking peptides have provided convincing 

evidence that CEACAM3-expressing 293 cells are relevant surrogates for pri-

mary granulocytes with regard to CEACAM3-mediated bacterial uptake 

(Schmitter et al. 2004; Schmitter et al. 2007; Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru et al. 

2011).  

Together, our study reveals a novel and direct interaction between the adaptor 

protein Grb14 and the tyrosine phosphorylated cytoplasmic domain of CEA-

CAM3. Our functional analyses suggest that this SH2-domain based interaction 

between Grb14 and the receptor limits CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis and 

fine tunes the uptake of CEACAM-binding bacteria by human granulocytes. 
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5.7 Supplementary figures 

 

Fig. 5.9: Grb14-SH2 does not bind to a deletion mutant of CEACAM3 lacking the cyto-

plasmic domain and Slp76-SH2 does not associate with CEACAM3. (A) 293 cells were 

cotransfected to express CEACAM3ΔCT-EGFP together with mCherry-Grb14-SH2 or wild type 

CEACAM3-EGFP together with mCherry-Slp76-SH2, respectively. Two days later, cells were 

infected with PacificBlue-labeled OpaCEA protein-expressing gonococci for 30 min and fixed. 

Scale bar, 10 μm. (B) FLIM was applied to a defined region as indicated in (A) (white rectan-

gles). The images represent the mean EGFP lifetime on a pixel-by-pixel basis and lifetime val-

ues are color-coded (see bars on the right). Distinct EGFP lifetimes were determined by fitting 

the fluorescence decay as described in the methods section. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Regulated assembly and disassembly of multi-protein complexes is critical for 

the co-ordinated execution of cellular functions. Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) is 

a protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) that orchestrates the dynamic build-up and re-

modeling of focal adhesion protein complexes at Integrin-dependent cell adhe-

sion sites, a process involved in cell migration. In this regard, FAK has signaling 

and scaffolding functions that depend on phosphorylation of its substrates as 

well as transient interactions with other key proteins such as Paxillin at focal 

adhesion sites. Recently developed ATP-analogues inhibit FAK activity but do 

not interfere with FAK scaffolding function. Therefore new strategies based on 

the suppression of FAK expression by RNA interference or the inhibition of 

FAK-mediated protein-protein-interactions are of intense interest. In this study 

we have performed a High Content Screening approach (about 17.000 com-

pounds) with a custom-made murine cell line to identify small molecules that 

interfere with the subcellular localization of FAK. After two screening rounds two 

structurally related compounds were identified, which disrupt FAK localization at 

focal adhesions, presumably, by targeting its interaction partner Paxillin. Mb31 

efficiently displace Paxillin and FAK within minutes at low micromolar concen-

trations in a reversible manner, while localization of other focal adhesion marker 

like Talin or Vinculin is not disturbed. 3 µM Mb31 strongly inhibit Integrin-based 

cell migration of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), obviously, by interfering 

with both focal adhesion assembly and disassembly. Mb31 will not only yield 

novel insight into the molecular regulation of cell motility by Integrin-associated 

kinases, but will also provide novel avenues to interfere with aberrant cell migra-

tion in transformed cells, a process which is central to tumor metastasis. 

6.2 Introduction 

In adherent cell types Integrins concentrate at focal adhesion sites, where they 

provide a structural link between the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the intracel-

lular actin cytoskeleton. Focal adhesions are also key signaling hubs for the 

adhesion-dependent proliferation and survival of adherent cell types as well as 

the regulation of cell motility. The Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) plays an out-

standing role in these events. FAK is an essential protein tyrosine kinase in mul-

ticellular animals, as genetic deletion of FAK disrupts normal embryonic devel-
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opment (Ilic et al. 1995). Integrin-mediated cell-matrix contact, mechanical 

stress or addition of growth factors result in FAK activation (Schlaepfer and 

Hunter 1998; Schaller et al. 1999; Mitra et al. 2005). FAK activation involves 

conformational changes to release an intramolecular inhibitory association be-

tween the amino-terminal FERM domain and the kinase domain of FAK (Lietha 

et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2008). Concomitant with this conformational change, the 

tyrosine residue Y397 located between the FERM and the kinase domain can 

become phosphorylated, either via autophosphorylation by FAK itself or via oth-

er cellular tyrosine kinases, leading to the recruitment of signal transduction 

molecules and adaptor proteins to focal adhesions (Hauck et al. 2002). The C-

terminal focal adhesion targeting (FAT)-domain of FAK is essential for this acti-

vation process, as this part of the protein dictates the subcellular localization of 

FAK to Integrin-rich focal adhesions in the first place, where it binds to Paxillin 

and Talin. In cells that lack Paxillin expression FAK recruitment to focal adhe-

sions is inefficient (Hagel et al. 2002). In line with this, point mutations within the 

Paxillin-binding motifs of the FAK FAT domain disrupt FAK association and lo-

calization to focal adhesions (Scheswohl et al. 2008). Structurally, the FAT do-

main is made up by a bundle of four α-helices which tightly pack together by 

hydrophobic interactions (Hayashi et al. 2002). Interestingly, in some cell types 

the C-terminal part of FAK (including the FAT-domain and the Proline-rich se-

quences two and three) is expressed from a cryptic promoter as a separate 

transcript, namely FAK-related non-kinase (FRNK) (Richardson and Parsons 

1996; Nolan et al. 1999; Taylor et al. 2001). Due to its FAT domain FRNK is 

also recruited to focal adhesions, where it acts as a competitive inhibitor of FAK 

function by specifically displacing FAK from these sites. Consequently, FRNK 

has a dominant-negative effect and can block all FAK-dependent events that 

have been investigated so far (Hauck et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001; Agerer et 

al. 2005).  

Under physiological conditions cell migration is a highly regulated process, 

which plays a role in embryonic development, wound healing but also patholog-

ical processes such as tumor metastasis. For directional cell migration induced 

by a stimulus the coordination of attachment and detachment of the cell to the 

ECM as well as the contractility and reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton are 

essential. FAK plays a key role in the coordination of these processes. FAK 
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knockout (FAK-/-) fibroblasts derived from FAK-deficient mouse embryos have 

an increased number of focal adhesions and actin stress fibers (Ilic et al. 1995) 

and display impaired focal adhesion turnover kinetics (Ren et al. 2000; Webb et 

al. 2004). Furthermore, these cells exhibit a dramatically reduced potential of 

haptotactic, chemotactic and mechanotactic migration (Ilic et al. 1995; Sieg et 

al. 1999; Wang et al. 2001). Expression of the dominant-negative endogenous 

inhibitor FRNK in fibroblasts or adenocarcinoma cells also strongly reduces cell 

migration (Gilmore and Romer 1996; Sieg et al. 1999; Hauck et al. 2000; Hauck 

et al. 2001; Hauck et al. 2002). During directional cell migration, new adhesions 

are formed consecutively in the lamellipodium after actin appears in the position 

of the adhesions (Choi et al. 2008). FAK and Paxillin are two of the first proteins 

recruited to sites of nascent adhesion assembly (Choi et al. 2011) where FAK 

mediates the recruitment of Talin to stabilize the growing adhesions (Lawson et 

al. 2012). However, in FAK deprived cells still adhesions are formed that display 

impaired maturation (Izaguirre et al. 2001; Webb et al. 2004). Currently, it is 

unclear at which position FAK comes into action during focal adhesion assem-

bly. Although valuable, studies with FAK knockout cells suffer from compensa-

tory effects like the upregulation of the FAK homologue Pyk2 in these cells 

(Sieg et al. 1998). Pharmacological inhibition of FAK that allows to interfere in-

stantaneously with FAK activity in turn does not abrogate FAK scaffolding func-

tion. Therefore, there is a high demand for the development of fast-acting com-

pounds that disrupt FAK localization at focal adhesions similar to the endoge-

nous inhibitor FRNK.   

In the present study we identify a novel class of small molecule inhibitors in a 

High Content Screening (HCS) approach disrupting FAK localization at focal 

adhesions. Mb31 and Mb36 efficiently displace FAK and Paxillin from pre-

formed focal adhesions within minutes at low micromolar concentrations in a 

reversible manner, while localization of other focal adhesion marker like Talin 

and Vinculin is not disturbed. 3 µM Mb31 strongly inhibit Integrin-based cell mi-

gration of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), obviously, by interfering with 

both focal adhesion assembly and disassembly. Mb31 and Mb36 will allow fur-

ther deciphering of focal adhesion assembly, maturation, and turnover, because 

of their fast and reversible mode of action. Furthermore, these compounds will 
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be interesting candidates for targeting FAK function in pathological situations 

such as tumor metastasis or vascular restenosis. 

6.3 Methods 

Recombinant DNA constructs 

pLL3.7 mKate2 was designed by replacing EGFP cDNA in pLL3.7 EGFP 

(Addgene, Cambridge, MA) with mKate2 cDNA (Evrogen, Moskow, Russia) us-

ing AgeI/EcoRI restriction sites. From mFAK cDNA the C-terminal region coding 

for aa693-1052 (FRNK) was amplified with Primers 5´-

ATCGCTAGCACCATGGAATCCAGAAGACAGG-3´ (sense) and 5´-

ACTTGTACAGCTTCATGTGCATGTTCTCCTTAATCAGCTCGCTCAC-

GCCGCGTGTCTGCCCTAGC-3´ (antisense). The resulting PCR fragment was 

cloned in pLL3.7 mKate by BsrGI/NheI restriction sites. Mouse Vinculin WT 

cDNA (Illenberger, TU Braunschweig, Germany) was PCR-amplified with pri-

mers 5´-GAAGTTATCAGTCGACCCAGTGTTTCATACGC-3´ (sense) and 5´- 

ATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTTTACTGGTACCAGGGAG-3´ (antisense). The result-

ing PCR fragment was cloned into pDNR-Dual using the In-Fusion PCR cloning 

Kit (Clontech) and transferred to pmKate LoxP by Cre-mediated recombination. 

Production of pmKate LoxP was desribed previously (Buntru et al. 2009). 

pBABE-Puro mKate-Vinculin was designed by subcloning mKate-Vinculin in 

pBABE-Puro (Addgene) using BamHI/EcoRI restriction sites for pBABE Puro 

and BclI/EcoRI restriction sites for pmKate Vinculin. Human Paxillin cDNA (Ber-

shadsky, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel) was amplified by PCR 

with primers 5´-ATCGTACTCGAGATATGGACGACCTCGACGC-3´ (sense) and 

5´-GTCAGCGAATTCCTAGCAGAAGAGCTTGAG-3´ (antisense) and trans-

ferred to pBABE Puro mKate using XhoI/EcoRI restriction sites. Human FAK 

kinase domain was PCR-amplified from full-length cDNA (RZPD) with primers 

5´-ATCGCGGCCGCACCATGCATCATCATCATCATCATGGCTCAACCAGG-

GATTATGAG-3´ (sense) and 5´-

ACTGGATCCTTACCCATTCTTGAAATATTCAGGCTCTTCTTGCTGAGC-

CTTCTC-3´ (antisense) and cloned in pVL1392 (BD Biosciences) using No-

tI/BamHI restriction sites. pEGFP-C1 FAK-2xHA was kindly provided by David 

Schlaepfer.   
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Cell culture, transfection of cells and transduction of cells 

The human embryonic kidney cell line 293T (293T cells) and 293Φ Eco cells 

were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% calf serum (CS) at 37 °C, 5% 

CO2. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from FAK and p53 double-

knockout mouse embryos reexpressing GFP-FAK or GFP only (Ilic, JCB, 1998) 

were obtained from David Schlaepfer (University of California, San Diego, CA). 

MEFs were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), supplement-

ed with non-essential amino acids and sodium pyruvate on gelatine-coated 

(0.1% gelatine in PBS) cell culture dishes. Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells 

were grown in IPL-41 medium (Genaxxon Bioscience, Ulm, Germany) supple-

mented with 0.37 g/l NaHCO3, 2% yeastolate (Gibco), 2% chemically defined 

lipid concentrate (Gibco), Penicillin/Streptomycin and 10% FBS at 27°C. All cell 

lines were subcultured every 2-3 days. For transfection FAK-/- GFP-FAK cells 

were seeded at subconfluent density on fibronectin fragment (typeIII-repeat 9-

10, 1 µg/ml in PBS) (Martin Schwartz, La Jolla, CA). Four hours later the cells 

were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carslbad, CA) according 

to the manufacturer´s instructions and used 24 h after transfection. 293T cells 

were transfected by calcium phosphate precipitation using 3 µg of appropriate 

cDNA and were used 48 h after transfection. Production of infectious lentiviral 

particles and transduction of cells based on the pLL3.7 system was performed 

as described previously (Münzner, 2010, Science). For production of retroviral 

particles 293Φ Eco cells were seeded at subconfluent densities in two 10 cm 

culture dishes on poly-l-lysine (10 µg/ml in PBS) and transiently transfected with 

15 µg pBABE Puro mKate-Vinculin per dish using the calcium phosphate pre-

cipitation method. Medium was removed 8 h later and a glycerine shock was 

performed (15% glycerine in growth medium) for 3 min. Cells were washed 

once and incubated for 72 h at 37°C/5%CO2 in 6 ml growth medium per dish, 

supplemented with Penicillin/Streptomycin. For transduction fresh supernatant 

containing the viral particles was diluted with fibroblast growth medium and 

added to GFP-FAK MEFs seeded on fibronectin. 24 h later Puromycin was 

added as a selection marker for transduced cells and based on the fluores-

cence a cell line was established from a single colony stably expressing mKate-

Vinculin.        
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Antibodies and Reagents 

Monoclonal antibody (mAb) against FAK was obtained from BD Biosciences 

(San Jose, CA), mAb against GFP (clone JL-8) was from Clontech (Mountain 

View, CA), mAb against Paxillin (clone 177) was from Santa Cruz Biotechnolo-

gy (Santa Cruz, CA), mAb against Talin (clone 8D4) was from Thermo Scientific 

(Waltham, MA), mAb against Vinculin (clone hVIN-1) was from Sigma-Aldrich. 

The mAb against β-Tubulin (clone E7) and phosphotyrosine (clone PY72) were 

purified from hybridoma cell supernatants. All peroxidase- (HRP) and fluores-

cence-coupled secondary antibodies were purchased from Jackson Immu-

noResearch (West Grove, PA). Cycloheximide was purchased from Calbiochem 

(La Jolla, CA), FAK inhibitor PF 431396 was from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, 

UK).    

 

Cell lysis and Western Blotting 

Cell lysis and western blotting were performed as described previously 

(Münzner, 2008, Cell. Microbiol) 

 

Immunofluorescence staining, fluorescence microscopy, live cell imaging 

MEFs were seeded on fibronectin fragment (4 µg/ml in PBS) in multi-well plates 

(Greiner Bio-One) and incubated for 4 h to allow spreading. Cells were fixed 

and permeabilized with MeOH at -20°C after pre-fixation with 4% paraformalde-

hyde. Cells were  blocked with 10% CS in PBS (blocking buffer) and incubated 

with primary antibodies (α-Talin, α-Paxillin or α-Vinculin) in blocking buffer for 

1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed three times with PBS and were 

incubated with appropriate fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies. Cells 

were washed again with PBS to remove excess antibodies and were imaged 

using a Leica AF6000LX fluorescence microscope.   

To analyze reversibility compound treated cells were washed three times with 

pre-warmed growth medium. After washout cells were incubated 1 h in pres-

ence of 10 µg/ml cycloheximide. Cells were washed with PBS, fixed with para-

formaldehyde, washed again with PBS and were directly imaged.     

For live cell imaging cells were seeded on fibronectin fragment (4 µg/ml in PBS) 

in custom-made cell culture dishes with glass-bottom insert. Cells were trans-

fected 4 h later and were serum-starved for 16 h. Medium was replaced by 
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normal growth medium and cells were imaged using a Leica AF6000LX 

equipped with a humidified incubation chamber at 37°C with 5% CO2. For TIRF 

microscopy a Leica AF6000LX TIRF equipped with a 100x/1.46 NA Oil HCX PL 

Apo objective and an EMCCD camera (CascadeII:512) was used. All images 

were processed with ImageJ.   

 

Analytics of reordered compounds 

Melting points were determined on a Gallenkamp melting point apparatus. TLC 

was performed on Merck precoated plates (silica gel 60 F254). 
1H and 13C NMR 

spectra were recorded using the Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer from Bruker 

at room temperature. Spectra were processed with the software MestReNova 

6.1.1 from MestRelab Research and the chemical shifts are reported relative to 

the residual solvent peak. ESI-IT mass spectrum was obtained with the Esquire 

3000 plus from Bruker Daltonics. The vario MICRO Cube from Elementar was 

used for the CHNS analysis. 

 

MTT assay 

MEFs were seeded on fibronectin (1 µg/ml in PBS) in starvation medium at a 

density of 1.4x104 cells/well in triplicate and were serum-starved for 16 h. Medi-

um was replaced with normal growth medium and after 5 h cells were treated 

with a dilution series of test compounds. After 5 h compound exposure cytotoxi-

city was evaluated using 0.5 mg/ml MTT (3-[4,5-dimethyltiazol-2-yl] 2,5-

diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide). Formazan was solubilized with DMSO and ab-

sorbance was measured at 550 nm (Varioskan Flash, Thermo Scientific).    

 

Expression and purification of recombinant proteins 

Kinase domain of human FAK (aa 410-689, hFAK-KD) was expressed with an 

amino-terminal 6xHis-tag and a carboxy-terminal Nef epitope-tag. FAK residue 

410 was changed from proline to glycine. Expression of the fusion protein was 

performed in Sf9 insect cells using the pVL1392 transfer vector and the Bacu-

loGold Transfection Kit (BD Biosciences). Cells were lysed in Sf9 lysis buffer 

(0.33% Tween20, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM NaCl, 100 µM PMSF, 1 mM β-

mercaptoethanol in 25 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.5) for 20 min at 4°C. Subsequently, 
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the lysate was cleared by centrifugation and hFAK-KD was purified by FPLC as 

described above.  

 

Cell Migration Assay 

FAK-/- GFP-FAK cells were seeded on fibronectin (1 µg/ml in PBS) in starvation 

medium (0.5% BSA in DMEM) at low densities and were serum-starved for 

16 h. To stimulate cell migration medium was replaced with normal growth me-

dium with 10% FBS. Cells were treated with a dilution series of test compounds 

and were imaged for 8 h with a Leica AF6000LX fluorescence microscope 

(Leica, Mannheim, Germany) equipped with a humidified incubation chamber at 

37°C with 5% CO2. Single cell migration was quantified using the manual track-

ing plugin in ImageJ. In a similar setup cells were imaged 5 h before and addi-

tional 5 h after compound addition.      

 

ELISA-based in vitro Kinase Assay 

A microtiter plate was coated with 2 µg/well of poly(Glu:Tyr) (4:1) copolymer 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) as artificial FAK substrate and blocked 

with 2% BSA in PBS with 0.01% Tween20. Purified hFAK-KD together with 100 

µM ATP were added in kinase buffer (125 mM NaCl, 48 mM MgCl2, 50 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.5) in presence of various concentrations of test compounds and 

incubated for 1 h at 30°C. The reaction was stopped by the addition of EDTA 

and wells were extensively washed with 0.05% Tween20 in PBS. Phosphory-

lated subtrate was detected by monoclonal anti-phosphotyrosine antibody fol-

lowed by peroxidase-coupled goat anti-mouse antibody. TMB solution (0.5 mM 

3,3´,5,5´-tetramethylbenzidine in 0.5% acetone, 4.5% ethanol and 1 mM H2O2 in 

30 mM potassium citrate, pH 4.1) was added and the reaction was stopped with 

2 M H2SO4 after a few minutes depending on the color development. The ab-

sorbance was measured at 450 nm. 

 

High Content Screening Procedure 

About 17.000 compounds (40 µM working concentration) were screened for 

their ability to displace GFP-FAK from focal adhesions (FA) using an automated 

microscope (ImageXpress Micro, Molecular Devices, Ismaning, Germany) 

equipped with a Nikon 20x/0.75 NA CFI Plan Apo objective. 6x103 cells per well 
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were seeded in 384 well-plates (Greiner Bio-One) on fibronectin fragment (4 

µg/mL in PBS) and after adherence and complete spreading compounds were 

transferred to the cells by a pintool with a Tecan Freedom EVO workstation 

(Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). After 4 h compound exposure nuclei were 

Hoechst (Hoechst 33342, Invitrogen) stained, cells were fixed with 4% para-

formaldehyde and were imaged. A custom-made ImageJ macro (Bioimaging 

center, University of Konstanz, Germany) was used to quantify focal adhesions 

per cell based on local fluorescence maxima in the GFP channel (size 5-70 pix-

el) and determination of cells per field in the Hoechst channel. In each well four 

fields were imaged. 38 initial hits were selected and analyzed in a second 

screening round using mKate-Vinculin as a FAK-independent FA marker. Two 

structurally related compounds (Mb31 and Mb36) were identified which efficient-

ly displace FAK from FAs while Vinculin localization is not influenced. The IC50 

values were determined using the Hill slope model.  

6.4 Results 

Identification of small molecules interfering with FAK localization at focal 

adhesions 

Ectopic expression of FRNK as a dominant negative inhibitor of FAK effectively 

blocks FAK dependent events (Richardson and Parsons 1996; Hauck et al. 

2001; Taylor et al. 2001). This type of interference seems to be used physiolog-

ically for regulation of FAK function in certain cell types (Taylor et al. 2001). 

However, there is currently no possibility to instantaneously interfere with FAK 

localization. Therefore, we thought about using small molecules to disrupt FAK 

mediated protein-protein-interactions. To identify such molecules we set-up a 

High Content Screen based on FAK-/- MEFs reexpressing GFP-FAK to visual-

ize FAK localization at focal adhesions (Ilic et al. 1998). Cells were seeded on 

fibronectin and incubated to allow adherence and spreading. Prior fixation, cell 

nuclei were Hoechst stained. FAK containing focal adhesions and cells per field 

of view were quantified using a custom-made macro for ImageJ. The macro 

identifies focal adhesions due to local maxima of fluorescence intensity in the 

GFP-channel (Fig. 6.1A).  
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Fig. 6.1: Software-based quantification of focal adhesions. A) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on 

fibronectin for 6 h. Cells were Hoechst stained and fixed. A custom-made macro for ImageJ was 

developed to allow automated quantification of FAK-containing focal adhesions due to local 

maxima of fluorescence intensity in the GFP-channel (5-70 pixel). Cells were automatically 

counted in the Hoechst channel. B) Reproducibility was tested in 40 control wells. In each well 

four positions were imaged. Mean of all found adhesions per cell was set to 100%. C) GFP-FAK 

MEFs were seeded on fibronectin and transduced to express mKate2-tagged FRNK. Vinculin 

was visualized by antibody staining to have a FAK independent marker of focal adhesions. 

D) Focal adhesions per cell were quantified in the FAK and Vinculin channel in FRNK-

transduced and untreated cells.   
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Cells were counted in the Hoechst channel based on a binary image. Closely 

connected cell nuclei were separated by a watershed algorithm. In order to 

evaluate the reproducibility of software-based quantification of focal adhesions 

per cell, the macro was applied to 40 control wells of a multi-well plate contain-

ing semi-confluent layers of GFP-FAK MEFs. A comparable number of focal 

adhesions per cell was identified in the control cells (Fig. 6.1B). Next, as a proof 

of principle GFP-FAK MEFs were transduced to express mKate2-tagged FRNK. 

mKate2-FRNK localizes to focal adhesions where it efficiently displaces GFP-

FAK (Fig. 6.1C). In contrast, Vinculin localization was not influenced by FRNK 

expression demonstrating that FAK dislocation was not due to a complete dis-

solution of focal adhesions. Indeed, software-based quantification of FAK-

containing focal adhesions showed dramatically decreased numbers in case of 

FRNK expression, whereas the number of Vinculin-containing focal adhesions 

per cell was comparable in both samples (Fig. 6.1D). Consequently, the soft-

ware can correctly identify FAK displacement from focal adhesions.  

In order to find small molecules which induce the specific delocalization of FAK, 

we screened two commercial compound libraries with more than 17.000 entries. 

GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on fibronectin in multi-well plates and compounds 

were transferred to the cells with a robot to a final concentration of 40 µM (Fig. 

6.2A). Cells were incubated for 4 h and nuclei were Hoechst stained prior to 

fixation. Cells were imaged with an automated microscope and data were ana-

lyzed with the ImageJ macro. In the first screening round the macro identified 

108 hits, which were curated by visual inspection to exclude instances of dra-

matic cell rounding and/or detachment. In total, 38 compounds (primary hits) 

showed significant FAK displacement, while cells were still normally adherent 

and spread on the substrate. To validate these primary hits we transduced the 

GFP-FAK MEFs to stably express mKate-Vinculin. mKate-tagged Vinculin 

serves as a FAK-independent marker of focal adhesions and facilitates indica-

tion of specific FAK displacement (compare Fig. 6.1C). We could identify two 

compounds (Mb31 and Mb36) which induced FAK displacement within less 

than 1 h while Vinculin localization was not disturbed (Fig. 6.2B). The two com-

pounds Mb31 and Mb36 share striking structural similarities (Fig. 6.2C and 

Suppl. information). Together, based on more than 17.000 compounds we could 
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identify in two screening rounds two disruptors of FAK localization at focal 

adhesions (Fig. 6.2D).  

 

Fig. 6.2: Mb31 and Mb36 efficiently displace FAK from focal adhesions while Vinculin localiza-

tion is not disturbed. A) Schematic diagram of the compound screening strategy. B) GFP-FAK 

MEFs stably expressing mKate-Vinculin were incubated with the 38 primary hits at a concentra-

tion of 40 µM for 1 h. Mb31 and Mb36 specifically displace FAK while Vinculin remains localized 

at focal adhesions. Scale bar: 20 µm. C) Chemical structures of Mb31 and Mb36. D) Based on 

two compound libraries with more than 17.000 entries 38 primary hits were found. In a second 

screening round two specific inhibitors of FAK localization were identified. 

Mb31 and Mb36 displace FAK and Paxillin efficiently within minutes  

Mb31 and Mb36 displaced FAK from focal adhesions within 1 h (compare Fig. 

6.2B). In order to investigate the kinetics of FAK displacement at focal adhe-

sions we performed a time series. GFP-FAK MEFs were treated with 20 µM of 

Mb31 or Mb36 and were fixed after different time points. Mb31 efficiently dis-
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placed FAK within 5 min, whereas in untreated cells FAK strongly localized to 

focal adhesions (Fig. 6.3). Mb36 kinetic was slightly slower with FAK delocaliza-

tion after 20 min (Fig. 6.3).  

 

Fig. 6.3: FAK is displaced from focal adhesions within minutes. GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded in 

serum-free medium on fibronectin and treated for the indicated time with 20 µM of Mb31, Mb36 

or left untreated. Scale bar: 50 µm. 

Furthermore, GFP-FAK MEFs were treated with increasing concentrations of 

Mb31 or Mb36 to determine the minimum concentration required to interfere 

with FAK localization. Untreated or solvent (DMSO) treated cells show the ex-

pected localization of FAK at focal adhesions (Fig. 6.4A). However, in Mb31 

treated cells FAK localization in focal adhesions is strongly decreased already 

at 2 µM and 5 µM of Mb31 were sufficient for complete FAK displacement (Fig. 

6.4A, top panel). Similarly, in Mb36 treated cells no FAK could be detected in 

focal adhesions at 5 µM, although at 2 µM no effect was observed (Fig. 6.4A, 

bottom panel). In a second approach a narrower concentration range (1-5 µM) 

of Mb31 was applied and we observed that about 4 µM were sufficient for effi-

cient FAK displacement (Suppl. Fig. 6.10). To determine the IC50 values we ap-

plied the custom-made ImageJ macro to the images in Fig. 6.4A. For Mb31 we 

found an IC50 of ~2.0 µM and for Mb36 the IC50 is ~4.1 µM (Fig. 6.4B). Live cell 

analyses with GFP-FAK MEFs transiently expressing mKate-Vinculin confirm 

rapid FAK displacement at 5 µM Mb31 while Vinculin localization is not dis-
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turbed (Fig. 6.4B). Due to the faster kinetic and lower IC50 compared to Mb36 

we concentrated the further studies on Mb31. Taken together, Mb31 and Mb36 

selectively displace FAK within minutes from focal adhesions at low micromolar 

concentrations. 

 

Mb31 induced displacement of FAK is reversible and does not target FAK 

kinase activity 

The previous experiments (compare Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4) revealed a fast delo-

calization of FAK from focal adhesions in compound exposed cells. In order to 

analyze whether FAK or its binding partner Paxillin are degraded after dis-

placement, serum-starved GFP-FAK MEFs were stimulated with normal growth 

medium in presence of increasing concentrations of Mb31. After 30 min cells 

were lysed and protein levels were determined by immunoblotting. Neither for 

FAK nor Paxillin any degradation was observed (Fig. 6.5A).  
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Fig. 6.4: Mb31 and Mb36 displace FAK from focal adhesions at low micromolar concentrations. 

A) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on fibronectin and incubated for 1 h with the indicated concen-

trations of Mb31, Mb36, solvent (DMSO) or left untreated. Scale bar: 50 µm. B) Focal adhesions 

per cell were quantified from the images in A as described in the methods section to determine 

the cellular IC50. C) GFP-FAK MEFs were transiently transfected to express mKate-Vinculin. 5 

µM of Mb31 were applied and cells were imaged for 10 min. Scale bar: 20 µm.              
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Fig. 6.5: Mb31 induced FAK displacement is reversible and does not target FAK kinase activity. 

A) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on fibronectin and serum-starved overnight. Medium was re-

placed with normal growth medium and the indicated concentrations of Mb31 were applied for 

30 min. Cells were lysed and analyzed for Paxillin and FAK protein level as well as FAK Y397 

phosphorylation. Tubulin served as a loading control. B) Purified kinase domain of FAK was 

incubated with increasing amounts of Mb31 for 1 h at 30°C together with Poly-Glu-Tyr as a FAK 

substrate. Phosphorylation was quantified by enzyme-coupled color reaction as described in the 

methods section. C) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on fibronectin and treated for 30 min with 

4 µM Mb31 in the presence or absence of Cycloheximide. Following compound washout cells 

were incubated for 1 h in the continued presence or absence of Cycloheximide and fixed. Scale 

bar: 50 µm. 
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Furthermore, Y397 phosphorylation of FAK which serves as an indicator of FAK 

kinase activity was not influenced. This suggests that Mb31 does not interfere 

with the kinase activity of FAK. In line with this, in vitro activity of purified FAK 

kinase domain was not altered in presence of Mb31 (Fig. 6.5B). However, the 

FAK inhibitor PF431396 from Pfizer completely inhibited FAK substrate phos-

phorylation. Concerning, that Paxillin and FAK are not degraded in Mb31 treat-

ed GFP-FAK MEFs we investigated whether FAK displacement is reversible. 

GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded on fibronectin and treated with 4 µM Mb31 for 

1 h. Following compound washout cells were incubated for additional 1 h and 

get fixed. In line with Fig. 6.4 FAK was completely displaced in Mb31 treated 

cells (Fig. 6.5C). However, after compound washout FAK relocalized to focal 

adhesions. Apparently, FAK containing focal adhesions were slightly enlarged 

compared to untreated cells and were primary localized at the cell periphery 

(Fig. 6.5C). To strengthen the hypothesis of FAK relocalization, in a second ap-

proach de novo protein synthesis was blocked with cycloheximide. Again, FAK 

containing focal adhesions could be clearly identified in the cell periphery (Fig. 

6.5C). These results suggest that Mb31 does not target the kinase activity of 

FAK and that Mb31 induced effects are reversible.                   

 

Mb31 seems to displace FAK indirectly by targeting Paxillin  

The C-terminal focal adhesion targeting domain of FAK binds to Paxillin and 

Talin and is responsible for an efficient recruitment of FAK to focal adhesions 

(Scheswohl et al. 2008). Therefore, we asked whether Mb31 targets FAK direct-

ly or possibly in an indirect way by displacement of FAK binding proteins Paxillin 

or Talin, respectively. GFP-FAK MEFs were treated with 40 µM of Mb31 and 

analyzed for Paxillin and Talin localization via antibody staining. Clearly, Talin 

localization is not influenced by Mb31 treatment (Fig. 6.6A). However, similar to 

FAK Paxillin was displaced from focal adhesions after 1 h (Fig. 6.6B). This sug-

gests that either Mb31 targets Paxillin or FAK localization at focal adhesions is 

important to stablilize Paxillin localization. To analyze whether FAK and Paxillin 

displacement occur with the same temporal pattern we transiently transfected 

GFP-FAK MEFs to express mKate-tagged Paxillin and imaged living cells after 

application of 10 µM of Mb31 (Fig. 6.7A). Along with FAK Paxillin delocalized 
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rapidly and within 10 min almost no Paxillin and FAK remained at focal adhe-

sions. 

 

Fig. 6.6: FAK and Paxillin but not Talin are displaced from focal adhesions. A) GFP-FAK MEFs 

were seeded on fibronectin and 40 µM of Mb31 or 36, respectively, were applied for 1 h. Cells 

were fixed and stained for Talin. Scale bar: 20 µm. B) Cells were seeded on fibronectin, treated 

as in A and stained for Paxillin. Scale bar: 20 µm. 

Strikingly, in cells over-expressing Paxillin higher Mb31 concentrations were 

necessary in order to achieve efficient FAK displacement. In non-transfected 

cells already 4 to 5 µM Mb31 were sufficient (compare Fig. 6.4) whereas in cells 

with strong over-expression of Paxillin even at 10 µM FAK and Paxillin dis-

placement was only partial (data not shown). In line with these observations, 

also in FAK knockout MEFs mKate-tagged Paxillin is efficiently displaced by 

Mb31 (Fig. 6.7B) while Vinculin localization was not influenced (Fig. 6.7C). The-

se results suggest, that Mb31 might induce FAK and Paxillin displacement by 

targeting the FAK-binding partner Paxillin.  
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Fig. 6.7: Displacement of Paxillin is independent of FAK. A) GFP-FAK MEFs were transiently 

transfected to express mKate-Paxillin. After addition of 10 µM Mb31 cells were imaged for 10 

min. B) GFP MEFs were transfected to express mKate-Vinculin, treated as in A and imaged for 

10 min C) GFP MEFs were transfected as in B, treated with 5 µM Mb31 and imaged for 10 min. 

Scale bars: 20 µm. 

Mb31 inhibits Integrin-mediated cell migration 

FAK or Paxillin knockout result in cells with motility defects and slow FA turno-

ver kinetics (Hagel et al. 2002; Webb et al. 2004). FRNK-mediated displace-

ment of FAK blocks efficiently FAK-dependent events like cell migration and 

invasion (Hauck et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001). Accordingly, we speculated that 

Mb31 will also interfere with cell motility. GFP-FAK MEFs were serum-

stimulated and migration was quantified on a single cell basis. Following addi-
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tion of serum cells started immediately to move around (0.29 µm/min), in con-

trast unstimulated cells were largely immobile (0.08 µm/min) (Fig. 6.8A). Strik-

ingly, Mb31 treated cells displayed impaired cell motility at 2 µM (0.11 µm/min) 

and at 3 µM (0.07 µm/min) motility was reduced to the level of unstimulated 

cells (Fig. 6.8B).  

 

Fig. 6.8: Mb31 strongly inhibits Integrin-based cell migration. A) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded 

on fibronectin and serum-starved overnight. Migration was stimulated by replacing the medium 

with normal growth medium. Migration of single cells was tracked for 8 h in 30 min intervals. B) 

Quantification of single cell migration from A. Bars represent mean velocities ± SD of 20 cells 

from two independent experiments. C) GFP-FAK MEFs were seeded and serum-starved as in 
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A. Cell Migration was stimulated with normal growth medium and single cells were tracked for 5 

h. Mb31 was added and the same cells were tracked for additional 5 h. D) Quantification of 

single cell migration from D. Bars represent mean velocities ± SD of 5 cells. E) Mean velocities 

of differently treated cells were plotted over time. After 5 h, Mb31 was applied at the indicated 

concentrations. F) Serum-starved GFP-FAK MEFs transiently expressing mKate-Vinculin were 

stimulated with normal growth medium and imaged in the mKate-Vinculin channel in 5 min in-

tervals. Images show representative overlays before and after treatment with 5 µM Mb31. Scale 

bar: 20 µm G) Serum-starved GFP-FAK MEFs were stimulated with normal growth medium and 

incubated for 5 h with the indicated concentrations of Mb31 or Mb36, respectively. Cell viability 

was assessed by MTT assay as described in the methods section. Values represent means of 

triplicates ± SEM of two independent experiments. 

Next, we examined whether Mb31 allows to interfere directly with the motility of 

migrating cells. GFP-FAK MEFs were serum-stimulated and migration of single 

cells was tracked for 5 h. Mb31 was added and migration of identical cells was 

determined for additional 5 h (Fig. 6.8C+D). Clearly, cell motility was blocked 

beyond 3 µM Mb31 (0.26 µm/min before treatment to 0.11 µm/min after treat-

ment) and Mb31 addition induced an immediate stop of migrating GFP-FAK 

MEFs (Fig. 6.8E). Supplementation with solvent (DMSO) did not influence the 

motility. To investigate focal adhesion dynamics GFP-FAK MEFs transiently 

expressing mKate-Vinculin were serum-stimulated and imaged by TIRF micros-

copy. At the leading cell edge protrusions were formed characterized by multi-

ple nascent adhesions (blue- and green-colored adhesions) and mature adhe-

sions were dynamic (sliding adhesions; color gradient form blue to red). How-

ever, after applying 5 µM Mb31 nascent adhesion formation was absent and 

mature adhesions were immobile (white-colored adhesions). GFP-fluorescence 

from cytoplasmic localized FAK reveals that the cells still form protrusions but it 

seems that establishment of adhesions fails (data not shown). Consequently, 

Mb31 seems to interfere with both assembly and disassembly of focal adhe-

sions. Toxicity assays confirmed that Mb31 exhibited minor toxicity in the used 

concentration range for the cell migration and focal adhesion dynamics studies 

(Fig. 6.8G). Taken together, these results demonstrate that Mb31 induced dis-

placement of FAK and Paxillin strongly inhibits Integrin-based cell migration.     
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6.5 Discussion 

In this study we characterize the cellular properties of a novel class of small 

molecule compounds interfering with FAK localization at focal adhesions. Mb31 

selectively displaces FAK and Paxillin from focal adhesions within minutes. 

Mb31 acts at low micromolar concentrations (cellular IC50 ~2.0 µM in MEFs) in a 

reversible manner while localization of other focal adhesion proteins like Talin or 

Vinculin is not disturbed. Mb31 efficiently blocks Integrin-based cell migration, 

obviously, by blocking both nascent adhesion establishment as well as focal 

adhesion turnover.  

In Paxillin-/- cells FAK targeting to focal adhesions is reduced, though it definite-

ly takes place (Hagel et al. 2002). This is apparently contradictory to our obser-

vations where Mb31 induced Paxillin displacement also delocalizes FAK. How-

ever, this difference results most likely from the presence of the Paxillin paralog 

hydrogen peroxide inducible clone-5 (Hic-5) in the Paxillin-/- cells (Hagel et al. 

2002). Hic-5 comprises four of five Paxillin LD motifs inclusively LD2 and LD4 

(Brown and Turner 2004) and is frequently coexpressed with Paxillin. Hic-5 has 

been shown to bind to many of the same proteins as Paxillin including FAK  

(Matsuya et al. 1998). Consequently, when the aminoacids of the FAK FAT do-

main responsible for Paxillin binding via its LD2 and LD4 motifs are alanine-

mutated FAK recruitment to focal adhesions is abolished (Scheswohl et al. 

2008). Therefore, most likely Mb31 also leads to the disruption of Hic-5 localiza-

tion. Paxillin and Hic-5 bear four Lin11, Isl-1, Mec-3-domains (LIM-domains) at 

the C-terminus whereas LIM3 and also LIM2 (to a minor extent) mediate the 

localization to focal adhesions (Brown et al. 1996; Fujita et al. 1998). In line with 

previous observations (Brown et al. 1996; Lawson et al. 2012), Paxillin recruit-

ment to focal adhesions was independent of FAK in our experiments (compare 

Fig. 6.7B). Based on the observation that in case of Paxillin overexpression 

higher Mb31 concentrations were necessary we believe that Mb31 binds to 

Paxillin (Fig. 6.9).  
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Fig. 6.9: Model of Mb31 induced FAK displacement. FAK localizes to focal adhesions by binding 

of the C-terminal FAT domain to LD2 and LD4 motifs of Paxillin. In turn, Paxillin is recruited via 

LIM2 and LIM3, however, the binding mechanism to Integrin cytoplasmic domain is elusive. 

Mb31 induces the selective displacement of Paxillin and FAK most likely by targeting Paxillin 

(adapted from (Mitra et al. 2005)). 

Saturation Transfer Difference (STD)-NMR or Surface Plasmon Resonance 

(SPR) measurements will be necessary in order to confirm this assumption. 

Clearly, these approaches will not provide information whether Mb31 induces 

Paxillin displacement by disrupting directly LIM3 mediated focal adhesion tar-

geting or in an allosteric manner. Further studies using Paxillin fragments and 

elucidation of the exact Mb31 binding mechanism to Paxillin via NMR or X-ray 

structure analysis will be needed to clarify this question. Interestingly, though 

Paxillin was described more than twenty years ago as a focal adhesion protein 

(Glenney and Zokas 1989; Turner et al. 1990) its binding mechanism to Integrin 

cytoplasmic domain has remained elusive. Mb31 could be helpful in order to 

resolve this pertinent issue. 

FAK-/- MEFs have an increased number and size of focal adhesions and exhibit 

motility defects (Ilic et al. 1995). Similarly, in Paxillin-/- cells the migration poten-

tial is decreased (Hagel et al. 2002) and in both cases focal adhesion turnover 

and disassembly are impaired (Webb et al. 2004). Although, the general protru-

sion activity is reduced FAK-/- cells are not defective in the assembly of adhe-

sions (Webb et al. 2004). Mb31 treated MEFs still form protrusions, though es-

tablishment of nascent adhesions is inhibited. Paxillin was shown to be one of 

the earliest components to be detected in nascent adhesions at the leading 

edge suggesting an important role in the assembly of adhesions (Digman et al. 
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2008). α5-Integrins exist in submicroscopic clusters of three to four integrins 

throughout the membrane. In nascent adhesions, α5-Integrins concentrate in 

growing clusters surrounded by Paxillin (Wiseman et al. 2004; Zimerman et al. 

2004). It is supposable that Mb31 mediated Paxillin withdrawal impedes the 

stabilization of α5-Integrin clusters and therefore the establishment of adhesions 

fails. Furthermore, sliding adhesions which are characteristic for motile fibro-

blasts were absent in Mb31 treated cells. In sliding adhesions it was observed 

that Paxillin monomers were added to one side while protein aggregates were 

removed from the other side in a treadmilling mechanism (Digman et al. 2008). 

The turnover and disassembly of adhesions is dependent on both Paxillin and 

FAK. Signaling of the FAK-Src complex interrupts maturation of adhesions by 

promoting their disassembly, at least in part by ERK dependent MLCK phos-

phorylation and subsequent modulation of actomyosin contractility (Webb et al. 

2004; Zaidel-Bar et al. 2007). While α-Actinin is characteristic for mature adhe-

sions, in cells lacking FAK it is also found in leading edge adhesions, indicating 

that the absence of FAK might result in accelerated adhesion maturation (Webb 

et al. 2004). The FAK-Src complex does also influence binding of the GIT1/2-

PIX-PAK-Nck to Paxillin LD4 motif which is involved in the regulation of Rho 

GTPase signaling. Fibroblasts expressing a Paxillin mutant lacking the LD4 mo-

tif exhibit decreased focal adhesion disassembly (Webb et al. 2004), abnormal 

membrane-protrusion dynamics due to sustained global Rac1 activity and fail to 

polarize (West et al. 2001; Brown and Turner 2004). GFP-FAK MEFs show 

similar protrusion-dynamics after Mb31 treatment. Although the molecular 

mechanism of Mb31 interference with Paxillin and FAK localization still has to 

be determined, Mb31 seems to interfere with cell motility at several steps by 

inhibiting focal adhesion assembly, turnover and disassembly.   

Enhanced FAK expression and/or activity is found in a broad range of human 

cancers (Cance et al. 2000; Yu et al. 2006; Chatzizacharias et al. 2008; 

Parsons et al. 2008) and FAK activation is associated with resistance to chemo-

therapy (Bolos et al. 2010). Indeed, FAK plays a central role in all steps of me-

tastasis: proliferation, migration, survival and invasion and therefore, FAK has 

an important function in tumor progression (van Nimwegen and van de Water 

2007). Consequently, FAK is an interesting target molecule to interfere with 

cancer progression and tumor metastasis. Besides the role in regulation of cell 
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migration FAK is beyond a key player in the regulation of cell invasion. Im-

portantly, FAK-mediated signaling promoting cell invasion is distinct from signal-

ing in cell motility (Hsia et al. 2003). In mouse fibroblasts cell invasion is linked 

to transient FAK accumulation at lamellipodia and membrane ruffles and the 

formation of a FAK-Src-p130Cas-Dock180 signaling complex (Hsia et al. 2003). 

This complex leads to elevated Rac1 and JNK activity accompanied by an in-

creased MMP2 activity and MMP9 expression. Hauck et al. could show previ-

ously that overexpression of FRNK inhibits MMP2 and MMP9 secretion in hu-

man carcinoma cells and blocks efficiently cell invasion and experimental me-

tastases formation in mice (Hauck et al. 2002). Whether Mb31 mediated FAK 

delocalization allows to block cell invasion has to be demonstrated. However, 

the absence of the need for viral delivery and the fast mode of action would be 

a considerable benefit.  

Recently, several small molecule inhibitors of FAK were developed interfering 

with the kinase activity of FAK (Halder et al. 2007; Slack-Davis et al. 2007; 

Roberts et al. 2008; Tanjoni et al. 2010) whereof PF562,271 is currently in 

phase I clinical trials (Infante et al. 2012). Interestingly, FAK kinase activity is 

not essential for all FAK dependent events (Schlaepfer et al. 1999; Siesser and 

Hanks 2006). FAK rather functions as an activatable platform (Schwartz 2001) 

for the assembly of a focal adhesion-based signaling complex regulating migra-

tion and invasion and can be effectively trans-phosphorylated by other cellular 

tyrosine kinases. For instance, PDGF- or EGF-stimulated cell motility does not 

require active FAK (Sieg et al. 2000). Furthermore, FAK activity is not essential 

for cell proliferation or promoting cell survival as treatment of cancer cell lines 

with FAK kinase inhibitors is not associated with reduced cell growth or elevated 

apoptosis (Slack-Davis et al. 2007). Contrary, ectopic expression of FRNK in 

cancer cells can block cell growth and induce apoptosis (Xu et al. 2000; 

Parsons et al. 2008). Therefore, new strategies based on the suppression of 

FAK expression by RNA interference or the inhibition of FAK-mediated protein-

protein-interactions are of intense interest. The potential of Mb31 to interfere 

with the addressed FAK functions has to be determined.     

Finally, because of the manifold roles of FAK in regulating cell motility, invasion, 

survival and proliferation Mb31 may have therapeutic potential to interfere with 
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aberrant cell migration in pathological situations such as tumor metastasis or 

vascular restenosis. 
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6.7 Supplementary figures and information 

 

Fig. 6.10: 4 µM of Mb31 are sufficient for efficient FAK displacement. GFP-FAK MEFs were 

seeded on fibronectin and incubated for 1 h with the indicated concentrations of Mb31 or left 

untreated. Scale bar: 50 µm. 

 

Compound analytics (Mb31 and Mb36) not shown for protection of Intellectual 

Property. 
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7 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

7.1 Regulation of CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis 

Several human-adapted bacterial pathogens including Neisseria gonorrhoeae, 

Neisseria meningitidis, Moraxella catarrhalis and Haemophilus influenzae ex-

ploit members of the CEACAM family to colonize the mucosal surface of their 

host (Chen and Gotschlich 1996; Virji et al. 1996; Chen et al. 1997; Gray-Owen 

et al. 1997; Hill et al. 2001; Hill and Virji 2003; Barnich et al. 2007). In turn, with 

the granulocyte specific CEACAM3 the human innate immune system is 

equipped with a dedicated phagocytic receptor that allows the opsonin-

independent recognition and elimination of CEACAM-binding bacteria. CEA-

CAM3 with its short-wired connection to cellular factors critical for cytoskeletal 

reorganization and antibacterial effector functions (Schmitter et al. 2007; Buntru 

et al. 2011) provides an interesting variation of the well described signaling by 

ITAM consensus sequences which are found in the TCR ζ-chain or Fcγ-

receptors (Reth 1989). The direct association of cytoplasmic proteins with 

pTyr230 of CEACAM3 results in a direct route to efficient phagocytosis (see 

also Fig. 1.2). Indeed, CEACAM3 mediated phagocytosis is exceptionally fast 

with more than 90% of human granulocytes having phagocytosed one or more 

gonococci within 15 min (Schmitter et al. 2004). While the activation site of 

CEACAM3 signaling has been investigated extensively in recent years, little 

was known about factors that negatively regulate CEACAM3 induced signaling. 

Whether CEACAM3 signaling also involves the activity of tyrosine phosphatas-

es as Dectin-1 does, an innate immune receptor that detects β-glycans in fungal 

cell walls, has to be investigated in the future. Similar to CEACAM3 Dectin-1 

comprises an ITAM-like sequence in its cytoplasmic domain. Furthermore, in-

volvement of the recruitment of SH3-domain containing proteins to CEACAM3 

proline-rich region in CEACAM3-mediated phagocytosis is currently unknown.   

Clearly, utilization of FRET techniques gives the analysis of CEACAM3 induced 

protein-protein interactions a new quality. Both biochemical and genetic ap-

proaches have shed light on protein-protein-interactions and signaling connec-

tions that occur in infected eukaryotic cells. However, two major drawbacks of 
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these techniques are evident: firstly, it is always possible that two associated 

proteins are not directly interacting, but rather are linked by a third protein; sec-

ondly, biochemical approaches disrupt the cellular context and therefore lack 

spatial resolution. The use of GFP and its spectral variant allows colocalization 

analysis of two proteins in real time in living cells. However, the resolution of 

light microscopes is too low to prove a direct interaction of two colocalized puta-

tive binding partners. FRET combines the power of biochemical analysis and 

fluorescence microscopy. FRET allows not only the determination of intimate 

binding of two proteins but also enables the verification of protein-protein inter-

actions in the physiological context of the cell. Furthermore, FRET enables to 

pinpoint these interactions exactly to sites of bacterial host cell contact. Thus, 

we could demonstrate direct association of the SH2 domains of Hck, PI3K and 

Grb14 to CEACAM3 upon bacterial receptor engagement. Activity of Src kinas-

es like Hck is responsible for ITAM-like motif phosphorylation upon receptor 

clustering and plays an important role in CEACAM3 mediated internalization 

(Schmitter et al. 2007). PI3K kinase activity is clearly dispensable for the uptake 

of CEACAM3 bound gonococci but essential for the elimination of engulfed bac-

teria (Buntru et al. 2011). With the adaptor protein Grb14 we described the first 

time a negative regulator of CEACAM3 mediated phagocytosis.      

How the association of different SH2 domain containing proteins including Vav, 

Hck, Nck, Grb14 and PI3K with a single phosphotyrosine residue in CEACAM3 

is coordinated is unclear so far. And we expect that this still represents an in-

complete set. Obviously, bacterial binding to CEACAM3 triggers the clustering 

of multiple CEACAM3 molecules (Schmitter et al. 2004; Buntru et al. 2009). The 

clustered receptor molecules could then accommodate the simultaneous asso-

ciation with several different pTyr230 binding proteins at a given time point. On 

the other hand, a sequential und hierarchical recruitment of the different cyto-

plasmic binding partners to pTyr230 is highly likely. Indeed, a transient associa-

tion of Hck-SH2 of 5-10 min with CEACAM3 at sites of bacterial infection was 

detected (Buntru et al. 2009) while for PI3K a much longer-lived association 

was observed (Buntru, unpublished observations). Application of FRET could 

shed light on the spatial and temporal pattern of protein binding to CEACAM3 

ITAM-like motif. In this regard, the use of FRET-FLIM does not only demon-

strate the intimate association of a recruited protein, but also directly provides 
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quantitative data about the stoichiometry of a given interaction. Clearly, this ap-

proach requires expression of fluorescence-tagged CEACAM3 and the full 

length binding partner of interest at a physiological level in combination with live 

cell imaging to provide valuable information. However, the acquisition time of 

the time correlated single photon counting-FLIM setup (time domain FLIM) used 

for the CEACAM3-Grb14 studies was in the range of minutes to obtain reliable 

donor lifetimes and therefore prevents analysis of phagocytosis-related protein-

protein-interactions in living cells. Accordingly, FLIM instrumentation determin-

ing the fluorophore lifetime in the frequency domain could allow faster image 

acquisition and might be preferable to elucidate the temporal succession of 

CEACAM3 binding partners (Gratton et al. 2003).          

Due to the lack of the CEACAM3 gene in standard model organisms such as 

the mouse, which is in the focus of most immunologists, this interesting human 

receptor has received comparable little attention. The in vitro data with trans-

fected cell lines and primary neutrophils suggest a prime role for CEACAM3 in 

restricting infection by CEACAM-binding bacteria. Nevertheless, deciphering the 

contribution of CEACAM3 to the infection process will require experimentation 

with intact organisms and, therefore, novel transgenic animal models with spe-

cific expression of CEACAM3 will be needed. Future studies on CEACAM3 will 

help to clarify the in vivo role of this innate immune receptor in controlling infec-

tion by host-restricted bacteria and shed light on this fascinating aspect of hu-

man biology.    

7.2 Analysis of FAK functions with small molecule inhibitors 

interfering with FAK localization 

Regulated assembly and disassembly of multi-protein complexes is critical for 

the coordinated execution of cellular functions. FAK orchestrates the dynamic 

build-up and remodeling of focal adhesion complexes at integrin-dependent cell 

adhesion sites, a process that is essential for directional cell migration. FAK 

knockout fibroblasts have impaired focal adhesion turnover kinetics (Webb et al. 

2004) and display strong motility defects (Ilic et al. 1995). Ectopic expression of 

FRNK, as a dominant negative inhibitor of FAK effectively blocks FAK depend-

ent events including cell migration (Hauck et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001). How-

ever, the need for viral delivery complicates its application in vivo and does not 
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allow to interfere instantaneously with FAK dependent signaling. The small mol-

ecule inhibitor Mb31 disrupts FAK localization at focal adhesions by targeting its 

interaction partner Paxillin. Mb31 selectively displaces FAK and Paxillin at low 

micromolar concentrations within minutes while localization of other focal adhe-

sion proteins like Vinculin or Talin is retained. Mb31 efficiently blocks Integrin-

based cell migration, obviously by block both nascent adhesion formation and 

adhesion disassembly. This is the first time, a small molecule is described that 

disrupts FAK localization at focal adhesions. In contrast to genetic approaches 

to abrogate FAK expression Mb31 allows to interfere immediately with FAK de-

pendent events like Integrin-based cell migration. Moreover, studies with 

knockout cells often suffer from compensatory effects like the upregulation of a 

homologues gene. In FAK-/- MEFs the FAK family member Pyk2 is upregulated 

which can, at least in part, restore FAK functions (Sieg et al. 1998). Recently 

developed inhibitors of FAK kinase activity (overview in (Hall et al. 2011)) dis-

play a fast mode of action but do not interfere with FAK scaffolding function. 

Mb31 will be a valuable tool in order to further deciphering of focal adhesion 

dynamics because of its both fast and reversible mode of action. Furthermore, 

Mb31 will be an interesting candidate for targeting FAK functions in pathological 

situations such as tumor metastasis or vascular restenosis.             
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